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~Avalon Hill Philosophy Part
Let's start with our apologies for the lateness

of the last issue. Doubtless a few of you
experienced considerable delays in having your
mail orders processed but we are finally shipping
all of the new games. The problem was primarily
the slow progress of Panzer Leader which threw
more than one monkey wrench into our time
tables. One production problem led to another
and ruined our time schedule. Normal press and
camera breakdowns were magnified in effect by
the fact that we were putting seven games
through the same production pipelines which
normally service only two! The situation was
made worse by the timing of management who
picked this year as the time to come out with a
novel line of stationary items which further
reduced our available press and assembly time.
The net result was that we simply didn't have all
the games available when the orders started to
come in. Most orders were filled promptly
enough but the early purchasers of Panzer Leader
- and to a lesser extent Thrid Reich, had a long
wait for delivery. The problem was acute only in
the case of those individuals who had answered
ads in Scale Modeler as early as August. This ad
was a mistake on our part and should never have
been placed. The decision to place it looked even
worse in light of the fact that Scale Modeler
pre-dates their issues - their December issues
hitting the newstands in October for instance. We
apologize to those of you who had to stomach
such an inordinate delay, but it hurt us more
than you. The Elite Club plan was formulated
with the idea of taking advantage of bulk
shipments. When we had to mail 2 or 3 times to
complete your order, we were losing money on
the special discounts we offered you. Otherwise,
the Elite Club and Mail Order Line have both
been an outstanding success and now that all
titles are in stock we're sure that you'll not find
any fault with our Blitzschnell mail order service.

Incidentally, should you see something that
looks like an Avalon Hill bookcase game on a
wild subject - don't swear off the bottle until
you've had a second look. ,We are diversifying
into other marketing areas and selling two "do-it
yourself" kits on (hold onto your hats) Witch
craft and Black Magic. These are extremely well
packaged stationary gift items dealing with the
pccult and selling for $14.00. They have no
relationship to gaming other than their possible
use as party entertainment. Our design staff
played no part in this project; we are merely
selling them through our distribution channels. If
you would like to order these items as gifts we'd
be happy to send them to you under our regular
mail order policy.

Despite selling more games in 1973 than in any
previous year, Avalon Hill operated at a loss in
1973. The prime reason was inflation which
doubled and tripled our raw material and ship
ping costs. It got to the point where our profit
margin was as small as 4¢ per game on some
titles. This is why we've had to do away with the
slip cases on the bookcase games and cut corners
wherever cardboard and paper were concerned.
Although this will help it probably won't be
enough. There is every indication we may be forced
to raise prices in 1975 if inflation continues at
the current pace. Completing your collection this
year may save you money in the end.
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The Opponents Wanted section of the mag
azine continues to cause problems. We think
we've latched onto a temporary solution by using
the back of the Readers Response page for the
overflow. However, we still have to be particular
about what we'll accept in this vein lest we be
buried in a deluge of ads. Over 100 ads were
thrown out last issue due to sloppiness or
content. We cannot allow advertisements that try
to sell or trade games you've simply grown tired
of. When such games are readily available new
from reputable stores and mail order sources, we
would be doing a disservice to the majority of
the readership by printing these offers. We will
print ads dealing with discontinued games that
now enjoy Collector's Item status but only when
accompanied by a 25¢ token fee to ensure the
earnestness of the offer. Regu lar Opponents
Wanted Ads will continue to be printed at no
charge. The "For Sale" ads which appear in this
issue are holdovers from earlier issues in which
we ran out of room. They will be the last ones
printed without the 25¢ charge. We trust this to
be a viable solution to the problem for everyone
involved. All that is sacrificed is the post card
return system of the Readers Response items
which we were dropping anyway. You'd be
surprised how many people would cut out three
different items, afix a 10¢ stamp to each, and
mail them in rather than use just one stamp and
an envelope.

We continue to get orders for new rules to the
old games. None of these are available yet with
the exception of Stalingrad. Please wait for the
announcement of their availability before or
dering these items. We are currently working on
Blitzkrieg, Waterloo, and Bulge but none of them
are available at present.

Avalon Hill has finally decided to sponsor a
wargaming convention in Baltimore. We believe
that the hobby has finally grown to the point
where such officially recognized gatherings should
take place on an annual basis. In the past few
years we've sent our staff to many of the various
conventions around the country to observe the
procedures and see what's involved in running a
wargaming convention. So, in conjunction with
10 talented members of Interest Group Baltimore
we've launched into the project with much
potential and higher expectations. Our site is
among the best ever used for a wargame gath
ering. We have almost unlimited use of the Johns
Hopkins University campus here in Baltimore
including both food and lodging facilities. The
services of the Professional Wargamer's Associa
tion have been obtained to run the chief tourna
ment - a $500 A.H. tournament which both
PWA and Avalon Hill recognize as the official
1975 National Boardgaming Championship.
Players will be able to play any Avalon Hill game
they can agree on but in all cases must be able to
play Afrika Korps if unable to agree on any other
title. The PWA will reserve the right to adjudicate
any games which take an unreasonable amount of
time and hinder the start of subsequent rounds.

There will be a $5.00 entry fee for this event;
$3.50 to PWA members. The PWA is known for
its handling of cash tournaments in both live

Continued on Page 23
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The Pieces of P rblitz 

Panzerblitz counters are kautiful. Particularly if 
you have an older set with the red or black 
backings They are bigger than most counters: no 
fumblink They are easy to d. The gray and 
brown tones on the front have a vaguely historical 
flavor. Some of them come equipped with silhou- 
ettes 
Some nowobvious beauties appear only after 

several games The units move farther and more 
often and in more different d h t i o n s  than units 
do in other games. The units have a gteater number 
of functionally distinct types than units in other 
games, and among the types the individual vari- 
ations are more compIex. 

The complexity has two effects on my play: 
First, I am far more aware of the historial 
identities of my Panzerblitz units than I am of, say, 
my Bulge units; because in Bulge one 4-4 is the 
same as any other, no matter what regiment i t  is. 
But when I play Punzerblitz every unit has a 
slightly different factor. I am forced to learn their 
names just to keep me sttalght. I have to know, the 
game forces me to know, each of their weaknesses 
and strengths; and since I know a little military 
history as well, I find that all of a sudden the 
counters take on a life of their own, and I am 
following the fates of individual units, cheering this 
one on, Ro ld i i  that one back, mourning when one 
gets X'd out of existence. 

My wife doesn't understand this. 
In point of fact, it does sound a little on the 

twiddly side - but I've had a couple other -em 
confess to the same feelings and h e  observed the 
symptoms in a bunch who'd never confess And it 
happens in other games, in naval games like 
Birnsark (aren't you dways just a little uneasy 
bringing the Hood into battle?) and in miniatures 
(cf. Feathatone), and in other land games ( r e  
member the look on that Russian's face when you 
smashed his 7-l M?). 

Here's the point: each wargame unit has an 
invisible psychological factor which affects the way 
the player think about and utilizes that unit. This 
is sometimes tnte for BuZge and five times as likely 
for Panzerblitz. And occasionally you can use that 
factor against your opponent. Occasionally. 

To repeat: Each Panzerblitz unit has a psyche 
logical shading which affects the way you and your 
opponent think about it. 

The second effect of the complexity of Panzer- 
blitz units is the cheelike nature of play. This 
characteristic goes far to explain Panzerblitz's 

By Larry McAneny 

---.--. 

PANZERBLTTZ - UNIT BY UPTI 

sustained popuIariiy in the polls. There are five 
factors printed on a h e r b l i r z  counter, and one 
or more of them always implies m e  weakness, 
some vulnerability. To fdl the &inks in each 
other's armor, the units must work together. As in 
chess, the essential concept of play is the combi- 
nation% No unit exists which is so strong that it 
can perform all necessary operations unaided. (Can 
that be said of Bulge?) 

As in chess, it takes a lot of thinking to put 
together a brilliant Panzerblitz combination. So 
you can spend all kinds of time thinking out your 
move, designing perfect defenm, concocting alter- 
nate attack plans . . . but, as in chess, un lm you 
are a top-gmde player you will risk alienating 
friends by slow play or, alternately, frustrating 
yourself when your grand schemes fall through. 

I advocate taking a loosand-easy stand on 
Pnnzerblitz combinations. Your play will be slop 
pier, you'll lose wine games, but you may have 
more fun (and, I rmght add, a better simulation; 
strategic and operational commanders spend hours 
pondering their next move, but tactical com- 
manders haven't that luxury). 

In this kind of hipshooting game you will have 
little time to think out combinations; so you must 
do your thinking earlier, before you set up. Then is 
the time to decide what units work together best, 
and how, and to what end; and if you go into a 
game with those problems resolved you wiH find 
that luck occasionally brings a smart-lmking 
,combination ready-made to your hand. 

Please don't misunderstand. I don't mean that 
cooperating units must be stacked together-that 
would be a little too Napoleonic-I simply mean 
that you must think of each piwe as a part of a 
certain kind of fighting machine and that you must 
make sure that the other parts of that machine are 
available at the proper range, and not otherwise 
occupjed. That is how a "combined arms" oper- 
ation works. 

Let me put my thesis in a nut shell: To make the 
b s t  uuse of your Ranzerblitz units you must 
consider not only the material factors printed on 
each counter but also i "social" factor-how they 
work together and occasionally a "morale" factor 
- what your opponent thinks of them. 

m Static counm 
The static counters are the l e d  interesting 

counters in the game. Most garners don't even 

think of them as units So naturally they tend to  
k dCEiSiYe. None of them mwe, and they are all 
strictly defensive. The only use for them is to 
monkey with the normal terrain; to make pre 
dictable paths for your enemy; t o  channel his 
attacks 

Forte: hfense  factor. 
Foible: Movement factor. When you deploy a 
fortifimtion it stays deployed. You can't retreat it 
if your enemy concentrates on it; you can't send it 
elsewhere if you misjudged the direction of his 
attack. Therefore, deploy carefully. 
Threat: Channelizing. Expect an enemy to go by 
some other path 
PaLB: Heavy artillery, inside the fort. An infantry 
unit outside helps to make things rough on close 
axxaulters. It also prevents vehicles from moving 
over the top of the fort. 
Natural Enemies: Heavy artillery supporting I 

infantry assault. 
Robable Fate: S u n i d .  You m y  lose one fort in 
a game; if you lost two, you are doing something 
wrong. 
Lass: Demoralizing. For 2 reasons; ( I )  When you 
lose a forW~cation you generally lose something 
else with it, W b l y  as many as three other unih  
(2) When you lose a fort you often lose a 
eographicd advantage: The fort guards a crucial 
hill or ban an attack corridor. 
Deployment: Hilltop hexes. Covered positions are 
a nasty trick, since moving adjrmaent to forts in 
order to spot them is work for suicide squads. 
Uncovered positions are temporarily tenable, but 
eventually your opponent will master enough force 
to do you in. 

2. Blocb 
Forte: Permanency. There's no way your enemy 
can get rid of them once they are placed. 
Foible: Porosity. Eventually your enemy can move 
through a block. 
Threat: Channelizing. No one will move through a 
block if he can rmd some other way. 
Pals: ArtiUery, to give cuvering fire. 
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Cettsin Fate: Survival. 
Deployment: Roads in the open and as slope 
hexes. Don't put blmks on lateral roads between 
or behind your own lines. It louses up your 
communications and makes it hard to reinforce 
threatened sectors. 

3. M i i  
Forte: Attack factor. A sure 2-4. 
Foible: Movement fador. 
Threat: Channelizing. 
Prey: No one. Who'a crazy enough to move into a 
minefield he can see? 
Range: 0 hexes 
E m t i o n :  Eternal dispersal. 
Pals: ArlAIery. Always m e r  your minefields if at 
all possible; you want to blow him away before he 
gets lucky and rolIs a six. 
Enemies: Engineers. 
Probable Fate: SunivaL Rarely does one get past a 
mine. Rarely can one destroy it. 
Loss: So what? No cost in victory point& No loss 
of face. 
Deployment: In the open if possible. Gullies are a 
particularly good place. Try to form continuous 
lines of mines and green hex sides. 
Historical Note: Mine counters haven't much 
glamour, but don't underrate them. The combi- 
nation of the mine and the hand-held infantry 
anti-tank weapon ended the blitzkrieg sometime in 
1942-3. The presence of 6 mines in your OB 
should be far more important than a half dozen 
Jgpz Vs. That's why scenarios 1 and 6 had to be 
rewritten 

4. wrecks 
Forte: Permanency. 
Foible: Cost to Deploy. 
Threat: Channelizing. On a road a wreck works 
more or less like a block except that you can 
deploy it during the game if you have the spare 
armored unit to sacrifice. 
hk: Artillery to cwer. 
Natural Enemies: None. 
Certain Fate: Survival. 
IRS: I rn rnb le .  
Deployment: The damnedest thing about wrecks is 
that positioning often works against you. There are 
lots of helpful places for deliberate wrecks, on road 
hexes mostly; but those accidental wrecks left over 
from an attack you didn't quite calculate right are 
tembly annoying. Two wrecks, and a hex is 
forbidden to Russians; three wrecks and Germans 
can't stay there either. If you mix too much armor 
into your assault force you stand a good chance of 
making a second breastwork around your enemy's 
position 

Anti-Tank Artillery 

The Panzerblitz anti-tank gun is in a bad my. 
Historically, the advantage of the A/T artillery was 
that it was low to the ground and easy t o  produce. 
But here no real concealment is possible, and the 
A/T gun is worth as much as anything else in the 
victory conditions An opponent is never surprised; 
he either goes around, if he is weak, or attacks, if 
he is strong. Accordingly the A/T guns are most 
difficult to deploy effectively. 

5. Russian 45mmA/T 
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Range. 
Threat: Channelizing. 
Prey: Vehicles. On the offense the Russian will 
have a lot of these weapons straggling along behind 
the ttanks. Trying to  find offensive t a d &  for AIT 
guns is historically weird and about the most 
difficult thmg in the game. I have found 4 
offensive uses; (1) To wunt fm units across some 
line in the victory conditions. (2) To guard 
exposed flanks of an attacking force. (3) To 
infiltrate the enemy line in halftracks or trucks and 
then deploy to delay retreat. (4) To surround md 
contain bypassed targets while the real warriors 
push o n  Notice that the last 3 uses aTe redly 
defensive actions as part of an offenaive strategy. 
Likely Range: 1 hex. 
Expected Execution: About 113 chance of dip 
persal. Most of the time the best you can hope for 
is to slow your enemy down a little. (I figure this 
category on the basis of Selective Attach for fue 
weapons on the most common target. A combi- 
nation attack is rarely profitable and then only for 
large weapons Fukg on weak targets.) 
Pals: Infantry to ward off close assaults. Heavy 
artjllery for cwering fire. Trucks for "offensive" 
use. Carts for reserve. 
Natural Enemies: Infantry. With an A type weapon 
and a low defense factor, a lone A/T has little 
chance against infantry. 
Probable Fate: Death after a short delay. The fmt 
tanks to reach a 45mm may only disperse it, or 
may even be diapersad by it. But the infantry will 
surely close assault it when they come up, or a 
herd of tanks will werpower it. When you deploy a 
45mm, expect to trade it for a little time. 
Loss: Shruggable. 
Deployment: Woods hexes where the enemy is 
likely to travel. Not alone in town hexes - that 
quadrupies vulnerability to tank attack. Don't 
btha deploying .omhill tops; thk weapon hardly 
has the range to reach down the slope. 

6. German 5 0 W  Am; Russian 57mm A m  
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Range. Better, but still inadequate. 
Threat: Channelizing. 
h e y :  Vehicles. 
Range: 1 hex 
hacution: 1 /2 chance of dispersal. 
Pals: Infantry and t r u c k  
Enemies: Infantry. 
Fate: Death after a delay. 

Deployment: As 4Smm NTs. 
Bistorical Marker: The German weapon is the 
5.0cm Pak 38, successor to the 3.7cm Pak 36 with 
which they started the war. The Russian weapon is 
late second aeneration A h  nun similar to the 
British 6 pdr. 

7. German 75mm AIT; Russian 76.2 mm AIT 
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Channelizin~ 
Prey: Vehicles 
Range: Either 1 hex or 5-6 hexes; seldom in 
between. 
Execution: Dispersal, with normal luck. 

Pals: Forts if available, also mines and blocks. 
Infantry a hex or two in front. 
Enemis Infantry. 
Fate: Death after a delay. 
h: Annoying. For the Germans especially, such 
a loss is tolerable but represents a definite decreae 
in fighting power. 
Deployment: Woods hexes on hill tops or in the 
flat When the Russians are wealthy in artillery 
they rnight consider deploying a 76.2 mm AlT 
behind and above a 45mm AIT; the 45 will do the 
stopphg/spotting and the 76.2 will do the heavy 
hitting. 
Historid Marker: The German weapon is the 
7.5cm Pak 40, big brother to the Pak 38. A good 
gun but too heavy. The Russian weapon is a 
puzzle. Aberdeen Proving Grounds has a number of 
specimens of 76.2 mm artitlery, some labelled field 
artillery and some labelled anti-tank, all sllghffy 
different. But as far as 1 can tell from what I have 
read - there was redly only one 76.2 gun- 
howitzer, a field artillery piece, and since this 
weapon served a dual purpose, the Russians built 
no anti-tank gun in this caliber. The German 
infantrymen called the gun a "Crash-Boom" and 
held it in some respect. 

8. German 88mm AIT 
Forte: Attack Factor and range. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. The 88 tends to hinder 
movement in the enemy backfield and to lean 
pretty heavily on any concealed position: Once an 
88 is trained on you, you have to fear every 
potential spotter. 
Prey: Everybody. The 88 made its reputation as a 
tank killer, but it worked well against ships, planes, 
infantry, and artillery. Some garners forget this and 

.save, their 88s for the tanks alone. It's a mistake; 
the 88 is worth fukg at anything it can spot. 
Range: 4-20 hexes. Whenever enemy infantry gets 
closer than 4 hexes, load up and move back. Being 
a German with an 88 is like being a tall boxer with 
long arms; you can hold the short guy off with a 
hand on his forehead while he wean himself out 
swinging at the a i ~ .  Don't let him get close to you; 
he might land a punch. 
Exeation: Against hard targets, a kill at close 
range and a dispersal at long range. Against 
infantry, half a chance to disperse out to 20 hexes 
- an 88 makes for a slow approach march. 
Pals: One halftrack, to get on and off hills in a 
hurry. Rifle platoons to do the spotting. On 
defense, fortifications, mines and blocks. 
Enemies: Russian infantry. When you see that the 
Russian has enough v&iclc+borne infantry close 
enough to rush in and swamp you with troops, it's 
time to limber up. If you wait for the rush it'll be 
too late. 
Fate: Decided by battle. An 88 can be killed, but 
not quietly. A massive tank attack will kill, with 
h& Russian tosses. An infantry assault will also do 
it in, but then the German has a chance to pack up 
and get out, or to reinforce for a fight. 
Loss: Shocking. Because of its fame and high 
combat value, the German player may become 
depressed or disinterested after Re has Iwt an 88. 
Then again he may not be historical; he may think 
88 is a turntable speed. But watch for the signs of 
shock anyway, and if you detect them attack 
harder, take a few more risks. You may be favored 
with a careless blunder or even a resignation. 
Deployment: Woods or town hexes, on hilltop 
hexes, if possible; wherever you fmd a long field 
of rue. 
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Historically, howitzers are the great killers, the 
weapons that do most of the blood lettin& In the 
game this is not true - but most of the game 
scenarios take place away from the front lines, 
where the howitzers are at the disadvantage of 
their low mobility, entailing the smaller ammuni- 
tion supply which they can haul around and the 
resulting lower rate of fire. In the scenarios where 
the line has had a little time to consolidate the 
howitzer comes a bit more into its own. (cf. 
scenarios 5, 8, 12) 

Flak is a anomaly. There are no Sturmaviks in 
Panze~blitz, so flak can never be used in its primary 
role. In effect the flak units are converted to  
howitzers and operate in the same manner - a  use 
which made the real-life flak commanders tsar hair 
out by the handful. In the German army particu- 
larly, the anti-aircmft people had to battle corr 
stantty to retain or regain their weapons for air 
defense. - - - - -  

I? $-" 
9. Russian 127mm ME 
Forte: Attack factor. Large for a small c h a p  
weapon. 
Foible: Weapon class An 'I' weapon can't do much 
against tanks 
Threat: None. Most likely no opponent will give 
the presence or absence of this unit a second 
thought. 
Prey: Infantry. 
Range: 1-6 hexes. You might as well let an 
attacking Getman come get you; saving the piece is 
a waste of time and effort unless every other unit 
has already been evacuated. 
Execution: Half a chance of dispersal. 
Pals: Infantry and one class "A" weapon. The 
127mm is an infantry support weapon, and should 
be sited above and behind the infantry with at least 
one A/T stacked with it or close by to ward off the 
tanks the 12.7 can't hit. 
Natural Enemies: Tanks. 
Fate: A quick death if attacked. The best you can 
hope for is that this unit will b l d  an important 
hex for a crucial turn. If it does, don't badmouth it 
for dying. "De mortuis nil nisi bonum." 
Zoss: Shruggable. 
Deployment: A good place for t h ~ s  weapon is on 
the shoulders of a main artillery position. For 
example: with a heavy artillery piece on I M4, you 
might site a 12.7 on IN5 overlooking the woods 
where an infantry attack is likely to come. 
Historical Marker: Is this weapon the U.S. .50 cal. 
,Browning machine gun shipped to Russia as part of 
Lend-Lease? Or is it one of those ghastly, wheeled 
machine guns the Red Army was always lugging 
about? The poor mobility would imply the latter. 

10. German 20mm 

Forte: Range. 
Foible: Movement factor and defense factor, as 
always with artillery. But the weak attack factor is 
the rzal problem. 
Threat: None. 
Prey: Transport and transported units. Note that 
the attack factor is lust big enough to do in 
anything being carted around. Your opponent may 
not lose much that way, but he will have to be 
mreful to run from cover to cover within your 
range. And of course this is a good unit for adding 
that last factor needed for a 4 1 .  
Range: 1-10 hexes. Not worth moving 
Becution: Kill - if you get to shoot. 
Pals: Trucks for offense. AIT for defense. 
Enemies: Tanks and Infantry. 

Fate: A quick death. Possibly without firing an 
effective shot. 
Loss: Shruggable. 
Deployment: As with all weapons in the category 
of artillery: towns, woods, forts only. Never in the 
open. The simple 2Omm is another good weapon 
for the shoulders of a heavy artillery position. 

1 I .  German ZOmm quad 
Forte: Attack factor. This is nor the same weapon 
as the single 20mm. Twice the number of 2Omm 
bamis more than triples the attack factor. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. 
b y :  Infantry. 
Range: 4- 10 hexes. 
Execution: Dispersal half the time. 
Pals: Trucks. The A/T gun which the single 20mm 
needs is not necessary here because the greater fire 
power of the quad is a protection in itself. 
Enemies: Russian Infantry. Against a close assault 
you will not have the chance to intensive fire. 
Fate: If attacked by infantry, a quick death. If 
attacked by tanks, a possible Parthian shot, prw 
viding you use the intensive fire rule. (I recom- 
mend it.) A single T-34 may still cost you the 
quad, but the quad will take the T-34 with it when 
it goes. Large H class weapons tend to k vindic- 
tive. 
Loss: Annoying. There will be a gap. 
Deployment: This weapon is heavy enough for a 
main artillery position. It can serve as the principle 
armament of a fort. 

12. German 75mm Howitzer, 
Russian 76.2 Howitza 

WRl 
Forte: Range. 
Foible: At tack factor. Never enough. 
Threat: None. 
Prey: Transports and artillery. Another g o d  
weapon for factoring up to 4 to 1. 
Range: 1-12 hexes. Unless you have ample ad- 
vanced warning of an attack t h e e  weapons are too 
small and cheap to worry about limbering up and 
rescuing. Since they are the last thing anybody 
worries about saving, they will often fight until the 
enemy gets right up to the gun barrel. 
Execution: Dispersal half the time. This makes it 
wasted effort to shoot at transported units if you 
don't suspect your enemy of wanting to dismount 
them right away. 
his: Carts for reserve: Trucks, for offense if you 
have plenty. A/T guns. 
hemies: Tanks and Infantry. 
Fate: A quick death. 
b: Shruggable. 
Deployment: Shoulder positions. If you are using 
these howitzers with carts or trucks as a reserve, 1 
suggest pkcing them to one side of your enemy's 
advance rather than to his front - leave that to the 
infantry and the A/T guns. 
Historical Marker: The Russian weapon may be the 
"C&-Boom" again in its other incarnation or it 
may be an antique short-barrelled infantry gun. 
The German weapon is either the 7.5cm lelG 18 or 
the 7.5 an leFK 18, probably the latter, since the 
infantry gun would presumably have a little better 
movement capability. 

13. German 150 inm Howitzer 
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Range. Rather short for an artillery piece 
of this caliber. 

Threat: Pressurizing. 
Prey: Russian infantry. 
Range: 4 1  2 hexes. 
Execution: Dispersal half the time. 
Wls: A halftrack or a truck. 
Enemies: Russian Infantry. 
Fate: At the hands of infantry, a quick death. 
Faced by tanks, a Parthian shot. 
Loss: Dmaging. 
Deployment: This unit is hard to use effectively 
because its short range and low mobility make it 
vulnerabIe to enemy attack, while at the same time 
the attack factor is a little too large to allow a 
cheerful sacrifice. In a static situation it makes a 
good mobile reserve - large enough to add some 
real weight to the threatened sector, with the 
added attraction that the range will be reasonably 
constant. lsoHml 

14. Russian 122rnm Howitzer 1 ~~~kOl 
Forte: Attack factor and range. Each as g o d  as 
that of any other Ru J a n  unit. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. 
Prey : German infantry and tanks. 
Range: 4 2 0  hexes. 
Exrxution: Kill. You might even try Combination 
Attack with a unit this size as a delaying tactic. 
You cran hope to disperse a stack of German 
infantry every other turn. 
Pals: Russian Infantry well ahead to spot. This is 
true for offense or defense. Tanks can spot also if 
the target is worth the risk. 
Enemies: Infantry. 
Fate: Decided by battle. Life or death after a 
whopping fight, which the value of the piece forces 
the Russian to make as soon as he notices the 
danger. Expect him to reinforce if he can. 
Loss: Shocking. This unit is a big eye-catching unit. 
A Russian player is likely to put it at the core of 
his defense. So if he loses it, his defense breaks 
down a little and so does he. When the Russian is 
on the offensive I suppose the shock reaction 
would still apply; but I have never seen it, because 
few Russians would care to move a piece of this 
size far enough forward to face serious risk. 
Deployment: The main artillery position: the 
woods hex on the hill crest with a wide field of 
fire. Fortified if possible. 
Historical Marker: Why can't these big batteries use 
indirect fire? Surely they had the equipment. 

-= 
Mortars 

When I talk about mortars I always assume that 
the Indirect Fire Optional is in effect. Otherwise 
mortars would be like any other artillery, and CPs 
would be a useless liability, as they are in scenario 
1. The beauty of the mortar is that it is a high 
trajectory, low velocity weapon small enough to be 
hauled around easily and capable of hitting targets 
without exnosinn: itself. 

15. German 81mm, Rusaian S2mm Mortars (both 
motorized and foot) 
Forte: Movement factor. These units are the only 
artillery units which can move around on their 
own. Their range is also very good for their size. 
Foible: Attack factor. 
'lkrmt: None. The small mortars are like sniper's 
rifles fuing from hidden positions. If the enemy is 
going to overlook any unit, it's likely to be a 
mortar. With their ability to change positions 
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constantly, and their relatively long range, it's a 
strain to keep track of the field of fire of an 
enemy's mortars. 

Prey: Transport and transported units. It is alto- 
gether too easy to forget when there is an infantry 
counter loaded under the tank counter which has 
ventured out from cover. That infantry counter 
becomes a perfect mortar target. A mortar is also a 
good weapon for factoring up to odds. 
Range: 3-1 2 Hexes - but most of the shooting will 
be done at the longer ranges. The small mortars need 
not limber quite so soon as other artillery, because 
they can often retreat a hex or two to the 
protection of another unit. 
Execution: Dispersal. A second unit usuaIly will be 
necessary to make the kill. 
Pals: CPs and a kuck. Infantry, to keep enemy 
infantry at bay. Mortars get along well stacked 
with or close by a larger artillery piece: The mortar 
provides an all-around defense and can contribute a 
last factor that will up the odds on the larger unit's 
attack. 
Enemies: Infantry. Tanks don't pose as much of a 
problem, since the mortar has a chance to retreat 
before an adjacent tank may fire. 
Fate: Killed if caught. But often these little 
artillery pieces will be surprisidy tough, able to 
retreat one or two hexes before they are finally 
cornered. And most of the time they can count on 
a larger unit intervening to save them. Less mobile 
artillery does not have this safety margin. 
Loss: Shruggable. 
Deployment: Mostly hilltops - Never alone in 
towns, as they quadruple vulnerability to class A 
weapons and are hard to retreat out of as weI1. 
With a CP unit in hand the possibilities of 
deployment are marvelously increased. Any posi- 
tion hidden from the enemy will do: Woods on the 
ground level, gullies, reverse slopes. Hidden clear 
terrain is temporarily possible, but not wise if the 
enemy has any armored vehicles at dl. 

1 6  Russian I 20mm mortar. 

Forte: Attack factor, Range. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. 
Prey: German infantry. 
Range: 4-20 hexes. 
hecution: A kill half of the time. 
Pals: CPs, a truck for the offensive. Infantry and 
tanks to the front to spot. 
Enemies: German infantry. 
Fate: Decided by battle. Another fine Soviet 
artillery piece, much better than the German 
weapon, which Ivan will have to put up a fight for. 

Loss: Damaging. Almost shocking, but mortars 
don't get much darnour. 
DepIoyment: Main artillery positions. There's not 
much point in kidding around with this piece in 
gullies and such, even if you do have some CPs. 
The Russian is often artilIery-hungry, and finds the 
120mm mortar a handy direct-firing companion 
for the 122mm howitzer. IT he wastes a large 
weapon in an indirect-fire position, his chances for 
interlocking fieids of heavy fire are much d e  
creased. 
Historim1 Marker: If you design your own sce- 
narios, you should plan to have a l20mm mortar in 
half of them. When the Russians were almost 
overrun in I941 they lost much of their artillery; 
the big mortar - cheap, simple to design and to 
operate, quickly emplaced and potent - became an 
essential portion of the Soviet artillery arm for the 
rest of the war. 

17. German 120mm mortar 

Forte: Range. 
Foible: Attack factor - not quite big enough. 
Thmt : Pressurizing 
Prey: Russian infantry. 
Range: 420 hexes. 
Fxecution: Dispersal half the time. 
Wls: A truck or halftrack; tanks or infantry 
forward to spot. And CPs, of course. 
Enemies: Infantry. 
Fate: The quick death or the Parthian shot. A F i t  
for this unit's survival is unlikely. If the German 
has many other units, he will probably have a 
Wespe or a Hummer, making the mortar less vital. 
If he has only the long range mortar, his force will 
probably be too small to allow a fight. 
Loss: Damaging. Particularly when this unit is the 
German's only major artillery piece. 
Deployment: On defense, a good reserve unit. On 
offense, a fine unit for deploying in static positions 
to hold a door open or to destroy an opposing 
artillery piece once it is spotted. 

18. CPs 
Forte: Range. 
Foible: Movement factor and defense factor. One 
would think 6 guys and a radio could move around 
pretty well, and conceal themselves well, too. 
Threat: Pressurizing. It is not pleasant to have 
someone watching your every move. 
Prey: Anybody, but mostly soft targets. 
Range: On a clear day you can see forever. 
Execution: Depends on the type and number of 
weapons tied to the system. 
Pals: A truck or halftmck. SPA'S and mortars. A 
large A/T gun deployed close by is also very 
helpful. 
Enemies: Infantry and tanks. 
Fate: A quick death if alone. Otherwise the unit's 
fate rests on the outcome of the battle for the 

.position. 
h: Shruggable (?!) A CP has no glamour at dl. 
Actually with its capability for tying widely 
separated weapons into one system, and its h& 
victory point value in some scenarios, the loss of a 
CP ought to be considered more damaging - but 
nobody ever seems to feel that way about it. 
Deployment: Covered hilltops with good views. 
The historical positioning is forward of the artil- 
lery, and there is some merit to this disposition in 
the game, particularly when tied in with SPA'S, 
which can't use the CP at short ranges. CPs are 
easily destroyed if caught alone, but then the 
enemy has still to deal with the gun itself. In 
effect, a forward deployment gives the gun two 
lives. A position in the rear has its merits also: The 
vulnerable CP is protected, and the mortar or SPA 
may move forward in dead ground to extend its 
range. 
Historical Marker: Judging by function, these CPs 
are really O K  Whoever named them deserves KP. 

Infantry 

The infantry unit is the most economical engine 
of war which can be built from the raw materials 
of conscription. Everything else requires a lot of 
time and fancy hardware. Remember this if you 
design your own scenarios, and don't burden the 
board with a plurality of tanks. 

The odd thing about infantry is that while it 
seems vulnerable, being composed of soft-fleshed, 
unarmored humanity, it is really the toughest force 
available. When the front solidifies it takes infantry 

19. Engineers 

Forte: Unit type. That horizontal E is far more 
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valuable than any of the factors, bemuse it allows 
the deadly increase of effectiveness in close assault 
that is an engineering specialty. 
Foible: Attack factor. Too small when the unit is 
alone. 
Threat: Mobilizing, most of the time. That is to 
say, when you see an engineer unit in wmpany 
with infantry approaching your position, the 
tendency is to move out so that the close assault 
which is coming will have no target. Now, some- 
times the opposite will ocmr, and the threat will 
be Antagonizing: An important artillery unit, say a 
Russian 122mm, wilI be caught unlimbered by a 
close assault force assembling under cover two 
hexes away. If the Russian unit limbers, both it 
and its transport will die in the attack. So a 
desperate Russian 611 bring in something nasty, 
like a Guards company, to bolster the dose assault 
odds and provide a counterattack. In this case, 
instead of producing a retreat the threat of a close 
assault will produce a temfic fight. You can judge 
which will happen by the value of the immobile 
unit threatened. 
Prey : Artillery. 
Range: Adjacent. Close assault is the preferred 
weapon for infantry. You aren't bugged by types, 
ones can be Heaven, and if the thing doesn't work 
you a n  try a bit of spotting next turn. A close 
assault by engineers against a unit in the open is as 
good as a tank attack. 

to blow it apart again. When a strong point holds 
out, it is wasteful to send the tanks toward it; 
infantry will be cheaper and possibly more ef- 
: fective. And when ground has to be held the best 
'holders are infantry. hnzerbl l tz  shows all this 
rather well, and also the chief defect: Infantry is so 
slow. Even when you carry your troops on trucks, 
it takes a while to rally the bow and mount them. 

Execution: Dispersal is certain, an eventual kiIl is 
likely. 
Pals: Fellow infantryman, plus a fast tank or 
halftrack to ride on. 
Enemks: Artillery and assault guns. 
Fate: Blown away by fire. Engineers are a prime 
target, and always seem to be the first to go, 
particularly Russian Engineers, who are not much 
weaker than German Engineers in concrete terms 
but are a good deal weaker in relative terms. 
German Engmeers are the strongest of the German 
infantry units, and so in a stack they have mme 
protection from wledive attack. Not so Russians, 
who are almost the weakest of their kind. 
h: Damaging Sometimes one badly needs en& 
neen, especially where minefields are encountwed; 
in those special situations the loss of an engineer is 
a hard blow. 
Deployment: Infantrymen love woods, and engi- 
neers love being close to other infantrymen. Don't 
put engineers in towns, and don't leave them alone. 
An engineer and a few infantry in trucks make an 
excellent reserve for defensive positions - a real 
hole plugger. 

' 

20. German Security and W i n  Reconnaissance 
Units 
Forte: Defense factor. 
Foible: Attack fador. 
Threat: Mobilizing. 
Prey: Artillery. 
Range: 1 hex. I've never found the German range 
factor to be any significant advantage for security 
units. 

i 
Ekecution: Dispersal half the time. 
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I Pals: Artillery, to shoot whatever these units spot. 

Tanks make pretty good transport; these units 
aren't much more vulnerable riding on a tank than 
footing it. 1 Enemies: Tanks and larger infantry units. 
Fate: Blown away by fire. 
Loss: Shruggable. ExpendabIe units. 

: Deployment: On offense, spotters to be directed 
I against the enemy's secondary artillery positions. 

Good sacrifices for overburdening. On defense, 
best place these units with important artillery 
pieces to give a little protection against close 

1 assault. 
Historical Marker: Both these units are curious. 
The Germans used a hodgepodge of new recruits, 
veterans on leave, foreign volunteers, and local 
levees for security; I suppose Ponzerbllrz security 
units are vaguely representational, in that they are 
weaker than front line *room. The Russian rewn- 
naissance troops were ofte; an eIite group; but in 
the game reconnaissance is not really necessary, 
since both terrain and enemy positions a re  known. 
So the Russian elite troop wind up looking much 
like the German second line: just weaker infantry. 
The arms of both units appear to be the same as 
the arms of more powerful units on their respective 
sides, and it is not dear to me why the ranges vary. 
Perhaps the ranges of all the infantry units in the 
game are a sort of average, depending on the mix 
of automatic weapons and rifles. pq F] 
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21. Russian Rifle and Guards Companies 
Forte: Defense factor. 
FoibIe: None beyond the general disadvantages of 
infantry. 
Threat: MobilizindAntagonizing. 
hey: Artillery. German infantry platoons. 
Range: I hex. The Guards Might have a rare chance 
to fire at full range now and then. 
Execution: Dispersal. 
Pals: Trucks and tanks for transport. Artillery to 
his spotted units. 
Enemies: What, me worry? 
Fate: Occasional dispersal. Except when these boys 
tangle with a Wespe or a Hurnmel, they can expect 
to survive the game. Of course an oversight can 
always 10% you one if you expose the unit while 
being transported. 
Loss: Annoying It would be damaging, except the 
Russian has such a store of these that losing one is 
not that serious. Still, they are hard to move up to 
the front, so the Russian would be advised to keep 
track of how many he has lost. If it is too many 
the Russian will be hard put to attack or defend. 
Deployment: Almost anywhere. A superb unit for 
a static line. In advance against weak Geman units 
with little armor i t  is feasible to move right out 
into the open - but calculate the German's 
strength carefully. Mess up, and the infantry will 
be shot up by a battery of Wespe's or crushed in a 
multiple overrun. In a retreat one of these units 
makes a dandy road block, holding out for a 
couple turns even when surrounded. The Guards 
may die but they never surrender. 
Hitorim1 Marker: The flesh of the Red Army. 
Tanks are only the bones. Too often in "Scenario 
13" the Rugsians go into battle with the skeleton 
of a giant. 

22. German Rifle Platoons 
Forte: Defense factor. 
Foibk: Attack factor. Not enough to do battle 
with a Russian company, as they are often asked to 
do. 
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MORE PANZERBLITZ SCENARIOS 
by 2nd Lt. Robert D. Harmon 

PANZERBLfTZ h s  inspired a rash of "Siru- 
ation 13" variants, many of which have appeared 
in this magazine. Many of h e s e  w ~ i a i ~ t s  - - t o  mil 
them whet they are - hove required the players 
to m k e  cuunrers; the Orders of Battle often look 
like they've been drawn from a revolving drum. 

Here, we offer twelve siturrtions - something 
for everybody. All are m o n a b l y  plausible; dI 
are geared t o  one set of comrers - they're ready 
t o  be played. The "minl-game" concept in Situ- 
ation 19 consisring o f  10 or less unit3 per side, 
played o t~  one board in 8 turns OF less was first 
suggested by Randy Reed but the situations me 
those of Robert Harmon. 

Situation 18 in purticuhr proved rcreful in 
conducting tactical exercises in Lt. Harmon 's 
ROTC unir* They adjusted it lo utilize US Army 
tactical doctrine und superior commanders fso- 
hied in sepnrnie moms connected only by field 
telephone. 

Suggested rules for all situ~atioms: I2.7mm 
MG's may fire from inside halftrach providing 
neirher unit moves during that turn. Also, CP's 
may spot from halftracks bur cannor move on 
the t m  rhey spot for indirect fire. 
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Threat: Mobilizing. 
Rey: Artillery. 
Range: 1 hex or 5-6 hexes. German riflemen have 
rather a dandy range; if you are looking for that 
last attack factor, don't overlook your rifles. 
Execution: Dispersd half the time. But that means 
a kill if Wespe and Hummel are around. 
Rls: Tanks, not only as transport but as a bolster 
to defensive power. Mher German infantry. And 
of course, the SPA'S. 
hemies:  Russian infantry companies. And 
SU-152's. 
Fate: Blown away by Fre - from heavy artillery 
only. German rifle piatoons can hold out a long 
time in a sea of Russian tanks, but when the 
Russian infantry comes up expect to be dispersed 
immediately and eliminated a turn or two later. 
Loss: Damaging. German infantry are oldom 
many, and often they are vital to any wunter- 

attacking or defensive blocking functions. 
Deployment: In wooded areas, blocking roads. Not 
in towns alone. 
Historical Marker: Some players mistake the 
quality of German infantry. -I have said that the 
foible is the attack factor; but that is not strictly 
true: The real flaw ia the three little dots over the 
infantry symbol. German platoons are simply 
outnumbered 3-1 by Russian companies; players 
who do not take unit size into account do the 
German rifle units grave injustice. To see how good 
they really were, stack three units together to 
make a wmpany. You get a unit like this: 

When you have plenty of infantry units to go 
around, I recommend maneuvering in companies 
rather than in platoons. This is a little clumsy, 
since you have to break the company up to 
transport, and the Germans mn never put as many 
men into a single hex as can the Russians; and to 
make matters worse the wmpany is always vulner- 
able to piecemeal destruction - but not by close 
assault. In an infantry action alone between equal 
forces (i.e., a ratio of 3 German counters to one 
Russian) you can count on the Germans getting the 
upper hand. Mas, the game is mostly post- 
Stalingad and post-Kursk, and German parity in 
infantry is a thing long past. 

GERMAN ARMORED OFFENSIVE: CENTRAL P O U N D  
1121441. A hvmtherltal situation. Hitler wmer to hIS g e m  and .. . 
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23. Submachine gun units 
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Defense factor, if only because the SMGs 
are the weakest infantry in the stack. Otherwise 
movement factor. 
Threat: Mobilizmg/antagonizing. 
my: Artillery. And infantry for the Russian. 
Range: 1 hex. Close assault i s  the name of the 
game. The German range advantage is usually 
worthless. 
Execution: Dispersal. 
Pals: Tank These are the boys to do the old 
panzerblitz assault trick. Halftracks are also good. 
The Rudan T-34 carrying SMG is the most 
fearsome combination on the board - expect to 
see it often - because the T-34 provides what the 
SMG most lacks, mobility, and the SMG has the 
close assault capability the T-34s need to remove 
road-blocks. 
hemits: Towed and self propelled artillery. 
h u l t  guns. For the Germans, Russian infantry. 
Fate: Blown away by fire. Gene~alIy while being 
transported. 
Loss: Damaging, particularly for the Russian. The 
Germans may expect to lose some SMGs but they 
can do a fair job with their superior tanks alone. 
The Russians need the combination. 
Deployment: Not in towns alone. Good reserve 
units with transport. Best of all in the forefront of 
the attack. 

24. Cavalry 
Forte: Attack factor. The best close assault 
weapon in the game. 
Foible: Movement factor. Cavalry is weird. As long 
as everybody's on foot, cavalry is the fastest 
infantry around. But in a motorized army the 
cavalry can't keep up. Not being able to mount in 
trucks makes the cavalry useless in pursuits and 
dead in r e h a t s  
Threat: Mobilizing/antagonizing. 
Prey : Artillery. And German infantry. 
Range: 1 hex. 
Fxecution: Dispersal. 
Pals: Engineers and other infantry. 
Enemk: Artillery, and the tanks which can spot 
for them. 
Fate: Blown away by fire half the time, generally 
while trying to cross some open space. The other 
half of the time the cavalry never gets into the 
flight. 
Lags: Annoying There are only 4 of these units, 
and they have rather special qualities. 
Deployment: Not in towns. Woods are a cavalry- 
man's delight, because those pesky green hexsides 
can be ignored. If there is any question of a long 
retreat, cavalry should do the blocking: the units 
will be lost anyway. 
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Historical Marker: These units really do belong 
with the infantry. The effective use of the horse as 
a shock weapon died at BalacIava (which, World 
War I1 freaks, is nor a Turkish pastry) and cavalry 
thereafter was best used as mounted infantry, into 
which category the Russian unit falls. Sensible 
cavalrymen fought on foot; the noble steeds were 
for transportation, like carts. By World War I1 
charges were laughed at by everyone except 
military romantics. 

Transport Units 

Transport is vital to a combined arms force, 
particularly for a force on the attack. Without 
transport neither artillery nor infantry can keep up 
with the battle. Now, most Panzerblitz games are 

Deployment: Keep trucks on roads if at all Execution: Dewnds on what the halftrack is 
possible. They are safer and more useful there. spotting for. Halftracks may also do a little 

2 ~ ( 1 )  4 upfactoring against soft targets attacked by 
friendly artillery. But let me stress that both 

27. Halftra zE!l 2Ty10 spotting and firing functions are secondary. The 

Forte: Movement factor. And being armored helps, business at hand is transportation. 

t m. Pals: Infantry, particularly SMG units. Very impor- 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressuriz ing/Antagonizing. However 
unrealistically, halftracks are potential spotters. If 
they carry infantry, a wise opponent will be 
uneasy. 
Prey: lmmobjle artillery. 
Range: 10 hexes Movement distance. 

tant artillery. 
Enemies: Tanks and halftracks. Trucks may block 
trucks, but halftracks have the capability of 
escaping encirclement with trucks by fire or 
overrun. 
Fate: Sacrificed to spot or to overburden an enemy 
piece. Germans are the real offenders here. The 
Russian is ~enerallv a little desperate for transport 

m short that you rarely see the aftermath of a 

I 
, 

battle, when the survivors have to pick themselves PanzerBlit~ COMBINE0 RUBlAHl OFFENSIVE: SOMEWHERE IN RUSSIA 

up and move along. And so if the transport is all 
11841s). A thwntical situation. Two hsarily Anforcad M e  
rspimnts and an independent mnk brlgadn take on a German 

shot up, most players don't realize how badly the l l an tw  rement. ~n Illusaatlon of pmblema of unlt boundaria. - 
force is crippled. In p i n t  of fact, PanzerbHtz and d the infamy SUPW cawbilities of Esnaln G a m n  armored 

enwuraaes one to be a truck-burner. I find that Situation"l8 dM=. 

almost 21 the transport which is lost is sacrificed, 
deliberately sent out to die while spotting, block- ,2 : ~ b o a " , " " , ~ - T h ' ~ ~ h b o a ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 4 ' b f ~  
ing, or unloading adjacent to an enemy. None of 
this is realistic, and it might not be a bad idea to R-iensrst up f l m  ssa of ~ o u t e  81. - 
double or triple the victory point value of trans- 0 0 6 r s a I $ 3  1 12 x u 2 0  3 1 3 i 1 4onm 
port killed in order to persuade us truck-burners to t2F 3mbl Zmi-o ;im0 ;h 
mend our way& 

8 1 7 8 5 2 t 3 2  

25. Wagons 1 1 4 1 8 2 2 4  1 
Forte: Weapons class 'C'. This is all that justifies . 8 1 1 1 7 1 1  
their existence. b e d  1: 7 1 3 1 P h 5 1 4 1 ~ 1 2 1 6 8 h 4  B I ~ O C O  

A- A "  * 1 1$- ,E2 Foible: Movement factor. Soooo slow. a , . o ~ = o a ~ i i g , l l ~ ~ ~ ~ - o  2 q 
Threat: None. There is an excellent chance your 1 1 2 6 1 1 6  

3 1 8  t 3 1 0 2 6  
VICTORY CONDITIONS: 

enemy will never even notice what your wagons are b d  3: 
doing. 
F'als: Artillery, almost solely. It isn't worth the 9 ~ 9 q R 9 q  
trouble to transport infantry in carts. The increase 
in speed is minor; the increase in vulnerability is S ~ i i n l  
terrific. Turn 
Enemies: Tanks. 
Fate: Caught and killed. Wagons "neither have the 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
heart to stay nor wit enough to run away." THE MINInAME m P n o A c n :  m E  cmvoy (2tm~ A wm" ~ p C ~ i g u m B t [ O n  5 
LOS: Shruggable. If YOU haye a friend you me front-lim unh ir herd-preraad and m& rupplias and emrnunlthn. 

T b  d i s f  w n v w  mmt m e h  them thrwgh prtiaen-infedd m i o u s  to anenate, I s w s t  that, when he P3n9mrBlit~ mritwy.  Th. mmm hn if dl IwhM fully 
eliminates a wagon unit early in a scenario, you I and wn't be lasd fw t r a m r t l  #st off ths baard by wav of mw 

lertp up, congratulate him warmly fm his general- GG. The plrrisana win ~f a m  trwks -a dmumd. The m m p  hmm 

ship, and resign the game. He will not miss the I are from and mnaldual W r  haws. ertcsm at gulllpa. Any M h a  
rault Ica dram Gems Langth: 8 turns. Gamns mows fim. 

sarcasm. 
Deployment: Behind a static front, on a road A 

FQRCES 
2M"OC"&l 8 

FORCES 
2 1 4  2 4 Z W U 4 O  e 0 

junction hex, perhaps loaded with a defensive u ; : l ~  5 ,,'I 4- 1 W n  

reserve unit. Wagons will rarely have the speed to 2 4 4  - 
make it acrm open terrain, so it is best to deploy -2 

1 2 2 5  
m r  up rn bonrd: 

them where there are patches of  cove^. In an Emaronmw A: 

advance wagons are sure to be left behind; during a THE MINIGAME APPROACH: THE CmOSgRoma 111421. me THE MINIGAME APPROACH: THE PROBE 18/42,. A S ~ V I ~  -n 
' 

long retreat wagons may be expended as blocks, nmt w i ~ r  on h e  Esamn Front was one of thlnlv sleahed llnss barnlion I m m  mom thm it barmined b r .  Awerd &mar. 1 poim 
since they ~ f i l  be caught and killed anyway. A and bimr kldina '"10'6. H'% a Rwian  m o b r i d  SMQ batIalion f f f  .a& dlmimted Rwzinn unir: awwd R w i a m  1 ~ i m  fm a e h  

cantests a u3tal d junction wlth a Gaman M: ie r  wmpany. The unit *st lsavasboerd byvm GG. A m  Rusrien unit still M bovd a road hex on a reverse slope is a good place; a ddu ocawins 2 cr moreaqtmm of ~adnrrst at t h s d  d t h a  end of is s~~mlnatsd. Gams b ~ h :  6 turns. Germwe mow 
wagon there will slow enemy vehicles for 2 turns. win& -ma IS&: 6 tuna. f l m  
Of course blocking tanks with horse-carts is a 
Nasty Trick, totally unrealistic; but it is not FRussmN Cp * RUSSIAN FORCES 4 

Ye 

specifically forbidden in the printed rules ~ursramk m m  f ~ r s t  b ter  onany *: Set up in Gmmsh: 
7 1 5 8  1 1 O E 0 3 1 1 2  

b 
%.Trucks 
Fwte: Movement factor. On road. 1 4 4  
Foible: Movement factor. Offroad. 
Threat: PressurizinglAntagonizing if the trucks 
carry infantry. 
Pals: Infantry or artillery. 
Enemies: Tanks, halftracks, and enemy trucks. To 
trap a truck bent on staying alive it js usually L 
necessary to surround it with vehicles and green 
hex sides. Turn 
Fate: Killed if caught. Frequently sacrificed. 
h: Shruggable. 1 2 3 4 5 T 7 E # '  
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m - &hutran other vehicle listed, 21s-33, is a halftracked version 

of the Z I S S  truck which equips some of the truck 
units. As far as 1 know, neither wheeled nor 
halftracked version of this vehide (A Ford imi- 
tation dating from the eady 30's) was armored or 
armed 

Reconnaissance Vehicles 

and h a  no halftra&s tf s p ~ :  a Russian who AU the reconnaissance vehiclen in Ponzerblitz are 
burns halftracks may ha e difficulty moving his C e r m a ~  The Russians had some - you ml&t find 
infantry away from the road. T-70 light tanks and an assortment of armored cars 
b: SIuuwbIe. still around in 1944 - but they had found them to 

Deployment: In  the fortfront of the attack - but 
less than and were phasing them Out- 

don't run away from your paBengem. In the game you are likely to fmd the German 
recon units less than useful. Everything is known - 

Rirtorical Marker: The Russian 'Ounter my be terrain, enemy positions, enemy strengtk The 
another "averaging" counter rather than a counter Units are not we,l eno" g., to 
representative of one type of vehicle. The silhw- and, becaw they in plaoe during he 
ette is that of a Lend-Lease U.S. M 3  halftrack, opponent3s move, their speed is no defense for 

to the German Sdkb 251' The them. With their reaonnaisance function denied 

P WREENWG ACTION IHYPOMETICALI. WMEWHERE IN \ 
RU&slA. 1944. Moen in d.fenalvs apsmbm, llght mcbils unia 
d a6 s r.orrrmalrram9 M i o n  wlll bs falW won ?a w ; ~  the 
f l m n k .  of l i m  m&, a 1111 a pp in their a. Idsally. th. rwmy 
in sitwtionr *rill b. ddwd by fl-. wl- &riW -0 tWdahrrr 

I W I  I 
J L I 7 RUSSIAN FORCES el 11 + 7 l- GERMAN FORCES I 

I VICTORY CONDITIONS 
Award Rudnrn 1 Wlnt for aaeh unlt m a d  oflwmt dam d board 
Z h t d  s A  i d s  o m  mint for .scb msw unit d.sIvwd. Thm 
rldswiohrhrhWwulwinr. 11 
khl 
Turn 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 8  9 10 11 ;"20 

I r----mn'= PANZER W44l. A l t a  DIVIS10N tln I N  DEFENSE: MAGHUSZEW. POUND 
d Pamy &ow Comr. unirr 

m d e d a p i ~ i m l n ~ h b n d , ~ m ~ r r p n ~ ~ t h  
V L n d  A k a .  Tla 2 d  T r Y  b w  w la m- m1 

RUSSIAN FORCES II # GERMAN FORCES %%f- 
Brnk-dth-n-mrtrwfertonbeerdr 
2 and 3 

VICTORY CONDITIONS: 
~ v r s d  d ~ d a  1 ~t for mdt mamy unlt dwroy.d. hd 

10 Dim ach for &rim Wmat ndlw OMatorheni.. 
F%hrl@rnmcalul= 

L II 
L1pt 
Turn END 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  - 

them, all they can do  is harass, block, and 
transport friendly units. 

k m  the dffwm- tho  actwl Lynx Empl a d  Uw P k w  
1 i i a n n 1 I 

28. Lynx 
Forte: Movement factor. 
Foible: Attack factor. The weakest attack factor in 
the game 
'Zlueat : Very little. A Panther or a halftrack can go 
wherever a Lynx can. 
Rey: Russian transport. 
Range: 9 hexea 
Becution: Dispersal half the time, unless you 
overrun, and if that leaves the Lynx out in the 
open someone wilt blow it away. Not worth doing 
unless whatever was in the truck was v w y  valuable. 
M: Infantry mrried as a pa-r will help the 
blocking function. 
Enemies: Russian tanks. 
Fate: Sacrificed for spotting/overburden. 
h: Shruggable. If the German is at all daring 
with this piece, he may expect to wind up with a 
r n e g  Lynx. 
Deployment: As far forward ax possible. 
Historid Marker: Contrary to what the Campaign 
Analysis book tells y w ,  this vehicle is not a PzKw 
111. It is a PzKw I1 Ausf L. The designation was 
later changed to Panzerspanwagen I1 to indicate 
that its function was strictly reconnabnce. In 
mid-1943 the Germans fmlly  pve up on so~uting 
tanks and ceased production of this vehicle. 

Forte: Movement. This is the fastest unit in the 
@me. 
Foible: Attack factor. 
'Ilueat: Presurizing/htagonizing. The dandiest 
trick to pull with this unit is to slip through your 
opponent's lines and take up some ambush position 
on the other side where you can block reserves, 
delay reinforcements, and generally annoy. Often 
when you do this, your opponent will feel insecure 
enough with you back there to form a hunting 
party to  attempt to trap the armored car, thus 
pulling in reserves needed elsewhere and possibly 
creating a weak point. 
Prey: T ~ p r t -  
Range: 15 hexes 
Exemtion: Dispersal. 
Pals: Another scout car, to insure that an overrun 
will really be effective. Infantry passengem for 
blocking I 
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Enemies: Tank& 
Fate: Sacrificed for overrun. Eliminated if sur- 
rounded. 
Loss: Shruggable. 
Deployment: As far fonvard as possible. An 
excellent unit for blocking in pursuit or retreat. A 
Nasty Trick, possible also with halftracks, is to sit 
this unit out in the open on a swamp-road hex. If 
your opponent blows it up, the road is blocked. If 
he leaves it alone in the hope that you'll move it, 
the road is still blocked. Unrealistic and unsport- 
ing, but legal. 

30. Sdkfi 23412 (Puma) and Sdkfz 23414 
Forte: Movement factor. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing/Antagonizin& 
F'rey: Transport. 
Range: 13 hexes. 
EKewtion: A kill. 
Pals: Infantry for blccking 
Enemies: Tanks. Even these heavily armed cars 
cannot afford to trade salvos with tanks, not even 
if they get in the first shot 
Fate: Eliminated if surrounded. 
h: Shruggable/shocking !? Some people are 
armored car freak& 
Deployment: Far forward. 
Historical Marker: These armored cars were heavily 
arrned in the hope that they might protect Geman 
armored cars from other armored cars. In the open 
desert it might turn out that way. On your 
Panzsrbldtz board the best use for these units is as 
anti-tank blocks. You will note that these units are 
the equivalent of 50mm and 75mm AIT guns. The 
main differences are the magnificant movement 
factor and the abominable defense factor against 
tanks, only a fourth as good as a towed gun's. Still, 
they block a tank, and if you assign them that job 
at the right spot and the aucial time, that may be 
good enounh to warrant the sacrifice. 

Vshiels 231-2a9 mod.1 whlch war a n  foraunnnr ef thn Z W Z .  

Self-Propekl Artillery 

Only the Germans have self-propelled artillery. 
Because of a czarist tradition of c lmin  combat 
dating back to Napoleonic times, the Soviets 
virtually avoided the development of motorized 
artillery, and remained faithful f o  the towed gun 
until the end of the war. The strength of the Soviet 
army depended largely on infantry and tank units 
which d o  not fight effectively at a distance. 
Unquestionably this Soviet doctrine cost them 
something in the way of continuous fue support 
during an offensive; but before you sneer too hard 
remember who won the war. 

The Soviet infantry and tank units, massively 
numerous, form a broad base; the Soviet army may 
be clumsy, but the destruction of only a few units 
will not shake it. The German army, however, rests 
like an upside down cone on the fire support of the 
self-propelled artillery. Without the big guns to 
smash obstacles the German's tanks will stall. 

T m  GENERAL 
Without the backup threat of &eIlfjre thin unit in the SPA class is its movement factor; in 
defensive lines will be overrun. Therefore, both pursuit or retreat, the Maultiw is just nimble 
historja]ly and in mme, the  SPA^ enough to be able to choose its own range. 
are pillars of strength to him - with plenty of Execution: A kill half the time. 
Slavonic Sampsons loose on the premises. Pals: Other SPAS. Infantry in front to spot. A 

wirbelwind is handy for upfactoring. 
Enemies: Russian infantry. A close assault will give 

31. Maultier the Mule no chance to kick. 
Forte: Attack factor. Fate: Eliminated if surrounded. Since that isn't 
Foible: Range factor. easy, the Maultier will probably survive the game. 

Threat: Pressurizing. 
Range: 3-12 hexes, most likely at the long end of 
that range. The Nebelwerfer is an odd weapon to 
deploy, since it lacks the sine qua non of self- 
propeIled weaponry; i.e., long range. There is a 
temptation to give it an armored escort and send it 
in to do assault-gun work - but it is so weak that the 
move is likely to be a suicide against any organized 
opposition in strength. The factor which keeps this 

Loss: Damaging. 
Deployment: Because of the short range it is futile 
deploying the Maultier in orthodox SPA positions 
on hilltops. If you do, you will likely find that 
your targets scurry around carelessly at the end of 
y o u  reach or beyond. Better to give up the 
visibility advantage of height and deploy in cover 
at ground level, c l w r  to the front than other 
SPAs, with as goad a field of fire as the situation 
will allnw. . . -. -. - . 

INSTALLATION DEFENSE : TARMET, NORWAY 122110/44). ll-mnl:L ~ h a n  Fbhnd dmprred aut a n  war. t b  b m e n  20th Momtain L h y ,  opuatina an t l n  m i .  found it n- tmwlthdraw 
into Norway. Sovim fomm did n M  mtu Finland but dld woes th. 

8 wrou R e w a n  fmnt ia  in pursuk Th. Bsrmanr. pwirrg 
to mcuste eklllmn6 end m d  &mum tha mn d Kirkem.  

11111.1.. nsarly a m 0  to wlsl we-n the c l W  nlnctric p- w@y wm 

RUSSIAN FORCES # GERMAN FORCES 
. e l s m  of tth. m i s t  131st Rifle corm antar o n - k t  

Folrrrrd of IC9Quntsin [)imlon sl mwhere mn .rlsa. bard.  

p w r  pleM lBadmd of 011 
mrmn unirr. or 2.1 urttlrq both www lin- m t  of tha ~ l a n t  
(along the 2 mads lsadlng from Wnoet w h e  edg. of bwrd 2). 
This L accornelhhshal bv h v i m  e Unit on the mad - uninvnnal - 

VICTORY CONMTIOMS: 

Gamn w i m  if Rmion m n w t  fulfill victnrv wndl t lom 
fm r* fMl turn. m e n  tha rvh Is M ma nit is autometimllv 
dimlnstd. Tlm mmt ba repond on lhn mhnr mad. 

I b  
mahl 
Turn 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - 8  9 76 

J 

M f f T I N e  ENGAGEMENT: DERBERCEN, HUNaARY Mepmgur*mn 

Mechanitad avow ' W i w "  nssr Mnem. Tha 6th Gusrds Tmnlc 

A L I 1 ,I + RUSSIAN FORCES GERMAN FORCES a- I 
1 r 

I CMG Pliyer entws from ths Wmt edpe; 6th Guards Turk Army -urn  Wcehler (elemmtr nl  the 8th &my) M up fim 
from Emt sdga II ennvhae on bsrd.  

CMG Pllvar I 

A cowmow: 
in if lhW h e  a l w d  n w r h r .  3 hole wids and ire. 

m e n  win, from E M  to Wen edgss. Bnrmnm win if they can 
I 11 mairmin a slmlllar corrldw from North w Luih ad-. Anything I 
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Historical Marker: The Maultier is  an improved 
imitation of a Russian weapon not included among 
the counters - the famed M-13 Katyusha mounted 
on a truck. This weapon is given among the 
additional units in the Campaign Analysis booklet. 
It is almost the only true Russian self-propelled 
artillery. 

32. Wespe 
Forte: Range. Highest on the board. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. The Wespe makes it hard for 
the Russians to move for great distances. Even 
infantry must hide. Every possible spotter becomes 
a deadly menace. 
Prey: Any Russian unit. 

Range: 5-32 hexes. The Wespe can Fght closer, but 
in a mobile situation it isseldom worth the risk. If  
anybody gets that close, just move back and bIast 
them 
Execution: Dispersal for infantry targets. At close 
range a kid1 is likely on armored targets. 
Pak: Other SPAS. CPs. Infantry and tanks to the 
front to spot. Self-propelIed artillery is almost 
self-sufficient; a few pieces positioned with inter- 
locking fields of fire will make destruction of any 
one piece quite expensive. 
Enemies: Infantry. 
Fate: Decided by battle. Expect a terrific fight. 
Dispersal will generally mean destruction on the 
following turn. Rusgian attackers should keep in 
mind what happens when a Wespe uses intensive 
fire. 
Loss: Shocking. Expect extreme German dsmoral- 
ization. 

f r SOVIET AssnutT ON FoRTwIcnTtoNs: M L A K L A v A  m~onf. uratim 
-----1111 SECTOR (7161441. A t  tho a d  of tho  sprlng, 1944 mrnpaign in ihn 

CYime. German and Rumsrkn form wan W e d  Into an 
~ - r l w i i k i n g  rim around m t q m l .  As the KrieBsmarins 

I n"2 4 attamptad t o  mnsuate rho 17rh Army, the  vmr guard oecupiad a 
final d d m s l w  Ism lre t  oupide tb dw. Tho Rurrisn &b=tive at 

~ M U U U ~ U U  tho .rruthorn ard of th. Ilne w n  Smpun Hei+ts, from whas  ertlllsry 

11 GERMAN FORCES I 
I AlOBUk slnmentl of the lndepwdrnt C o m l  Armst  Tlw Li.rman Fur i l ia  Compnv  and JwdTlsa p.t upon  Hi l l  132. A11 

1 k t  of  ths road runnlng bbtwwn 1A3 and f O a ,  after me othm units ~t up annuhas on bcards 1 and S W a f  the Board 1 
Garnmm. 11 mad runnins -n 'IA3 m d  1668.  asmar6681 UP fimt. I 

VICTORY WNDlT IONS: 
Rllsriem pi 1 mint for  aeeh unit Dn HHk 132 and 129 a end of 
vnw (hilltop hum- only). 

asrmam m 5 mim for mch unit on rhma hills. S k h  wlth moa 
\ ~ l r m  &. I 

Ikr . 
llvar IlM 
Turn EN0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  

r 
BLOCKING ACTIOPI: MADONA SECTOR, LATVIA (2-1441. 
The ml lep ls  of &my Group Cmtur left AO N o h  atrendad in tho 
Bakk m. As AG North withdrew Inm an enclave on the 

b Couland penlnsuh, Rlseian r p r h a a b  M s d  out. attemmilg tu 
b sd l t  tha O s r m s  and d e b t  thorn i n  &n i l .  Thslutlrsl crl&ame I 7 I 1 I 2 I 

3 &on thm 2nd Baltlc From d s d  the Gaman 10th Catp a t  
h & w :  e W r t  dssh m R i w  and the d w l e  evacuation horn 

-grrr-rrwgg - k n i a  and LBtvia would be Intercsmed. * RUSSIAN FORCES 

A apnrhrmd of me 3rd %odr Army s n t m  on Eastern ndw. 

GERMAN FORCES 
- 

A tattle g o u p  af the Mordlsnd Dlvlalon e n t m  Rrst on W m  mge d 
bsrd.  

VICTORY CONDiTIONS: 
Amm .ach 6lds 1 point for  wary e m v  unit desawed. Awnrd the 
AuAsiam 2 points for oath  unit m o d  aH ths WPaMln sdge of Um 
imp. Si& with the m w t  k n t s  wim. 

L II J 
A'fii 
Turn END 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  

I 

PrFH 18 - * W e  - mounts e 105rnm sun (L128) an PZ II 
dlesak. 

DepIoyment: Main artillery positions; Hilltop 
hexes. The Wespe has enough range to deploy on 
open, "bald" hilltops, providing no Russian unit is 
within shooting distance. Be areful with such a 
deployment during mobile retreats - it will take a 
T-34 in the target area only two turns' unimpeded 
movement to reach firing range, so an exposed 
Wespe might WPH have to flee before doing much 
damage. The basic skill in using SPAs is to move 
very seldom so as to spend as many turns shooting 
as possible. Cover is still best for this. 

Forte: Attack factor. Largest on the board. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
'Zhreat: Pressurizing. 
Prey: Everybody. 
Range: 5-24 hexes. 
Ekecution: A kill half the time. All the time on 
armor at close range. 
M: C&; other SPAs; infantry and tanks to spot. 
Enemim: Infantry. C l m  assault will not give even 
a Hummel a chance to fire. 
Fate: Decided by battle. 
k: Gott ein Hummsl!! The German may resign. 
Deployment: Hilltop with cover. 

R f H  l B M  - "Hummer' fmturea thick- a r m ,  s laraa gun 
IlSOmm). and a Pr IV  d k  

c z r w  
34. The Nashorn 
Forte: Range. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. 
Prey: Vehicles. And infantry, if delay is necessary. 
Range: 4-20 hexes. 
&emtion: Against vehicles, dispersal at long 
range, a kill at short range. Agaiist infantry there is 
about half a chance of a dispersal. 
Pals: H class SPAs. Infantry to spot. Infantry, 
incidentally, should not ride on any of the SPAL 
They are vulnerable to fire, and if the SPAs are 
used properly the infantry will never make it to the 
front where it can be ued. 
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38. JgdPz VI

Forte: Attack factor. Weapons class 'A' ought to
take this vehicle out of the assault gun category;
but the Jagdtiger is so slow that it is hard to
imagine how else it might be used. It is a poor
tank destroyer - too easily flanked, and worth
less in an advance .

StuH 42 is shown above without the skirts depicted in the line
drawing. Such side panels were relatively rare. This mounts a
105mm howitzer on a pz III chassis.

~ 14~~KI2.37. StuH 42 ~'f~~Forte: Defense factor.

Foible: Attack factor. Not big enough to handle
Russian infantry.

Threat: Mobilizing.
Prey: Infantry.

Range: 1-12 hexes. This vehicle has the armor to
get up close even while alone.

Execution: Dispersal half the time.
Pals: Infantry.
Enemies: Tanks.

Fate: Occasional dispersal. But the StuH 42
should be kept out of the major tank battles; it
can't do much good there and is too valuable to
lose.

Loss: Damaging. This is the best assault gun the
Germans have, and there is only one unit of
them.

Deployment: As close to enemy infantry as
possible.

JdPz Vlb - the "Huntmg Tiger" mounted a 128mm gun, L/55,
PAK 80.

Foible: Movement factor.

Threat: Mobilizing. Why should anybody stick
around to fight this monster?

Prey: Infantry. Of course the] agdtiger would like
to beat up on some Russian tanks, but no T-34s
are likely to make themselves available. Infantry
is all this vehicle will catch.

Range: I hex.
Execution: Infantry targets will be dispersed half
the time. Tanks would be obliterated if shot at.

Pals: Infantry. As with the SU-152, the infantry
should go ahead by other means and let the
]gdPz VI come up to the battle.

Enemies: Small mammals which eat the eggs?
Fate: Survival. I suppose an SU-152 might
disperse it, but that would be an unlikely
meeting .

howitzer.

Fate: Occasional dispersal. An SU-152 ought to
survive the game.

Loss: Shocking. The Russian army is a little
better balanced than the German, so that the loss
of any single unit is not so damaging as the loss
of a Wespe or Hummel; but if there is any
Russian unit which embodies that kind of
psychological vulnerability, it is the SU-152. This
is unfortunate because the German units can
operate from safe positions; but the Russian must
expose his SU-152s to danger if he is going to get
full value from them. The Russian must overcome
his tendency to hold these valuable units back
from the assault.

Deployment: Up front. Only when the action
becomes completely static is an artillery position
for an SU-152 justified.
Historical Marker: One Russian nickname for this
vehicle was "Conquering Beast". The name is
important because it shows how the SU-152 was
used. The SU-152 regiments were for offensive
purposes only; once the front became static the
Soviet high command would pull them out for a
new offensive elsewhere.

'ii$:~V.~·Yl@!V.W!:{f}

36. GW38(M) and Wirblewind

Forte: Range.
Foible: Defense factor.

Threat: Mobilizing.

Prey: Russian infantry.

Range: 10-12 hexes. These units simply do not
have the defensive strength for close assault
attack. Yet to some extent the distinctions
between SPA and assault gun are blurred with
these units, and with the Maultier. Neither has
the range for the SPA role, and the GW38 lacks
the speed as well. The best way to employ these
two alone is on flat ground as close to the target
infantry unit as possible without risking a close
assault.

Execution: Dispersal half the time.

Pals: Tank destroyers or heavy tanks stacked with
these units will allow them to carry out their
functions without fear of close assault counter
attack even while adjacent. A halftrack is helpful
in such cases also, to serve as weakest unit in the
stack, and to haul the cooperating infantry.
Enemies: Tanks and close-assaulting infantry.
Fate: Blown away by fire, if not handled care
fully.

Loss: Annoying. But not surprising.
Deployment: Up to the front, opposite the
enemy infantry.

Historical Marker: Actually neither weapon was
quite intended to be an assault gun proper. The
GW38 is a heavy infantry gun, a transitional
design dating from 1940, kept in service more
because of lack of a substitute than for aptness
for a now more clearly defined role. The other
vehicle was an anti-aircraft weapon simply
hijacked by infantry commanders to do support
work. The flak panzers were never intended to
stand up to much more than aircraft cannon.

mounts a 150mm L/12

Jzpz Nashorn - The Rhino mounted an a.8em PAK (Panzer V5.

cannon) model 43/1, L/71 gun mounted on a pz IV chassis but
using a pz III transmission.

Enemies: Infantry.
Fate: Decided by battle.

Loss: Shocking, although less shocking than the
loss of a Wespe or Hummel. But there is only one
Nashorn in the game, so its loss is psychologically
hard to bear.

Deployment: Hilltops with cover.
Historical Marker: I have classified this vehicle as
an SPA by virtue of its poor defensive capability
and excellent range. If it is used as a tank
destroyer, it stands a fair chance of being lost
without ever using its full capability. However,
none of the special SPA rules apply; the Nashorn
cannot use indirect fire, and may make overruns.

Incidentally, this vehicle uses the same chassis as
the Hummel. Originally the vehicle was called
"Hornisse" (Hornet); but in early '44 Hitler
decided that he didn't want his armor named after
insects. He ordered that the names "Hornisse", and
"Hummel" be abolished. Thereafter this unit was
called the "Nashorn": the other two were still

called "Wespe" and "Hummel" - but very quietly.

Assault Guns

Assault guns are used against enemy infantry
positions .. GeneraIly.they .. are . heavily armored,
carry low-velocity, high-explosive weaponry, and
move somewhat ponderously. Their reach is
generally too short to allow them to double as
SPAs. The best way to use them is up close. No
commander can do very wrong if he places his
assault gun alongside an enemy.

....-
35. SU-152 •••. ~
Forte: Attack factor.

Foible: Movement factor.

Threat: Mobilizing. An SU-152 works like a
bulldozer. You move it up against an infantry
block, and when it's your turn to move again the
block is no longer there, one way or another.

Prey: German infantry. An SU-152 can also take
on most German vehicles.

Range: I hex. The most frequent mistake I see is
somebody trying to use an SU-152 like a Wespe.
It doesn't work that way: Even though the range
is long for a Russian unit, it is not long enough
to keep the SU-152 in contact with the enemy at
a distance. If you station your SU-152 on a
hilltop artillery position, you will find that the
mobile battle moves away from you and that it
will be sometime before you can get your
behemoth back into the fight. The only way to
use an SU-152 on the offensive is to move right
up against the German to scare him out of his
position and then to follow along behind him as
closely as possible. If he ever slows down you can
kick him in the pants.
Execution: A kill almost certainly against infan
try and probably a dispersal against tanks.

Pals: Infantry, but not transported. The infantry
should travel ahead by other means to begin the
assault. If the troops can delay anything, the
SU-152 will kill it when it comes up.

Enemies: Very heavy tanks. Heavy artillery.

•
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Loss: PossibIy shocking - more likeIy just sur- 
prising 4 

Deployment: As far forward as you can get it. 

40. StuG III and Hetzer 
Forte: Defense factor. 

Tank Destroyers Foible: Movement factor. The Hetzer is especially 
slow. 
Threat: MobilizindAntagonizing. Most tanks and 
tank destroyers of medium weight or more will 
threaten to surround and spot an opponent's unit 
if they can reach jump-off positions in cover 
within four hexea If the unit is worth savin& a 
wise opponent either moves it or reinforces it. 

A tank destroyer is a turretless tank. Some 
folks - Guderian, for example - seemed to feel 
that there was a functional as well as a mechani- 
cal distinction between tanks and tank destroyers. 
If so, the distinction is not apparent in Panzer- 
Blitz. Historically, the tank was the weapon 
preferred by the experts; yet in Panzerblitz a TD 
unit seems more powerful than the tank from 
which it borrows its chassis. You can explain 
away this phenomenon for German units by 
pointing out that the TD units have one more 
vehicle than tank units - TDs come in six-PAKs, 
l i e  beer - but what do you do when you come 
to the Russian units? It Iooks as if there is 
surnething which a tank unit can do and a TD 
unit can't do that is not taken into account in 
the rules. 

JgP. IV  - tha first "Huntlns Tank" mwming e 76mm. L/70 on 
a Mc IV chmair. 

Fate: Depends on the shootout: Dispersal 
probable. 
Loss: Damaging. 
Deployment: In the main line of defense or 
offense - not the forward line. 
Htstotid Marker: The early J g d h  IV's mounted 
a long 75mm like the StuG III'L The version in 
the game toting a still longer 75, turned out to 
be overloaded and likely to break down. 

4 2  SU-76 6 B' 
Forte: Movement factor. 
Foible: Range. The SU-76 is not a very strong 
unit defensively, but the short range forces the 
Russian to use it up close. 
Threat: Channelizing. It is best to use this unit 
mostly for defense. 

39. Marder Ill 

- 

SrG I l l  (ebwu) ind + 38 "Hetzef' lbslowl w a e  both 

Forte: Range. Large enough to keep the Marder 
out of trouble. 
Foible: Defense factor. Small enough to  get the 
Marder into trouble. 
Threat: Pressurizing. The Marder should stay in 
cover to do the shooting and let somebody else 

- do the spotting. 
Rey: Russian tanks. 
Range: 3-8 hexer Keep the range open in order 
to (1)  avoid close assault and (2) avoid doubling 
your opponent's class weapons. 
hecution: Dispersal half the time. 

Prey: German armored vehicles. 
Range: Adjacent. Either the German walks nght 
up to  you or you walk up to him. Overrun 
opportunities are rare. 
Execution: Dispersal. 
Pals: Infantry. T-34s. 
Enemies: German armored vehicles. Prey: Russian tanks and artillery. 

Range: 1 4  hexes It is important to keep the 
Hetzer c i w  to the action because of its low 
speed It is a great help to both units to have 
their attack factors doubled. 
Execution: Dispersal most of the time. A lone 
sturmgeshutz attacking the average Russian tank 
at close range is not likely to kill it or be killed 
by it. Whichever side reinforces first will win the 
duel. 
Pals: Lnfantry, t o  administer a follow-up dose 
assault. Other armor is always helpful if available, 
particularly the Pz IV. Wespe and Hummel help 
to crack infantry. 

Loss: Annoying - nearly shruggable. 
Deployment: This is a unit which is often found 
working with the infantry. As such, it may 
constitute almost the only vehicle a rifle regiment 
will have, a case which justifies its being taken 
away from its TD role and used solely for s p e d  
transport missions. Scenario 2 is a fine example 
of such a situation. Otherwise the SU-76 should 
serve as a reserve for a static line or as 3 tail-end 
Qlarlje for a tank assault. 
Historical Marker: The "Crash-boom" again, on 
tracks. 

Enemies: Russian tanks. 
Fate: Depends on the shoot-out. In an individual 
duel dispersal is likely. 
Loss: Darnagining. 
Deployment: The front of the battle. The rear of 
the retreat. The reserve of the static line. Good 
units for spotting jn all three situatjons. 

Wrder 111 - AUSF M mountd on a Cmch 38 (t) tenlc chaeris 

Pals: The heavier artnored vehicles can help with 
spotting; StuG I11 and Pz IV travel at the same 
speed and will augment firepower on targets at 
the same range. -8 - th firm Soviet *It pun mounting a 7W2mm pun, 

U41.6. Enemies: Infantry and tanks. Alone a Marder is 
not quite a match for either. 
Fate: Depends on the outcome of an armored 
shoot-out. Any reasonably speedy TD can duck 
out of an argument; for strategic reasons you 
may prefer to have it stay to  fight. When a 
Marder stays to engage there will generally be so 
many other units in the battle that the Marder's 
fate is insignificant. If the Marder does enpge in 
a duel, there is about a half chance of its being 
killed in the first exchange of shots. 
has:  Annoying. Nobody can shrug off the loss 
of a TD or a tank other than the Lynx. 
Deployment: On the offensive: to the middle of 
the force, far enough forward to shoot, far 
enough back to avoid trouble. On the defense: in 
reserve unless other reserves are available. 

- 
Forte: Range. Better than that of its contempo- 
raries, StuG 111 and Pa IV. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: Pressurizing. Essentially a souped-up 
replacement for the Marder 111, the JgdPz IV 
likewise lacks the requisites for close-in combat, 
and should be used to apply pressure rrtther than 
for violent assault. 
Prey: Russian tanks. 
Range: 3-12 hexes. 
Execution: Half a chance of a kill at close range. 
Pals: Pz IV; StuG 111. 
Enemies: Russian tanks. Infantry can also be 
worrisome. 

Forte: Defense factor. 
Foible: None really. A well-balanced unit. 
Threat: Mobilizing/Antagonizing 
hey:  German tanks and artillery. 
Range: 1-10 hexes. This unit has the speed to do 
overruns, and the strength to engage close in. 
Execution: Dispersal. 
Pals: Infantry, especially SMG units T-34s make 
good friends, particularly T-3418 5s blessed with 
the same speed and the same range. 
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E a t o r i d  Marker: The JSU-122 is not to be 
confused with the SU-122, a 122rnm howitzer 
mounted on a T-34 chads which was employed 
as an assault gun but was inferior to the SU-152 
and not much good @nst armor. 

Fate: Spent in spotting or in shoot-outs. An 
attacking Russian player should lose half of the 
T-34 in his starting OB; if he loses less he is 
moving too slowly; if he loses more he had better 
watch it or he will soon be faced with a tankless 
job. 

hemks: German armored vehicles, including 
Wespe and Hummet. 
Fate: Depends on the shootout. Dispersal is likely 
in duels. 
lots: Annoyin& A little more so than the loss of 
a T-34, because there are always plenty of T-34s. 
Deployment: The front of the battle; the rear 
guard in a retreat An exceUent mobile reserve 
unit, preferably with an infantry passenger. 

Tanks Loss: Almost shruggable. What is one dead rat to 
the pack? 
Deployment: As far forward as possible in attack, 
and genedly with infantry passengers. You 
should rarely see a T-34 unit alone, and rarely on 
the defense. Uncle Joe will have held them all 
back for the big counter-punch. 
&to r id  Marker: The T-34/76 is something of a 
graybeard in the game. It is essentially the same 
tank that met the Germans in 1941, but the 
G e m  tanks from that era are not included 
among the counters. And the T-34c is by no 
means obsolete. By the time of Kursk(Scenario 
10) the Germans were just beginning to overtake 
the Russian technological lead. 

The only reason that tanks and tank destroyers 
are in a separate category is that I am sentimental 
about such t h i n s  In the game the t a c t i d  
doctrine for each type is the same. Both units 
work as much by threat as ,by actual fire. The 
recurring pattern in the pone is for the tanks 
(and TDs) t o  roll up adjacent t o  an enemy unit, 
which then either retreats if it can or dies, 
exacting whatever casualties it can before it is 
N e d .  If both have a large numba of tanks, an 
equilibrium is reached in which neither side dares 
to advance. The situation then becomes static and 
the dower moving arms, infantry and artillery, 
became dominant. 

Most of the actual fning with tanks occurs 
when one side uses tanks to  bIock the other's 
mobile stack. At that point firing breaks out 
between individual units and is either quickly 
resolved or becomes a miniature engagement, 
with each player tryjng to bring more fre to bear 
on the enemy's engaged unita These are the 
actions I have referred to as tank shoat-outs, and 
they are peculiar t o  the armored forces; you 
seldom see artillery engaging in individual duels, 
and somebody always horns in on an infantry 
fight t o  break i t  up. 

Actually the mogt efficient way t o  use a tank 
is to Overrun. Unfortunately lhere are several 
factors which limit overmn opportunities. First, a 
target in the open where it can be overmn i s  
likely to be destroyed by fire before the tank mn 
move up to it. Secondly, an unsuccessful overrun 
always leaves one adjacent to an enemy unit 
capable of spotting and inclined to  be a poor 
sport about the matter. And finally, even a 
successful overrun will generally leave the over 
running tank out in the open where it can be 
fired upon or overrun in turn. As Dr. Johnson 
said, the pleasure is transimt and the position is 
ridiculous. 

Fork: Just beautiful all over. 
Foible: Again, none. 
Threat: Mobilizing. 
Prey: Russian armor and aFtiUery. 
Range: 1-12 hexea Try to get in close. This unit 
has the speed to do it. 
Execution: A kill at close range. 
Pals: Panthe= Infantry on the attack only. 
Enemies: A multitude of Russian tanks. But no 
single tank need give pause except perhaps the 
SU-152. 
Fate: Depends on the shootout. Survival of this 
vehicle is pretty likely, with a dispersal suffered 
only half the time in single combat. 
b ia :  Damaging, almost shocking. 

Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
Threat: MobiUzing(Antapnizing. 
F'rey: Russian tanks and artillery. 
Range: 1-8 hexes. The German can afford to 
close with this tank only because he has a 
quantity of them, and not infrequently nothing 
else to work with. 

Deployment: Well t o m d  the enemy. 
Historical Marker: This is the unit depicted on 
the box. 

V - the "JaaBPardwr" or " E l d a d '  mounted an 88mm I P A K I ~ Y I C  

R K w  1V AUSF FZ with 76mm KWK 40. Th.wwkhorrsof dI0 
Ga-n Pan= Dlvklnm 3' 

, ., 

Execution: Dispersal. 
Pals: Infantry in attack situations only. If possi- 
ble it is better to let Panthers or SGIIl's do any 
spotting that needs to be done. 
Enemies: Russian tanks and infantry. 
Fate: Spent in spotting or in shoot-outs. 
Lo=: Damaging The German wealth of tanks is 
seIdom so great as the Russian. So each loss hits 
harder. 
Deployment: The van of the attack; the rear 
guad;  the mobile reserve. 

\ T a a R R r  - a medlum tank wim a %.2mrn, LHldaun.  

45.8"-1WandlSU-122 IzII-I 
Forte: Attack factor and defense factor. 
Foible: Movement factor. 
Threat: Mobilizing 
Prey: German tanks and artillery, possibly even 
infantry. As with the JgdPz VI these units are so 
sfow that the distinction between TD and assault 
gun is blurred. 
Range: 1-8 hexes. Get as close as yau can. 
fiecution: A kill half the time at close range. 
Pals: Russian heavy tanks and the SU-152's. 
Enemies: Wespe and Hummel, very heavy German 
tanks and tank destroyers. 
Fate: Depends on the shoot-out, but survival is 
likely, with only an occasional dispersal. 
b: Annoying The Ruasian has plenty more 
where these came from. 

Forte: Movement factor. 
Foible: Range. 
'llreat: MobilizindAntagonuing. 
F'rey: German tanks and artillery. 
Range: 10 hexes. Generally the Russian has 
enough T-34s to bum that an overrun becomes a 
serious worry for the German. When the Russian 
makes fire attacks he should try to be as close as 
possible. 

48. KV-IS and Tiger I 
Deployment: As far forward as possible. 

Forte: Defense factor. 
Foible: Movement factor. 
Threat : Mobilizing. 
Prey: Enemy armor and artillery. 
Range: 1-6 hexes. With either unit, close the 
range as much as possible. 
Execution: A kill half the time. 
Pals: For the Russian: T-34. For the German; Pz 
IVs - and SPAS. 

Execution: Dispersal most of the time. 
Pals: Infantry. The T-34 and the SMG or the rifle 
company is the Russian stock in trade. If that 
combination goes wrong nothing will be right, 
Tovarische. 
Enemies: German tanks and artillery. 811-100 - ths improvsd wslon of ths SU-85 rnountada 7-m 

nun. Lfw. Enemies: Enemy armor. 
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development. The Russians had had some of 
these same problems, but had solved most of 
them by 1943. However, when it worked the 
Panther was superb - and it always works in the 
game- -- m 

Fate: Survival with an occasional dispersal. Only 
in an all-out retreat is this unit involuntalily 
endangered, and in those c a m  you may as well 
pick a gwd blocking position and wait for your 
foes to come at you. No King Tiger will out run 
a T-34. 
Loss: Damaging, if only because of the fame and 
reputation of this vehicle. 
DepIoyment: Keep the Tiger close to the enemy. 
If there is a concentration of Russian infantry, 
the Tiger may be used like the Jagdtiger in an 
assault gun role. 

50. T-34/85 
Forte: Movement factor. 
Foible: Defense factor. 
'lllreat: MobilizinglAntagonizing. The T-34/85 
will scare an opponent on the basis of quantity, 
not quality. If T-34s are scarce, the German will 
reinforce and stand his ground. 
Prey: German tanks and artillery. 
Range: 1-10 hexes. Overruns by this vehicle will 
be deadly, if costly. 

PtKw VI  AUSF E - batter known as the Tiga; It  carrid an 
8 . m .  KWK 98. US6 w". 

Fate: Depends on the shootout. In duels dispersal 
is likely. 
Loss: Annoying When the heavy tanks are about; 
there are usually enough mediums to replace any 
lasses. 
Deployment: Keep as close to the enemy as 
possible. 
Historial Marker: These are first generation 
heavy tanks, not so markedly different from their 
contemporary mediums thrrt any separate tactical 
role can be clearly envisioned. The KV-85 is an 
upgunned version of the KV-I, which had the 
same 76.2mm gun as the early T-34. The KV 
chassis was fitted with a new turret which served 
as a prototype for the turret eventually fitted to 
the T-34/85. Once that latter tank came out the 
KV-85 was taken out of service. The Tiger was a 
German attempt to one-up the Russian T-34. The 
attempt failed because the design was difficult to 
mass-produce. When the Panther entered service 
the Tiger I was gradually phased out. 

52. J s U  and JSIII 
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Movement factor. 
Threat: Mobiiizing 
Prey: German tanks, artillery, and even infantly. 
Range: 1-8 hexes. As close as pomible. 
Execution: A kill half the time at close range. 
Pals: Russian assault guns. Rusian infantry. 
Thew heavy tanks cannot keep up with the more 
mobile forces, but work well in support of 
infantry. 
Enemies: Weape, Hummd, German heavy tanks. 
Fate: Depends on the shoot-out. T34E85 - mmt haavily pduosd Swim tank - over 19,OW 

mde.  This peniclaar om was ~ a p t u d  In the Korsan War. Loss: Damaging. 
Deployment: As far forward as possible. 
Historical Marker: The JS-111 nicknamed "Pike" 
because of its pointed hull, really has no place in 
a World War I1 game. I have never read an 
account of its being ernployed against the 
Germans before hostilitie ceased. The nature of 
its design as well as the nature of its employment 
puts this vehicle in the Cold War Era, and that is 
beyond the scope of Ponzerblitz. n 

Execution: Dispersal almost certainly. 
Pals: Infantry, especially SMG units. T-34176s 
and SU-85s can keep r&t up without trouble. 
Enemies: German tanks and SPAS. 

49. Panther 

Forte: Very well bahoed.  

Fate: Spent for spotting or in a shootaut. 
Loss: Annoying. Thew units are not quite so 
expendable as T-34c's. The Russian should plan 
to  lose only a third of his OB, and that many 
ungraciously. 
Deployment: Cloe to the enemy - but if 
possible these vehicles should hang back a bit and 
let the more expendable T-34176's do the 
spotting. 

Foibk: No faults, in the game. 
Threat: Mobilizing. 
Prey: Russian t a n k  and artillery. 
Range: 1-1 2 hexes. 
Ekecution: A kill half the time at close range. 
Pab: Wespe and Hummel. Infantry for the of- 
fensive. With the SPAS to pound any concen- 
trations of infantry a mass of Panthers can be 
very hard to stop. 
Enemies: Russian tanks. 

51. Tiger I1 
Forte: Attack factor. 
Foible: Movement factor. 
Thteat: Mobilizing. Nobody stands in front of a 
moving van 
Prey: Russian tanks and infantry. By the time a 
Tiger 11 makes it up to a Russian artillery 
position, the guns will be long gone. 
Range: 14 hexea To keep the Tiger I1 in action 
you have to keep it c l m  to its targets 

Fate: Great for spotting or in a shootaut. It is 
difficult for wen a single Pzkpfw V to be 
surrounded and killed if the German wishes to 
refuse battle. The firepower and range make an 
approach difficult; the speed is enough to guaran- 
tee a getaway in most cases. The Panthers that 
bum, burn voluntarily, generally after a turn or 
two of dispersal in a shootout. 
Log: Damaging. 

Becution: A Id at close range. 
hh: Hardly any needed 

Deployment: Close to  the enemy. 
Historical Marker: Supposedly a perfect vehicle. 
However, you might notice that the Russian 
tankers preferred their T-34/85. AII through its 
life -the Panther was plagued by mechanical 
difficulties built into the design during its hasty 

RKw Vlb - tho *Kiw Tiget" - armed with a -I& 8.8em. 
KWL43, L#S. 
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SELLING
Will sell 1914, would like pbrn opponents for

TAC, FR '40, OUT, PAN and Mid. Ftf any

games. David Menconi, 1411 Gary Way,

Carmichaei, CA 95608, 483-7503.
I have U·B available in excellent condition.

$30.00. Ken Mabon, 409 So. Fortuna Blvd.,

Fortuna, CA 95540, (707) 725-4531.

FOR SALE: Getty.-Hex version $30.00; Chan
ville $30.00. For details write: Richard H.
Taylor, 309 Via La Paz, Greenbrae, CA 94904,

(415) 46i-1907.

Help, need cash. For sale, Chao-ville (one

pontoon missing), 1914, Civil War. Patrick K.

Rafferty, 1103 W. 30th St., 10, Los Angeies,
CA 90007.

Novice will pbm Gett, pick side. Selling unused

1914, $10.00. F. Lee Johnson, 1411 Edge

wood, Palo Alto, CA 94301, (415) 324-1651.

For Sale: Out of print games including 1914

and Guad, $10.00 a piece. Forrest Pinkerman,
Loyd House, Cat Tech, Pasadena, CA 911 09.

For sale to highest bidder: Guad. In excellent
condition. Bid on it, I'll pay postage. Phil
Buechner, 206 Fourth St., Roseville, CA
95678.
I have B-marck for sale in mint condition to

anyone who is interested. Contact me for

details: William W. Weber, 10341 Orozco Rd.,

San Diego, CA 92124, 278-2457.
FOR SALE: Bismarck in '1near-mint" con

dition, complete with all original pieces 

SI5.00. Want pbm opponents for DD. Chris R.

Carter, 2334 Santa Anita Ave., So. E1 Monte,

CA 91733, (213) 443-4477.
For Sale: Guad. $15.00. Used twice. Pbm PAN,

1914. Derek Lenard 3926 W. 23 Ave., Van

couver, B.C., Canada V6S-1 L2, 224-1454.

For Sale in excellant condition: complete

Chan-ville, $30.00. First check gets. 1 pay

postage. William Keirn, RFD 5, Box 208,

Coventry, CT 06238.

For Sale: 11int condition C-ville (played only

once). $30.00 postage paid. All lettcrs an

swered. John Grant, 409 E. Capitol St., SE,

Washington, DC 20003.

Hex Gett. and 1914 for sale, $20. For Gett.

$10. for 1914. Both in good condition. Gett

has one unit missing. Steve Rodgers, 1230 SE

32nd Ave., Ocala, FL 32670, 694-2972.

Want ftf opponents. Will sell Guad, C-ville,

Hex-Gett. Wally Williams, Jr., 1507 W. 13th St.,

Panama City, FL 32401, (904) 763-1608.
FOR SALE: 1914 ($13.00) includes postage.

Clay Culp, 275 Knox Rd., Apt. HH204, Talla

hassee, FL 32303.

Wish to sell B-marck and 1914 to highest bidder

(both in very good condition). Will answer all

letters. Richard Malchiodi, 1143 N. Springfield,

Chicago, IL 60651, 486-6855.
Have Hex style Gett, with all original com

ponents. Wish to sell to "highest bidder. Fair/

good condition. Send no money. Kevin Maly,

38 Michael Manor, Glenview, IL 60025,
965-3349.

Will sell B-marck in very good condition with
extra score sheets for about $15.00. Also need

ftf opponents for any AH games. David Haase,
1815 E. McDonald, Mt. Prospect, 1L 60056,

827-7453.

FOR SALE: Verdict II, very good condition,

you pay $7.50 plus postage. All letters an

swered. Louis Bergeron, 208 W. Michigan,

Urbana, IL 61801,367-7166.

FOR SALE: Factory condition 1914 and/or

Guad. Will accept first offer(s) of $15.00 or

more. Send no money. Steve Parker, 8337 Burn

Ct.,lndianapolis, IN 46217,881-5970.

FOR SALE: Civil War ($26) postage included,

store condition first reply gets. David Bottger,

149 W. Catalpa Dr., Mishawaka, IN 46544,
(219) 255-1860.

FOR SALE: B-marck, 1914, Guad. All in store

bought condition. You pay postage. Need ftf

players!!, Tim Hyland, 301 N. Center, Zearing,
IA 50278, (515) 487-2181.

Need ftf players in nearby Louisville area. Also
first edition Ch-ville'for sale - mint condition.

I pay postage. Vance Van Borries, 5122 Dun

vegan Rd., Louisville, KY 40222, 425-1277.
V-B for sale for highest price. Mail price to me

or call. Game in good condition. Loren L.

Robinson, Jr., 311 Holiday Park, Louisville, KY
40219, (502) 968-0916.

Will sell good Civil War for $26. I pay postage.

All mail answered. Al Currier, P.O. Box 14,

Minturn, ME 04659, (207) 526-2585.
For Sale: Guad. Pbm 'Grad or AK. Good to

expert player. Fred Cockey, 302 Wyndhurst

Ave .• Baltimore, MD 21210,433-3647.
Will sell 1914 in exc. condition or trade for V-B

or Guad in good condition. Will pbm Diplo

macy, Chess, 1GB where are you? Please write:

Steven Meckel, 3010 Harview Ave., Baltimore,

MD 21234,444-2673.

For Sale: Verdict C&OjB&O. AIl for $10.00.

Contains all pieces. Fair to good condition.

Scott Glasser, Velvet Valley Way, Owings Mills,

MD 21117, 363-6360.

90 metal GHQ Micro Armor as seen in June

General for use in PAN, or???? Vnpnted, highly

detailed, good condo Worth $40. Sell for $20.

59 Danforth, Rehoboth, MA 02769, 252-3895.

For Sale 1914 $8.00, will pbm average or
expert players. AK, 'Grad, PAN, will ftf on

south shore any adult players, all letters an

swered. Clint Matthews, 493 Morton St.,

Stoughton, MA 02072,344-9560.

WiIl seIl U-B for $1.00. In very good condo Will

pay postage. Paul L. Klarquist, 326 Haynes,

Cadillac, M149601, (616) 775-9340.
For sale: Brand new V-B and Bismarck $15.00

each. CO/BO $12.00. Ftf in over 80 war games.

Richard K. Champion, 24634 Annapolis, Dear
born Hgts., M148125, 565-0019.

For Sale: 1914, $30.00. Good condition. Peter

Strand, 714 N. Lowell ~.:., Ironwood, MI
49938.

Guad, new never used, mint condition. For Sale

for $21.00. William Niebllng, 707 Whittier Ct.,

Sallne, M148176.

Will sell Guad. perfect condition, never been
used. Counters still in card. Also will sell 1914

excellan t condition. Send offer for game &

postage. Rick Peterson, 141 Nynas Rd., Esko,
MN 55733, (218) 879-4888.

For sale; orig. edition of DO ($25) Ch-ville

($30), Guad (S20), Management ($25). TAC

($25). All in very good condition + extra pads.

Philip Gibbs, 122 Maryland Ave., Palmyra, NJ

08065, (609) 829-8407.

1914 for sale. I have 5 new, never opened

games. 1 will take $18.00 each. (I pay postage)

for these collectors items. Gregory Rubin, 806

N. Aurora St., Ithaca, NY 14850, 273-6569.

For Sale: All good Verdict II $25. Lemans $20.

Guad $15, Bismarck $30. Send check. I pay
postage. R. H. Knockenauer, 131-11 Kein Gds.

Rd. Kew Gds. NY 11418, (212) 526-3255.

Brand new, untouched Guad. game goes to the

highest bidder. Counters unpunched, not a

sheet used or the pad. True collectors item.

Reply guaranteed. Bud Ferguson, 20 Fairview

Rd., West, Massapequa, NY 11758, (212)
541-0167.

For Sale: Civil War, Hex-Gett., Guad, 1914. All

V-good-excellant condition. C.O.D. You pay

postage. Barry Kass, 4 Euclid Ave., Middle

town, NY 10940, (914) 342-3269.

SELL: V-B and Guad in new store condition,

Guad, Good (minus 5) counters. WANT: C&Oj

B&O, Dispatcher, B-marck. Joe Cullen, 104

East 4th St., Apt. A New York, NY 10003,
(212) 777-8924.

SALE: Dispatcher, V-B, mint condition, never

opened. Bought for re-sale. Mike Hetzel, 1245

Ewettholmwood Rd., Orchard Pk., NY 14127,
662-9138.

Must Sell! B-marck and some old Generals (Vol.

1-3). Make offer for part or all. Keith W.

Oschman, 5 Pleasant Way, Penfield, NY 14526,
586-4896.

For Sale: Mint Guad. Minimum Bids $8.00.

Dana Brussiz, 18 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview,
NY 11803,938-2172.

For Sale @ S25. each. Guad, 1914, boxes

slightly shabby, but games in mint condo All

units still on cards, Mobilization/Reduction

pads complete. Tim Young, 2173 Center Rd.,

Clinton, OH 44216, (216) 882-6164.

Have first edition Gett. will sell - in good

condition. Mark LuScombe, 1960 Merle Rd.,

Salem, OH 44460, (216) 337-7930.

Bismarck in mint condo for sale! Want $16., but

will take more. Need ftf enemies. Who is buying

all the games from Weller's hobby shop? Clay

Davidson, 7349 Grayson Dr., Springfield, OH
45502, 964-8305.

General back issues; Vol. 3, No.2, through Vol.

6, No.4, and Vol. 7, No.5. Sold as a set only.

Dick Trtek, 215 SE 24th Ave., Hillsboro, OR

97123,648-2207.

Will sell Guad to highest bidder. Excellent

condition. Charles Moody, 115 Roslyn Ave.,

Glenside, PA 19038, TU4-3343.

Selling 1914, Guad, mint condition $10.

Pbm-ftf A K, Wat., Luft, Krieg, R W, Mid, Want

info on Mid pbm and miniatures. Charles

Brackney, 515 Sherman, Sturgis, SO 57785,
(605) 347-5804.

FOR SALE: U-B in vg condition. S6.40. Will

pay postage. Anyone for pbm chess? Jon
Thatcher, 1012 Battery Ln., NashviIIe, TN
37220.

Guad. for sale, Excellent condition played
twice. $10. min. bid. Anyone in C.S. area want

to play ftf wargames. Robert Gougler, 707 Lee,

College Station, TX 77840, 846-7682.
For Sale: 1914 - S25.00. New and unused.

John E. Trice, 7525 Laurie Dr., Fort Worth, TX

76112,451-7227.

1914 1914: 4 1914's for sale at $20 apiece.

Brand new, never been opened. Will send COD

if you prefer. Indicate in letter. Ross Callender,

2601 Esther •. Pasadena, TX 77502, 477-1606.

For sale or trade, Guad and 1914. Both used

twice. Looking for Civil War, V-B and others.

Interested in pbm Gett. (hex) & Krieg. Harley

M. Fletcher, P.O. Box 138, Hardwick, VT
05843.

Wanted pbm Gett. Square or Krieg. For Sale

1914 used twice. Harley M. Fletcher, 4% Sibley

Ave., Montpelior, VT.

Wish to sell Gett., '59, C-ville, Civil War.

Dispatcher, Management, Air Empire - good

condition except some boxes missing. George

Lyon, 6200 Hanover Ave., Springfield, V A
22150, (708) 451-8276.

Never played Guad will sell. Steven Moody,

Hazel, Belmont, WI 53510, (608) 762-5500.

BUYING
Wanted! V-Boat, Guad., in good-excellent con

dition. Will take lowest offer. Ftf, pbm Luft,

PAN, and FR '40. (Your kits). All letters

answered. Matt Heyer, 601 W. Thurber, Tulson,

AZ 85705, 887-3838.

Want to buy Vol. 9 No.'s 1 & 3 of General for

$1.25 each. All pages must be intact. No

photostats. First come first served. William

Rom, 1953 Dwight Ave., Camarillo, CA 93010,
482-5539.

Will buy, sell, trade. Design pbm or ftf game, Jr.

high age, call after 5 or write. Duffy Wiesen

hahn, 366 J Avenue, Coronado, CA 92118,
435-0328.

Must have, Bismarck, V-Boat. Will pay any

reasonable price. Ftf any avg. player in Kent

Cat area. (Can't travel too far). Most AH or will

learn. Jim Edgar, 10 Buckeye Way, Kentfield,
CA 94904, 461-5107.

Need Guad, Chancellorsville. Please state con

dition and price including postage. Will pay fair
price. Will answer all. Tony Parker, 12637 Biola

Ave .• La Mirada, CA 90638, 941-6837.

Will pay top dollar for Lemans. Hurry. Am

Desperate. Alan Emrich, 2922 Angler Lane, Los

Anlern, CA 90700, 596-4015.

Want ftf opponents for Blitz, RW, 1776, Mid.

All for tournament, full optionals. Also will

play campaign 1776 with optionals. Want to

buy Bismarck. Adam Adkins, 2730-D W. 235,

Torrance, CA 90505, (213) 325-7606.
Vrgently need U~Boat. Please send offer - am

willing to pay a fair price for condo Contact me

for new club in area. Steven Mizuno, 2326 W.

236th PI., Torrance, CA 90501, 325-6568.

Wanted: The GENERAL, Vol. 10, No.4 must

be in good condition. Those with intact Reader

Response page will have preference. Will take

lowest bid to $3.00. Steven Petrin, 5076

Campo Rd., Woodland Hills, CA 91364,
347-1897.

Wish to buy B-marck, V-Boat. Geoff Popovits,

1056 3rd St., Brandon, Manitobaz, Canada

R7 A-3E5, 728-2705.
WANTED: LeMans. Take lowest bid. Include

postage in bid. Martin W. Spetz, 161 W.

Overbrook St .• Largo, FL 33540, 584-1496.

Wanted dispatcher game, will pay fair offer.

Russell E. MacGregor, 209 E. Buchanan Ave.,

Orlando, FL 32809, (305) 859-3597.

Would like to buy Guad, 1914, U-B, Bismarck,
Civil War. Want them desperately. Chris Godel

las, 4N480 Park, Box 442, Bensenville, IL

601 06, 766-0382.

Vrgently wanted! All out of print AH games!

Price no object. Douglas Austin Nowokunski,

1010 N. LaSalle St., Chicago,lL 60610.

I would be interested in buying any old or OUt

of print games for reasonable price. Ron

Glumb, 114-68th St., Darien, IL 60559, (312)

••

323-7033.

Anyone have any old games to sell? I would

like to purchase V-B for $12.00, Bismarck for

$13.00. David Dietrich, 978 Spruce St.,

Winnetka, IL 60093, 446-5357.

Want V-Boat good condition, money is no

object postage paid. Howard C. Stauffer, Jr.,

1766 Azalea Place, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056.

Need to buy Bismarck. Will pay up to $11.00.

Also a low priced 1914. Steve Gaal, 1602

Audubon Dr., Columbus, IN 47201, (212)
372-2916.

Must get V-B, Guad, Bismarck. Will buy old

Generals. Will pbm Chess, Diplomacy. Will sell

or trade most other games. Steve Meckel, 301 0
Harview Ave., Baltimore, MD 21234, 444-2623.

Will trade any game I have. For a V-B,M-1feni,

or C&O / B&O game. Write for list, I pay

postage. Stan Hooker, 7105 45th St., Chevy

Chase, MD 20015, (301) 652-0007.

WANTED: Complete, good condition, B-marck,

U-B, Verdict 11, C&O/B&O. Will pay first

reasonable price. Novice, 27, desires pbm Grad;,

BB and Wat. opponents. Roger Eastep, 17607

Horizon Pl., Derwood, MD 20855.
Would like to trade excellent 1914 for com·

plete B-marck. Also pbm opponent and method

for Mid. John Doyon, 17 Lake St., Abington,

MA 02351, 871-0757.
Trade 1914 for Guad. All letters answered.

Joseph Caggiano, 94 Dalton Rd., Concord, MA

01742,369-6220.
Wanted Guad, and JUT. Money is a problem

but can manage. Any conditions fine just as

long as all pieces are there. Matthew Schaut, 30

Louise, Highland Park, M148203, 869-3919.

Will buy or trade to get 1914 or Guad. Want

average player for pbm AK or PAN. David

Barber, 640 Second St., Golfport, MS 39501,

(601) 863-7124.

Wanted: Trafalgar. Also, back issues of the

General: Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 2, 3,4; Vol. 3, No.1:

Vol. 4, Nos. 3,4; Vol. 5, No. I; Vol. 6, Nos. 5,

6. High prices paid for good condition completf.'.

copies. Robert Larson 8010 Joseph St., Omaha"

NB 68124, (402) 391-3639.

Will buy any out of print and/or old AH games.

such as V-B, Hex-style Gett., etc. James;

Loprest, 1204 Hartwick, Binghamton, NY

13903, (607) 724-0613.

Will pay $16.00 for Guad, Must be complete'

Curtis S. Cook, Route 2, Carthage, NY 13619,

(315) 493-1750.

Will pay $25.00 for perfect Chane. map board.

Pbm AK, 'Grad, DO, BB, Krieg. Will buy any

hex Gett. counter you have, even if one. John

D'Addario, 35 Greenbush St., Cortland, NY

13045, (607) 753-0614.

Willing to trade B-marck, 1914 for complete

JVT. Eric Theriault, 110 Draper La., Dobbs

Ferry, NY 10522.
HELP! Looking to rebuild game stock. Willng

to pay for good copy of B-marck. Need that

game. Any Spartan or other wargame clubs in

NY? Ted Fazio, 42-09 Ithaca St., Elmhurst, NY
11373.

Will pbm any in-print war game. Want back

issues of war game magazines to xerox. Want

out of print war games. William A. Clumm,
Entwood RR I, Amesville, OH 45711.

Must have Guad. and V-B. If game is complete

and in good condition, will pay any reasonable

sum or trade multitude of games. Please Write:

:Mark Calvert, 2535 McVey Blvd., \V., Worthing
ton, OH 43085, (614) 889-1652.

Wanted B-marck, Guad., V-B. Will pay fair

price. Also pbm opponent for T AC. Buy half

your kit. Andrew Reibman, \Vest Blvd., Laurin
berg, NC 28352, 276-5148.

Wish to buy 1914, B-marck. Maybe others. Any

ftf in area? Have Krieg, Blitz, Mid, DD, 'Grad,

Gett. Will learn others. Leslie Howard, 803

Desmond St., Athens, PA 18810, (717)
888-7059.

Will trade 1: 1200 scale metal WWII ships for

AH games. Also need pbm opponents AK,
Blitz, BB T AC, OR1G, Guad. Steven Hudson

213 Avalon, Victoria, TX 77901, (512)
575-8311.

WANTED-Ftf for 1776, Gett, Luft, Blitz,
PAN! Would like to buy Civil War, Ch-ville. Will

pay $30.00 each. Peter Formaini, 928 Park
Ave., Richmond, VA 23284, 355-9458.

Desperate! Will buy V-B in perfect or near

perfect condo You name the price. Will ftf Luft.

Mid. Thomas Zyzak, 31260 27th Ave., SW,
Federal Way, WA 98002, 838-1830.
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I Another Situation 13: Parablitz 
P~raBlitz was conceived out of a desire for a 

totally unique PANZER B LITZ situation.. 
Although the following rules are laden with 
various charts, Pa~uBUtz is not realIy very com- 
plex. 

1 The situation dealt with in PumBtitz is that of 
' 

an attempt by the Russians to stop a Getman 
offensive before it begins. The Germans are 
beginning to  mass forward elements of a tank 
regiment on the western half of board two. 

I However, most of the regiment is still over a 
; week away. Behind the forward elements of the 

regiment is a vast road network which is suscepti- * bIe to Rusian counterattack, especially counter- 
attack from the air. To the protection of thii 
road network, the Germans have assigned 
remnants of an assault gun brigade as well as 
elements of a reconnaissance battalion. 

The Russian objective: Force the forward 
elements of the German tank regiment back, at 
the same time cutting roads within German held 
territory. The more roads the Russian cuts deep 
within German territory, the farther the main 

, German battle force must push to get back to its 
original starting point. 

However, the Russian's forces are very limited. 
Although the exact size of his force is not known 

1 to the German player as the game progresses, it 
consists of elements of a tank brigade and a SP 
artillery regiment, dong with the Rusian para- 
force. 

Step 1: The German secretly records the po- 
sitions of all h i s  units, which may be set up 
anywhere on boards one and two. No German 
unit is placed on the board at this time. 
Step 2: After the German records the position of 
his units, the Russian rolls the die to determine 
wind direction and speed. 

To determine wind direction, the die is rolled 
once. If a one is rolled, the wind is blowing to 
the north If a two is rolled, the wind is blowing 
northwesterly, and sa on. To determine wind 
speed, the Russian player rolls once again, con- 
sulting the Wind Speed Table. Wind speed and 
direction should be kept back of carefully, as 
they are very important with regard to paradrops. 
Step 3: The Russian player then rolls to deter- 
mine the size of his main battle force. The die is 
rolled separately for e ~ c h  of the columns in the 
Russian Attack Force Table. 

Wind Speed Table 

R high bind 

Russian Attack Force Table 
... <. '.d 

I- The number OF Russian units in the main 

battle force is never revealed to the German 
player. The Russian player must also roll to 
determine the size of his paraforce, as well as 
when it enters the board. To determine the 
paraforce size, the Russian player rolls the die 
sepa~ateb for each of the following mlumns: 

W a n  Paraforce Table 

These "die roll dependent forms", though they 
may turn many of you off, are necessary to 
maintain the element of surprise for the Russian. 
As in real life, the German player will not know 
exactIy how many Russian units will be dropping 
upon him from the sky. However, it should be 
noted here that only enough variance has been 
built into these charts to insure uncertainty on 
the part of the German, without affecting play 
balance considerably. 
Step 4: The Russian player must separate his 
main paraforce into three separate smaller ones. 
The number (not type) of units in each of these 
paraforces must be made to be as equal as 
possible. Any leftover units which cannot be 
divided evenly are distributed as the Russian 
player wishes In dividing his units into separate 
paraforces, the Rusian player needs this infor- 
mation: 
A - The first Russian paraforce always must 
paradrop on turn one. 
B - To determine on which turn the second and 
third paraforces must drop on, the Russian player 
mnsults the Paraforce Entrance Table. 

Pamforce Entrance Table 

diemtl 1 2  3 4  5 6  
FarafDme2 2 3 4 
paraform 3 6 6 7 

Explanation: The Russian player cross-indexes the 
paraforce number with the die roll. The resulting 
number is the latest turn that the Russian pIayer 
is allowed to bring that paraforce onto the board. 
If the Russian player does not bring that para- 
force in by that turn, it is considered eliminated, 
although the German player need not be told of 
its elimination. Paraforce 1 must always paradrop 
on turn one. 
Example: In determining which turn the second 
paraforce enters, the Russian rolls a five. This means 
that paraforce 2 may never paradrop after turn four. 
However, the second paraforce may paradrop on 
any turn before turn four, at the Russian player's 
option. 

OUTLINE OF PLAY 
Turn 1:  After determining the size of his forces, 
wind direction, and wind speed, the Russian 
player drops onto the board all units in paraforce 
one, as well as any, none, or all of his para-units 
which paradrop on a later t u n .  The Russian has 
the choice of dropping his units on any or all of 
the boards 

The German units are then placed on the 
mapboard. They are free to move and attack, 
except that they may not enter board 3 unless 
Russian units have paradropped k t o  or immedi- 
ately adjacent to it. 

Turn 2: To begin with, the Russian player must 
first determine if the wind speed or direction has 
changed. If the wind speed on the previous turn 
was no, low, or medium, the Russian consults the 
Wind Direction Change Tables td determine how 
much, if any, the wind has changed direction. 

THEGENERAL 

AIRMOBILE PANZERBLlTZ 

by Christopher Chyba 

Wind Directio- %nge Tables 
@ 

il 

Explanation: The die roll is moss-indexed with 
the speed of the wind. If a "ww" or a "w" is 
rolled, the Russian player then consults the 
second tabIe. If an "a" results in the second 
table, the wind changes direction two hex sides. 
IF a "b" results, the wind changes direction one 
hex side, and if a "c" results, the wind does not 
change direction. The presence of an "L" or a 
"R" before the Ietter determines whether the 
wind shifts in direction to the right or to the left 
of the way it is presently blowing 

After wind direction is determined, a change in 
wind speed is resolved on the Wind Speed Change 
Table: 

Wind Speed Change Tabk 

IW law rn 
w r n  hi 

8 .3w high hioh h ih  

Explanation: The die rolI is cross-indexed with 
the wind speed of the previous turn to determine 
the wind speed of the present turn. 

After wind speed and direction is determined, 
the Russian then paradrops all units, if any, that 
must be paradropped on turn two. He is also free 
to paradrop any units which enter on a later 
turn. The Russian is then free to move and 
attack. He has the option of entering any or aII 
of the units of his attack force onto the western 
half of board three. Once any Russian unit has 
entered or moved adjacent to board three, the 
German player is free to move and attack on this 
board. Whether Russian units have entered board 
three or not, the German then takes h i s  half of 
the turn. This procedure is followed for the rest 
of the game. 

PARADROPPING 
A - The Russian player may never paradrop a 
unit after the turn that its paraforce is assigned 
to  drop on by the Paraforce Entrance Table. The 
units may, however, drop anywhere on the entire 
board. The Russian player need not plan ahead 
where to drop his para-units, rather, he makes 
that decision when he drops them. 
3 - Paradropping units are subject to being 
scattered throughout a number of squares. Here 
after, this scattering will be known as "dispersal". 
This is not to be confused with combat results 
C - The unit being paradropped is first placed 
onto the square which the Russian player wishes 
to drop it on (Hereafter known as the ''target 
square".) The unit being paradropped is then 
subjected to dispersal, dependent upon speed and 
direction of the wind. 
D - How badly the paradropping unit is die 
persed is determined by the Paradrop Dispersal 
Table. 

Paradrop Dispersal Table and Dispersal Charts 
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breaks into 5 d 
thsee breakdown 
units: 

breaks into 6 

breaks into 8 

The Russian player rolls the'die once for each 
unit being paradropped. The die roll is cross 
indexed with the wind speed on the Paradmp 
Dispersal Table. The resulting letter is matched 
with the correct row in the Dispersal Chart 
corresponding to the unit being paradropped. 
Immediately behind the corresponding letter in 
the correct chart is a number or series of 
numbers. The first number in the series designates 
the number of breakdown units of the para- 
dropping unit which landed in the target quare. 
The following number designates the number of 
breakdown units which dropped into the next 
adjacent downwind square. 

Example 

The Russian player is attempting to paradrop a 
SMG Company into target square X in a medium 
wind. He rolls a 6 which he crossindexes with 
the column "medium" in the Paradrop Dispersal 
Table. The result is an "E" which, when matched 
with row "E" in the SMG Dispersal Chart, gives 
the result of 02211101. Thus, no breakdown 
units land in target square X, but they are 
scattered in a string downwind from it. Note also 
that, due to the zero just before the last 1 in the 
result, no breakdown units land in square Y. No 
breakdown units drop past square Z. 

E - Breakdown units may never separate. How- 
ever, they may join together. For example, five 
Rifle breakdown units may join together to form 
an entire Rifle Company, but the Rifle Company 
may never separate into five breakdown units. 
This holds for any amount of breakdown units in 
the same square belonging to the same company. 
F - Breakdown units, until (if ever), they have 
joined together to form an entire company, may 
be attacked selectively, in combination, or in any 
other manner subject to the normal rules. 
G - Breakdown units' defense and range are 
cumulative. For example, two Guards breakdown 
units stacked together have a combined defense 
of six and a range of two. However, each may 
fire separately, in which case their ranges are one. 
Range is cumulative because range is dependent 
upon how much fire one can accurately pump 
into a square. Obviously, the fewer guns one has 
to s h w t  with, the fewer bullets which will 
accurately reach the square being fired upon. 
Thus, the unit's range of accurate fire is reduced. 

Breakdown units' combined range may never 
exceed the range of their entire company when 
whole. Units of different companies may not 
combine ranges 
H - The only exception to the above is that 
when seven SWG breakdown units are stacked 

together, their defense becomes ten, not seven. 
Also, when six are stacked together, their defense 
is eight. When 'five are stacked together, their 
defense is merely five. However, SMG breakdown 
units of different companies cannot obtain this 
bonus by stacking together. 
I - To represent the advanced training of Russian 
para-units, these units may act as engineers, if, 
and only if, they have formed into one complete 
company unit. These para-units wed  not be 
stacked with another unit to an engineer 
capacity. 
J - In order to form a complete company, the 
breakdown units must begin their turn in the 
same square. In the turn of forming the 
company, the breakdown units may not attack in 
any manner, although the complete company 
may move in that turn (but not at the road 
mwement rate). Breakdown units of different 
companies may never join together as one 
company. 
K - Notice that landing "A" on all three 
Dispersal Charts has all of the breakdown units 
landing in the same square. These units may form 
into a company no sooner than the turn after 
they paradrop. 
L - Para-units may not attack or move until the 
turn after they parahop. 

M - Breakdown units which, as a result of 
dispersal, land off the board, are considered 
eliminated. 
N - Breakdown units which paradrop onto a 
German unit other than a lone wagon are 
considered eliminated. If breakdown units land 
on a lone wagon, that wagon must vacate that 
square on its next move. If breakdown units land 
on a loaded wagon, the wagon immediately 
unloads and the breakdown units landing in that 
square are eliminated. German units of all types 
except lone wagons may not move m fife in a 
turn which Russian units paradrop directly onto 
them. 
0- If a Russian player picks as a target square a 
square in which the German player has a Wirbel- 
wind, that complete wm-unit is eliminated (Its 
plane was shot down.) 
P - The same stacking rules exist for the Russian 
as always, except that now fractions must be 
taken into consideration. A stack in which a 
Russian AFV is stacked with breakdown units 
which, when totalled, equal less than one 
company, is considered to be an armored target. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
Basically, the Russian player tries to cut roads, 

while the German player attempts to prevent the 
cutting of roads with minimum casulties. 

Cutting a road is defined as having any unit, 
except unloaded transport, mcupying any square 
along the length of the road at the end of the 
game. In some cases, holding an intersection will 
block two roads simultaneously. 

To block a road from a city square, it is 
necessary to hold the city square into which the 
road first enters. 

The Russian player receives the following 
amount of points for cutting the following roads. 
Obviously, the deeper into German territory the 
cut road is, the more it hurts the Germans, so the 
more points the Russian receives for cutting it. 

Road 
Opustorchenia to Grabyosh 
Grabyoah to Bsdnost (2) 
Nonh-Swth road through B d n o a  
Bednost w Golod 
Gal& m U6ehas 
Uschas to GI0 
Uschas to 0-9 
~5 to aa 
J-5 to  A-3 
+5 to  a1 

Paints far Cuttine 
1 
1 each 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
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German 

Marginel - 7 or Ism Gwrnen units destroyed 
Tecticel - 4 Gerrnsn units dmtroyed 
Stmtegic - 2 G e m n  units destroyed 

Rmlan 
Marginal - 17 wlnts 
T u C f i ~ ~ l ~  21 points 
Stratqlic - 26 points 

STRATEGY 
German: In general, your A-class vehicles should 
be set up on the western half of board three, 
ready to repel the Russian Attack Force. Your 
H-class should be guarding the roads one and 
two, ready to respond quickly to Russian para- 
drops. However, you must be careful not to 
rnmmit all of  ynur rear guard in nne area. Re 
prepared for a Rusaian second and third para- 
drop. You should be able to tell by what the 
Rus&n drops on turn one roughly how many 
units he has left to drop. You must respond 
quickly to a Russian drop, but not with every- 
thing you have. Garrison road intersections 
heavily, especially the intersection at J-5. 

You should keep in mind that you only have 
to destroy one breakdown unit t o  keep the 
Russian from f o d n g  an ent i~e  company from 
the remainder of those breakdown units and 
gaining engineer capacity. It is much better to 
make a selective attack on one breakdown unit 
from each company, rather than to attempt to 
destroy one entire company at a time. 
Russian: You must keep the German guessing Do 
your best to keep him from knowing if you have 
any para-units left to drop. If the German 
commits most of his force in one area, seize upon 
that chance to land para-units wherever he isn't. 
This will give you time to group your breakdown 
units into complete companies. 

On the Frst turn, don't pradrop units directly 
upon road intersections, for the German will 
probably have them well guarded. Usually it is 
best t o  paradrop most of your units onto board 
one, since roughly half of board two (and of 
course, all of board three), should be liberated by 
your attack force. However, give consideration to 
landing some of your para-units on board three 
to give your attack force a hand. 

Remember that the later you drop your para 
units, the less time the German will have to blast 
you off the road. However, due to the Paraforce 
Entrance Table, you cannot simply drop all of 
your units as late as you wish. You must decide 
whether it is best to drop your entire force 
together on turn one, or to drop parts of each 
paraforce separately on different turns 

If at all possible, the Russian should risk 
counterattacks on the Maultier. It is not as 
difficult as it might seem to  get good odds 
against the German, if you have some whole 
companies to act as engineers. 

Also, remember that when considering victory 
conditions, a wagon is just as valuable a target as 
a Panther. This is admittedly unrealistic, and I 
probably could have worked out a point system 
for German units. However, I doubt if any of 
you could have stood another chart. 

PLAY BALANCE 
Generally, the game is well balanced. However, 

if you find the German winning very easily, use 
hidden movement. If you are using third person 
hidden movement, consider breakdown units 
fanding within four squares of a German unit to 
lx seen by the Germans If the Russian player 
wins too easily (a more likely occurrence), use 
Jerry Thomas' ExperimmmI PanzerBlitz rules as 
given in the Geneml, Volume 10, No. I. 

Q 
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PARTICIPANTS: USA - Herb Barents 
FRANCE - Bill Drakert 
BRITAIN - John Hendry 
RUSSIA - Edi Birsan 
GERMANY - John Caton 
GAMESMSTER - Lewia Putsipher 

PREGAME PLAYER COMMENTS: 

US due to the Iack of PFs. Nevertheless I plan 
In a multi-player *me the charmeristiu of tho 

1M -ants 
USA "I Pol. 1 Czn 
FRA 2 Fm, 2 CZe 
8RI 5 Ger, 2 P d ,  1 Cze 
RUS 6 BBI 
GER 5 Rhl, 6 Cze, 2 Pol 

Understandings where and when I get the USA: The initial placements have stopped 

than 11 and 131 consider my plan of attack a next two years. Germany guessed wrong on 
success. Austria and Czechoslovakia and will now have 

1 ,  
1 

esp~~ia l ly  the United Stat& Herb Barents picked tho 
muntri- early in order to experiment. accwding 

This was the fourth wrtal ORIGlNS game I hawe 
gammasterad. 1 have also GMed mmnv other postal 
games. 

A peal iar  fee schedule ww used for this game -the 
US and French played for free because mey hme so 
little chance of winning, and t felt that there ouwt to be 
mms incentive 'to p w a d e  pwpte to play such pocitim 
in a game obtvecl by so many peode. As it rurnd out. 
both US and France swred very high, and France in 
particular played very w l l .  Each glayer submittad a 

FRANCE: Basically, my plan is to ensure 
Alsace, stop German Controls when I can, and 
pick up any Understandings I can. To that end 
I have informed the Germans I will stay out of 
the Rhineland if he keeps out of Alsace. I have 
suggested to the English that he direct the 
Anti-German alliance, and to the Russians that 
I would like to  allv with them vs. the 

muntry preference list which was used to assign 
wsitions: in the one -re of a tie I fligped a coin to 
determine which player reeeivd the choim. 

to F&t for both of them, which could be 
costly. Germany is left out of the Baltic and 
will have trouble in Poland. Russia is now the 
one to  watch out for. 
PRANCE: My cooperation is the key to 
anyone winning (except the US). I will con- 
tinue to allow Britain to dictate the "anti-" 
moves for the time being 

Germ- I told the US that I thought our best GERMANY: The Brit$ in my 
plan was with the Endish (which homeland has mined the old gameplan. I must 
is true - but doesn't let us win). I have heard now some up with a new strategy. =entathe 
from all t h e  players. There is, of course, a move for 1936 is to and 1 1  to pol. 
strong Anti-German sentiment, surprisingly 
little Anti-Russian though they always do well. 3935 ATTACKS: 

Germany and I have agreed to non-aggression Garmany 6-1 ua Britain in Creehoslovatla: DE 
Germany 1-1 us. Britain in Poland: DE 

in AlsacelRhineland although he will not be 
nleased to see me in ~zechoslovakia. Britain is USA: Expect a big GermarkBritain confront* 
~rermrnably going for the Understanding in 
Germany. I considered allocating 2 PFs for 
Romania instead of France, but decided it was 
not vital to me and that 1 could wait t o  see 
how best to block the Russians. I will attempt 
to control Alsace in '36. 
BRlTAlN: My main concern is in Poland and 
Czechoslovakia - the only Understandings 
which I can permanently lose to a Getman 
Control. If I save these, the other Understand- 
ings will fall in place later in the game. 

GERMANY: My first objective is to convince 
the others that I will not work jointly with 
Russia unless they give me no alternative. If 
I'm successful Russia will not get a first turn 
Control, Britain will not attempt an Under- 
standing in Germany until the second year, and 
I'll be able to pick up Controls in Rhineland, 
Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Romania. If 
Britain establishes an Understanding in 
Germany on the first turn, my alternative will 
be to work for joint Controls in Romania and 
Poland. Once accomplished, I will place every- 
thing in Germany to eliminate any Under 
standings there until the final year. 

(later correspondance) It appears that 
France and the USA didn't buy my suggestion 
of 2 PF's each to the Baltic. Everybody seems 
to be thinking about PoIand so I'll change my 
placements to 5 in the Rhineland and 7 to 
Czechoslovakia. (GM Note: this change was 

tion in &many -this turn which will give 
Russia a free hand in Romania. 

GERMANY: The only effect my unallowed 
move change would have made is that I might 
have heaved two countries out of Czechoslova- 
kia instead of just one. My real mistake was 
not trying for Austria - it is such an obvious 
German move that no one would have tried to  
block it. Sometimes the obvious is the best,. 
especiatly when your opponents are as clever as 
these. 

I have to hope Britain wants an immediate 
Understanding in Russia and stays away from 
Austria If Russia gets a control hi turn it 
will have to be shared with me. If he goes for 
Poland then I get Romania and a share of 
Poland At this point, nothing ventured (even 
a t  minimum possibilities within realities) 
nothing gained. After this turn my only re- 
course will be to knock Britain out of 
Germany and be prepared to do the same to 
Russia. 

1- P k s m m l a  
USA 2 AUS, 1 CZB, 1 POI 
FRA 5 AL6,l Fm 
BRI  5 Ger. 2 Czs, 2 hI. 1 Aus 
RUS B R m  
GEM 1 Cze, 6 Aus, 4 Pol, 6 R a m  

FRANCE: There were some interesting rumors 
and hearsay plans, apparently started by 
Rusia, indicating an effort to keep me out of 
Alsace. 1 never considered this a serious threat; 
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no one has the factors to waste there at this 
time. I'll continue to provisionally woperate- 
with Britain. I have 6 of a possible 21 points 
already and will hoard a71 possible strength in 
France without alienating England. At this 
point in ORIGINS, in ter-player cornmunia- 
tions deteriorate; the die is cast and remaining 
goals are stmctured until the critical "gu~sing 
games" of 39-40. 

GERMANY: I pian a joint control of Romania 
with Russia unless he is foolish enough to 
attack at 1-1. My immediate objective is to 
disrupt the 1937 placements of France and the 
USA so to be certain that they do not have a 
combined strength jn excess of 10 PFs in 
Poland. I have proposed a plan to Russia which 
could get us joint control of Poland. If Russia 
accepts he is to put all 10 PFs in Poland, while 
I would put 14 there as well as three each to 
Austria and Czechoslovakia. If he refuses I'll 
have to put all 20 in Germany and accumulate 
PFs there for a mighty bloody 1940. 

19a6 ATTACKS 
Gsrmeny ub USA at  3-1 In Aunriu: - 
Gwnmny w. FRA at 3-1 in Creehlovakla: Ex 
Qwmrrny us. USA at bl in Polend: DE 

FRANCE: In line with my policy of British 
support I will allocate 10 PFs to Romania, 
placing maximum prwsure on the Germans and 
Russians. Their failure to share Control in 
Romania is clearly of great interest and 
presages an English victory. I am asking the 
British for help ra the Germans. 
.BRITAM: No mmment but following move 
changes: 3 Pol, 3 Czech (common to all 3 sets) 
plus 3 Aus, 3 Ger; 2nd set - 1 Aus, 2 Rom, 3 
Ger; 3rd set - 2 Aus, 2 Ger, 2 Pol. The third 
and last change came after the games were split 
(see below). 
RUSSIA: Can't believe the Germans didn't 
agree to control in Romania - the fool! 

GAMESMASTER: When I read the above 
comment I realized that something was amiss. 
It turned out that Russia had sent an agree- 
ment to share control in Romania, but this had 
not reached me. I had not revealed Germany's 
offer to share control in Romania to the other 
players, since this was info they could not 
obtain in a FTF game unless Germany deliber- 
ately revealed it. 

A missed move is the responsibility of the 
player. Edi Birsan depended on the Postal 
Service, anding only one set of moves. Since 
the miss was obviously crucial to the game, we 
decided to split the game into two sections. In 
the first, Germany and Russia were allowed to  
share control as though Russia's moves had 
arrived. In the second, no change was made. 
The second is what would have resulted had 
this been a normal postal game, and not a 
demonstration. 

The pmes shall hereafter be referred to as 
the "Shared Control" game (SC) and the 
"Missed Move" game (MM). 
FRANCE: Continuing moves in line with my 
alliance with the British vs. the Ruw-Germans. 
These placements are in places which give me 
points for Understandings. 

RUSSIA: First, a move change, switching a 
placement of 1 PF in Cze to Pol (SC). My 
overall strategy is to maintain an alliance with 
Germany for cooperation in Poland and 
Romania as well as to direct the western 
powers to support Czechoslovakk and Austria 
so as to prevent Germany from walking away 
with the game. Then, in 1938 I'll shift frbm 
that stance to an all out attempt to stop 
Britain, who by that time will have so antag* 
nized Germany that he will throw away his 

chances for a win by concentrating with me on 
"Stop Britain" effort. Hopfully, Poland an 
be maintained as a constant drain on the west's 
PF's in order to allow a quick, final effort 
against British Understandings in, say, Czech* 
solvakia and Italy. With the exclusive Russian 
control of the Baltic and Poland still free, 
Germany has a maximum of 20 points, still 
below my own of 21. France with the loss of 
the Baltic and hopefully Romania has a total 
possible tally OF 21 which requires a minimum 
of 40 PFs to maintain. With a total of 54 for 
the game there is not much room for error or 
fighting anywhere. That brine us back to 
Briiain as the threat. That can be handled by 
drawing the British diplomatically into a 
PF-draining gamble of trying to maintain an 
Understanding in Germany and thus preventing 
them from building large reserves for 1940 point 
gathering. 

W 1837 P h m e n f s  
USA 1 Auo. 1 Cre.  2 Fra, 2 Pol 
FRA 10 Rorn 
BRI 2 Aur. 3 Cw. 2 Fer, 3 Pol, 2 Rorn 
RUS 8PoI.2 Rorn 
GEM 3 Aus, 2 Cm, 14 Pol, 1 Rorn 

SC 1937 Pbcomma 
USA 1 Aua. 1 Cm. 2 Fra, 2 Pol 
FRA 5 Aus. 5 Pol 
BRI i n i  3 cze. 3 Ger. 3 POI 
RUS 1 O P e l  
GER 14 h 1 , 3  Aur, 3 R e  

FRANCE It is interesting to note the variation 
between the moves with Romania still con- 
tested. The MM version is much m m  in 
Britain's favor since I am doing the bulk of the 
battling at this time. However, if Britain looks 
overly powerful the others may forget about 
me long enough f o ~  me to grab some quick 
Wnderstandjngs-at $hs.,&d and win. 
GERMANY: The games have changed more 
than I had thought. The only real surprise in 
SC was USA putting 2 PF's in France. I still 
haven't figured that one out. 
MM, on the other h n d ,  was full of suprises. 

France putting I0 PFs in Romania was un- 
believable. Russia's attempt at a double-moss in 
Romania was expected but disappointing. 
Poland would have been up for an easy grab if 
Rusda had not been so greedy. 

1937 ATTACKS MYI 
Russia V6. Brltaln at 1-1 in Poland: - 
&many ua USA at bl In Aumia: Ex  
Gerrnnny vr. USA at  2-1 In Cz&#: OE 
Garmany rr US Ruaat 2-1 in Poland: Ex 

1SE7 ATTACKS SC 
Germany us. VSA at 3 1  in Auarla: - 
Garmsnyvs. USA at  2-1 in Cxech: Ex 
Gsrman~ vs. USA & Franc? at 2-1 in Polend: Ex 

GAMEMASTER: Once again Russia made a 
procedural error. He did not submit moves for 
'37 attach and so I used general orders 
submitted a few turns before. Obviously, 
Russia wanted to attack Briiain at 2-1 in 
Poland in the SC game so that he could share 
control with Germany, who was eliminating 
the French and USA. His orders were m h  
written and so instead he did nothing and 
Germany and Russia lost their opportunity to 
gain Poland. A postal multi-player game cannot 
be halted in order to let a player rewrite 
sloppy orders; and in this case it was possible 
that Russia intended to miswrite his orders; a 
tactic not unheard of. 

MM 19SS P k e m e n l  
USA 2 AUS. 1 C ~ S .  3 Fm, 2 Pol 
FRA 6 Cze, 5 R D ~  
BR1 3 CM. 1 Gsr. 7 Pol. 3 R m  
RU8 4 A"%; 6 ~ z s ;  2 R O ~  
GER 24Gw 
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USA 2 Aus, 7 Cm, 3 Fm. 2 Pol 
FRA 5 Cze. 5 Pal 
BRI 4Aur. 3 Cze. 7 Pal 
RUS 4 ~ 2 s .  6 ~ r s , ' 2  Pol 
GER 24Ger 

FRANCE: I have little else to do except hoard 
points in France. My moves continue to  
cooperate with Britain and 1 am informing him 
accurately of my moves. The difference in the 
m e s  is obvious: in SC the RussuGennans 

I h.ve more points'and an easier disposition of 
factors and should, presumably, do better. I 
still have a possible score of  21 points if the 
others overlook me. 

RUSSIA: In SC I must remove some of the 
French PF's so he doesn't have enough to 
wver all bases In MM I must punish the 
Germans For their transgression and establish a 
harhnose policy against stabs for influence of 
future games. 

MM 1938 ATTACKS 
Rusie ua. Gerrnay, and Britaln at 1-1 in Romania: - 
Germow vs. USA at  3-1 in Auarie: Ex 
Gennany vs. USA at 8-1 in Czs~hmlovakie: OE 
Germany w. M A  at 5-1 In Poland: DE 

SC I S 8  ATTACKS 
Rursia wa F r a m  at 2.1 ~n Poland: E x  
Russie ua. USA st 4-1 in Cze~hmlowkiw: DE 
Gnmanyn.  USA in a m h a n d  Framein Frenm: elready 

eliminated 

1 FRANCE: The Ruso-Germans seem to be 
; using overkill in SC. I can't see expending the 
I effort to defend my 1 point Understanding in 

/ Austria, so I will use the same basic plan in SC 
as in MM. 

: BRITAIN: Things are looking really good. I 
should win both games. Outguessing Germany 
was the key. I had enough factors there to 
keep him from getting a 2 1  on my Under 
standing which will keep him from attacking 

1 me. I plan to reinforce in Gemany and save 
I 10 factors for 1940. 

GERMANY: I'm unhappy about the progress 
of both games If it were not for the many 
blunders by Russia, Poland would be safely in 
our hands. So would Romania in MM. He just 
might have given the whole works to Britain. 
In MM, Romania is closed for good, it's not 
worth the effort to bust up France and Austria 
will be a tough nut to crack by the time 1 get 
Britain out of Germany. Things are equalIy as 
tight in SC. 

MM 1939 Pla- 
USA 5 Bri, 5 Ru5 
FRA 7 Frw. 6 Rus 
BRI 7 Bri; 9 ~ e r  
RUS 2 Eri, 12 Rua 
GER 28 Ger 

9C 1 Q B  Racemma 
USA 6 Bri, 5 Rus 
FRA 7 Fra, 5 Rut 
BRI 7 Bri. 9 Ger 
RUS t 4  Rus 
GER i8Ger 

GAMESMASTER: 1 asked Britain why he 
chose to save PF's in Britain rather than make 
his Understanding in Germany 2-1 proof. He 
replied that he left 7 in Britain because he had 
4 more understand in^ to pick up and only 18 
PF's to do it with on the last turn. He wanted 
enough to pick them up plus a few extra for 
insurance. If  the German attack succeeds, he 
blew it. If it fails, he comes out smelling like a 
rose. 

I also 2;;ced Germany to elaborate about the 
Russian blunders he referred to. He cited the 
Russian "loss" of his orders to share control of 
Romania as paramount. This split the game 
and gave the Allies a chance to reevaluate their 
moves The second blunder was the way he 
wrote his orden for his attack in Poland Had 
he attacked Britain at that juncture they would 
be sharing Poland and Romania. It also would 
have given Germany the opportunity to take 
Austria and still have the strength to bar a 
Russian Understanding in Germany. Edi's 
blunders may have been planned, but if so he 

OR/GlNS is potentially a (load twmament @ma, if is short, simple, and acwrnriwlat8s  any ptayers. 
Unfortunately, the amat lack of b lame  must be overcome ar, that a taurnslment will fie fair. The method which 
most pmerr would try first i s  to assign handicapprng wlnts. But such attempts carr only create Ww Imbalance, 
because n IS very unlikely that anyone can have m g h  play~ng experience, with top quality npponm,  to know 
e m l y  what bndkapping value6 ought w h. 

The following method elrPM'nats th nead for a t f m  at objective judgmnts. Playerr are c o w r e d  only wrth 
parsons In the tournament who are glaying the w n e  cuunny, on the bais of total points s d ,  and of t k l r  p l w  
in their sgsc#ic gam. Tha reason for the l%ttw Is to prevent alliances designed €0 =ore wina without regard for 
who wins the game. The players for each country are ranked accprd~ng to wints scored, with m e  murnamwrt point 
g i v m  to the player at the bottom, two to ths next, a d  30 on. T o w m e n t  points for phce s* s~sylned In tho same 
way. I&alIy, mch person ought to Nay a t  least three games in drdw t o  dew- the effects of. p m  I w k  In one 
gam. Hare is an example using 5 players In 3 pa-: 

GAME OME G k M  TWO GAME THREE 

Player CamW Pa Plag Cwntry P l o e  Cwatn h Plwe 
A I USA o 5th GER 22 ra B R I  21 2nd (tit, 
Bill FRA 12 3rd USA 5 6rh GER 22 1st 
Cnl BRI 14 lat FRA 11 3rd RUS 21 2nd (tie) 
Dan RUS 10 4th BRI 19 2nd USA 3 6th 

GER 14 2nd RUS 10 4th FRA 8 4 

CWMTRY PERFORMAKES TOTAL WIMTS 

-1 - 2  G m o 3  C w m y  Tvtal 
Dan 3 Al 0 A1 1 5 3% 6 16 
Cal 11 Ed 8 Bill 3 1 5 8 17% 

RI Al 21 Cal l l t l e  Dan 19t$ Ca! 8 3 3% 8% 18 
Dan 1Ptie Ed latie Dan 2 4 1 5 12 

t i  Bit1 22 tie Ed 14 Ed 4 2 2 3 11 

wim the tournamem. Nots that Bilf was d c k  wilh playing M h  USA and Fmm.  He played wll with tho 
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only prevented a German win and did not set 
up a Russian one. 

lvlM 1939 ATTACKS 
Rusaia us. France In Russla at 2.1 : - 
Rusia ua Brltaln in Romanla st 2-1: Ex 
Germany w. Brirein in Germany at 2-1 : Ex 
Gmrrnsny us. Russla in Czach at 1-1 : - 

£C 1939 ATTACKS 
Ruria va. France in Rusrirr at 2-1 : Ex 
Ru661a w4 USA In Poland ai 3-1 : - 
Germany us. Britein in Germany ei 2-1: - 
Germany us. USA in Poland at 6-1 : DE 
G s m n y  wt. Ruesia in Czech at 1-1: Ex 

FRANCE: With the last mwe my only 
problem is allocation of insufficient resourcar. 
I must go where the points are. 

The USA score will be higher than usual, 
mainly due to the defensive blocking of the 
Rum-Germans - particularly in MM. The 
Romanian maneuver and British-German con- 
frontation in Germany have given the game an 
unusual flavor. 

GERMANY: If my placements appear to be a 
desperation move with the hope that the Allies 
cut each other's throats it  is because they are. 
The R u e e m a n  situation has been one 

' lmur and 4 two-play 
mubplayar prm a 
players in a mltw 

aast us. west alignment on the plavurs, but the choim 
available, and same pecul~w-looking combinations ca 
i-Wit. 

2) Tho mmplexity and much of tho action 119 

ORIGINS is not vvislble. It is the intersction between 

Tha in itself is good in a multi-player game, but 

thtrlr wargames. 
4) I t  is impossible to say flatly of ORIGINS, 

"such-and-such a move or tactic is bwt." ORlGlMS i s  
not o w  to the kind of nearly rigid anslysls one o n  
provlde for the G e r m  move in BULGE, the Rucsmn 
--up in STALINGRAD, or the ben invwim Mach 
defense in &DAY. Suoh analysis can be made becam 
h a  k only me opponsnt. and each player has (very 
approrima#ly) o m  half of the f o r m  In the game. The 
i&&l in a m p i a y e r  game Is to dwlw sets of  moves such 
that th% oppenent can do nothing to save hirmdf. You 
attempt to maximize your minimum gain. Themretically 
it is po~sible to do so thrau* the use of mathematics 
(game theory). ORIGINS is rrarre subjectrve, more 
psreholagical. more intenglble. The theorstid 
ORlGINS playa  who m r  makes a stretqic or mtical 
mistake cannot win if his negoriatianr prove fruitfess. 
Evan tho strorkyr nations are efktively only onefwnh 
of the strength in the game. (I am not referrtng t o  
countingPf's - PF's cam only be ~onskkred in relatim 
to &jectives, sa that Britain and Russia arm as strong as 
Germany although they have f m r  PF's.1 No ORIGINS 
dayer can "go it done" and win, given decmt play 
the other four. Game theory and mthematicf won't 
help here In fact. ~t is very difficult to advm a new 
piayer in the p~ycRdwical as- O F  ne(lotiaiam. 
Experienm and native abil~ty munt far much more than 
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me Bourse (currency market! game was dweloped 
for bynandurs o f  f a m t ~ f a c a  multtplayer games, but it 
is better suitad to postal games, ln many cases the 
players of the game around which the Bourse is b a d  
(Origins in this case) are also players in the Bourse. 
Origins is particularly easy to use for a Bourse because 
no country is eliminated, and all munrries b v s  a simple 
point-score a t  game end. The followinu rules are one of 
t h e  many forms of Bourse, this one designed for postal 
play. I t  can easily be adapted for FTF play using a 
chalkboard, play money and tokena 

1. At the start of the Bourse, each player has 500 
units of each currency (United States-dollars, Germany- 
marks, France-francs, Russia-roubles, England-pounds) 
plus 10.000 gold units (GI. 

2. When the Bourse begins, players start sending in 
"bidP (i.e., prices they are vdilling to PY per unit of 
currency ttwy are interesM in buying) and "offers" 
(i.e., prices at which they- are wjlling m sell currency). 
Al l  prices are in G, and all bids and offers must include 
amount as well as pr~ce. 

3. As soon 88 any bid is equal t o  or greater than an 
offer for a given currency, sale takes place. I f  the bid is 
greater than the offer. the difference is *lit. 

4. When a bid is lass than any offer, no sale takes 
plaee. 

5. I n  cases of multiple bidshffers received on the 
same day. the highest bids and lowest offers are 
executed f i rst  

6. Bids and offers are accepted mntinuourly 
throughout the Bourse. 

7. Bids and offers may be conditional of events in 
the gam, or fluctuations in price (e.g, "sdl50 rnarks at 
80 i f  the price of pounds drops ro 70 or i f  Russians in 
Paland dest ro~ US there without loss"). 

& ,Fractions may not  be used in bids or ofklu. Bids 
and offers remain valid ("outstanding") until withdrawn 
or supplanted. Split bids and offers are allowed (e.g.. 
"buy 200 marks at 76 and MO marks at 78"). 

9. Bids and offers may be accompanied by a 
stamped, self-ddressed envelope or postcard for the 
gamesmaster t o  use in notifying the player making a bid 
or offw u w n  execution of same. 

10. The state of the market 8s of four day., before 
the deadline for each turn of the Origins game 
(placemnts or attacks) shall be published with rhe move 
results of the game. Information given shall include 
a) rats, including amount, price, seller's name, buyer's 
name: b) highesk bidflow& offer outstanding; c) if swrz 
allows, mher bids and offurs outstanding. 

11. During each interval berws%n deadline dater, the 
gamesmaster shall put ten unirs of each currency up for 
auction to the highest bidders during each perid. Bids 
shall be accepted, in G, on individual units of each 
currency, and must state a) number of units on which 
bid. and b) price per unit willing t o  pay. Closing date for 
each period for receipt of bids shall be four days Wore  
thu Ori1p'm game deadline. Unsold currencies will be left 
to accumulate from p e r i d  to pr icd. 

12. All transactions must be made Through the 
gamesmaster. G may not be loaned or given away. 

13. At the end of the Origins game the currency held 
by eech playmr shal l  be redeemed for G. The anxlunt o f  
G shall equal (per unit) the number of points s c a d  by 
that nation at the end of the game, plus 10 p i n t s  added 
t o  the winning wuntry's total (divided in mse of a 
draw), times 5. The winner of the Bourse is Re who 
holds the largesr number of G aher this rudemption. For 
example, i f  the score is USA-6, FRA-20, GER-XI, 
BRI-14, and RUS-12, the player receives the fotlowing 
G: 

Counby Poi- xomd Points for first Gluniz d plrrenw 
USA 6 - 3 0  
FHA 20 5 125 
BRI 14 - 70 
RVS 12 - 60 
GER ZO 5 125 

Then if the player has at game end 4.W0 G. 20 
ddlars. and 5.000 marks. he holds 629.W G after 
redemmion. 

The object of the Bourse i s  to I )  buy currencis at 
low prices and sell them at higher pr im,  clearing a'profit 
equal to  the difkrenca in prices. and 2) buy ourrencies 
for less than their final value, and sell them for more than 
their final value - this means that a person who 
accurately predicts the final score, and h o  therefore 
has e bener idea of what prices he wght to pav for 
currencies, will do better then another player who fa i ls  
to correctly estimate what the outwme will be. Both 
methods must be used. A player who tries to win mlely 
by profit-taking, or wlely by  predictin! the final 
outcome accurately, will seldom succeed. 

As an example of 1) a player places a bid o f  100 G 
for 50 marks, and a semnd player is willing to sell w 
least that many a t  t h a t  price. The first player pays 5,MO 
G t o  tho s w n d  and receives 50 marks. {Of course, all 
transactiom actmaally take place rh rou~h  the games- 
master, but this is in effect what occurs.) Later the first 
player offers M ell 60 marks a t  110, end athird player 
bids to buy that many at that price. The first player 
receives 5,500 G for the 50 marks, oompared to the 
5,000 G he originally paid for them - a p o f i t  of 500 G 
or 10 Glmark. 

For example of 21, if a player thinks that the United 
States wilt have zero points at the end of the mme he 
will not wish to buy dollar5 at any price unles he is sure 
that he can sell them aqain at a highsr prim. He axpecrs 
dollars to  k worthless at game end. If a dayer expects 
Germany to win with 20 points, then he can calculate 
that German currency (marks) will be redeemed for 
(20 + 101 X 6 or 150 gold units per mark. Therefore the 
player ought to be willing W pay up to 149 G for each 
mark he buys i f  hs intends m hold them until the end of 
the game. He wgh t  TO ba willing t o  sell marks for more 
than 1EU G. because this w u l d  b? more than he expects 
to gain from holdlng marks at t h e  end of the game. Of 
course. calculations are raruly so certain because m one 
issurehow thegarnewill end. I f  in the above example the 
player bwght  rnarks for 140arad held them, and Gennany 
scored 20 but did nM place first, marks would be 
redeemd at 20 X 5 or 100 G, and the playsr would lose 
40 G per mark on the total transaction. 

Sample firfl period {before the deadline for first turn 
placements) Only three players shown -normally there 
will be many more. 

Player A. Sell 500 dollars a? 36. Buy 100 marks at 100. 
Bids for GM currency: 10 dollars at 15, 10 roubles at 
80, 10 marks at 100, 10 pounds at EO, 10 franw at 
20. 

Playw B. Sell 500 dollars at 15. 
G H  curr@nw: 10 dollars at 10. 10 marks a t  90, 10 
roubles at 86, 10 pouds  a? 80, 5 francs at 35. 5 
francs a t  25. 

Player C Buy W dollars at 20. Sell 400 marks at 105. 
Buy 100 roubles a t  100. 
GWI currency: 10 dollars ar 20, 10 marks at 96, 10 
roubles at 100.10 pounds at 80. 10 franm at 30. 
Transactions: C buys 3W dollars from B for 17% G 
each. 

GM currency sold: 10 dollars to C for 20G eech, 10 
marks t o  A for 1 WG each, 10 pounds to B for 90 each, 
10 roubles to C for 100 each. 5 francs to B for 35 each. 
5 francs to C for 30 each. 

Probably next turn C will lower his asking price for 
marks t o  100 in order to  ell them to A. He might hope 
that A will instead raise his prim, but C SpeM a large 
number of G on the first turn a n d  needs M sell 
sclrnething in order to mntinue buying in large amountk 

I n  order to avoid stagnation, it may be necessary to 
introduoe G into tha game (to replace thaf leaving for 
GM currency). This can be done at a flat rate, or as 
dividends for currenciss which rise in prim. 
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brought on by lousy communications. Birsan 
has not answered any of my proposals and his 
moves did not reflect any willingness to abide 
with joint efforts. I've therefore had to assume 
our alliance is broken aithough I would still 
share mntrol of Romania and Poland if he is 
willing to do the =me. 

Mtd 1840 P b m e n t c  
USA 5 Bri. 5 Fra. 2 Rus 
FRA 5 Czs. 5 Bri, 5 Gar, 5 Ira. 2 Rug 
BRI 7 Fa. 5 Itn, 1 Pol. 5 RUS, 7 USA 
RUS 2 C E .  12 Fm. 5 Brl. 9 Ger 
GEM 5 tm, 30 Aua, 1 Cze. 10 Rur. 16 Pol 

Becauru the GM does not see player correwndence, 
i t  is more diffirxllt to comment on the course of a game 
than it woutd be for a two-player game. On ths other 
hand, LlAIEINS is a very simple game -so sImple that a 
reasonable computer prqram of  play could be written. 
something virtually impossible for BULGE or STALIN- 
GRAD, for example. &cause the game is so simple, a 
player can quickly mastur the mechanical aspects and 
concentrate on the psychological field o f  play. All d the 
players in this game have excellent remrds, and the 
mistakes that were made are pointed out by the players 
themselves, especially by  ths  almost prophetic French 
commnt r  Remembering that no amount of explanation 
can substitute for s M y  of the wurse of the game, I will 
make only a fewgeneral mmments. 

Remember that ORIGIIVS is a game, and not an 
accurate simulation. It does not necessarily follow that 
because Germany and Britain were actually f r ied ly  
until 193& they must have the same relationship in 
ORlGlNS in order for Germany t o  win. The leuel of 
abstraction of ORIGINS is very high. and most players 
feel no sense of history when thsy are playing the uame. 
Think of the players as players. not as Great Powers in 
the intw-war era, and yw' l l  probably play better. kr an 
example, if you tried to play amrd ing t o  realirtic 
objectiuss, all powers would scramble for understanding 
with Italy marly in the game. (In fact, anyone who has 
seriously gtudied this period surely wonders why Italy is 
nor a player - the explanation in the Dusigner's Motes is 
terribly weak.) But t o  do so in the game would bs a 
serious error. As you mn w, no one In the g a m  
presented here moved to Italy until the last year. 

Bssically, the United States tended to dissipate its 
factors and make obvious errors during the rnidgam, 
Frame and Britain plaved almost flawlessly, Germany 
hsd problem but m d e  a fair try. and Russia lost lmth 
control and Interest. Germany's cummenrs indicate 
correctly that, while Russia's procedural blunders  ma^ 
have been intentional, if they were he cost himself sw 
realistic chances a t  a win. Since Edi Birsan is a player 
who isn't patidied with t r ~ i n g  for mood w h m  a win 
beownus unlikely, 1 think his blunders were simple 
carelessness a d  not planned. He started out well, but 
when he sew that the westurn powers were working 
together. he should have maintained steady mmmuni- 
cation with Germany in order t o  hold Britain and France 
down. I f  he had done so adequately, without offending 
Britaln or France unduly, he would have h d  good 
chances for a win bv "going it alone'' on the last turn. 
The United States was not mu& of a factor eXwPt rn 
the first and last turns At times he spread his PF's 
around sa that they could be picked off by Germany, 
who had nothing else m do anyway {as in 1937). Thee 
PF's w w l d  have been more effecthrelv used in larger 
m a s s  if the US player had h e n  more careful. Eermeny 
was outguessed a number of tims, but basically there 
wasn't much ha wuld  do without active Russian 
cooperation. Franca's wmments are an especially good 
guide to the entire game. In Britain's final statement he 
should have pinpointed the Understanding in Germany 
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SC 1940 Placements

USA 5 Bri, 5 Fra, 2 Rus
FRA 5 Cze. 5 RU5, 5 Ita, 7 Sri
SRI 1 Pol, 7 Fra, 7 USA, 5 Ita, 5 Rus
RUS 6 Cze, 6 Bri, 13 Ger
GER 5 Rus. 4 Pol, 26 Cze 1 Aus

BRITAIN: In SC, I'll probably get 25 points.
I'll probably get Russia, Italy, and France
barring successful l-l's from Germany or
France, France, and the USA respectively.
Germany will attack me in Germany and if
unsuccessful, I should get all 25. If he does
break my Understanding, he'll either just
attack me in Czechoslovakia or all of us.
Poland is another 1-1. If I lose Poland, though,
Russia could win if he shares control with
Germany.

MM is more interesting. I can get 22 at most
and my Understanding in Poland and potential
Understandings in France and Russia are in
jeopardy. II' I get 22, I'll win. I can afford to
lose Russia or Poland because no one will be
able to beat me. But if I lost both, either
Russia or France could win.

At the beginning of the game my feeling was
that if I held on to Czechoslovakia and Poland
I'd win. Minor plans of equal importance were
to gain an Understanding in Germany as soon
as possible, help enforces areas that Germany
could control, and have at least 20 factors
going into the final turn. I think my plan has
been proved correct.

MM 1940 ATTACKS
USA vs. Russia in Britain at 1-1: DE
USA vs. Britain in France at 1-1: AE
USA vs. France in Russia at 1-1: AE
France vs. Russia in Romania at 2-1: 
Russia vs. Britain in France at 1-1: AE
Russia vs. Britain in Czech at 1-1: AE
Russia vs. France in Germany at 1·1: DE
Germany vs. Britain & Russia in Austria at 4-1 : Ex
Germany vs. Britain in Russia at 2-1: Ex

SC 1940 ATTACKS
USA vs. Russia in Britain at 1-1: DE
USA vs. Britain in France at 1-1: 
USA vs. France in Russia at 1-1: -

Germany vs. Britain & Russia in Germany at 1-1: AE
Germany vs. Bri, Rus, and France in Czech at 1-1: 
Germany vs. Bri in Poland at 1-1: -
Germany vs. France in Austria: -

AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY

Continued from Page 2

convention sites and through play·by-mail tech·
niques. All those who are interested in the
"play-for-pay" methods of the PWA should in·
quire with their treasurer Allan Edsell at his 2630
Forest View Dr., Antioch, TN address. Yearly
membership in the PWA is $4.00.

There will be many other events for those who
are eliminated from the boardgaming champion
ships. Smaller specialty competitions will be
started from time to time throughout the 3 days
of the convention. Diplomacy, miniatures, and
fantasy games - to name just a few will be on
hand. Entry fees for these events will probably be
token and will not exceed $1.00 although the
winner of all events will receive handsome

trophies and probably games as well. On hand
will be luxurious dealer space for all who wish to
attend. Dealer inquiries should be addressed to
Donald Greenwood c/o Avalon Hill. All of this is
scheduled for the weekend of July 25th-27th. See
the ad in this issue for further details. We'll
announce further developments as plans are final
ized.

The Scorecard

~ _ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

*~C ~ ~ \)~3~,:17 ~iJ r; g 14

One of our biggest questions at Avalon Hill
these days is what to do next. There are so many
companies producing so many games (both good
and bad) that it is becoming hard to find a
worthwhile title. In the past we've tried to avoid
subjects already done by others but that policy is
becoming more and more difficult to follow. We
may have to abandon it altogether for doing
already published subjects - but doing them
better. You can help us to make up our mind by
specifying those games from the following list
which you would definitely be interested in
buying. Merely match the numbers with those
found on the Readers Response page and mark
the appropriate choices.

11. Nuclear War - The final wargame. The
USA and USSR weigh peacetime maneuvers and
defense spending trying to win the cold war. If
war breaks out ICBMs, SAC, and other modern
weaponry proceed to bring an abrupt end to
mankind.

12. Trafalgar - Ship to ship action in the days
of sail. Scenarios range from individual ship
actions in the Revolutionary War to fleet actions
of the Napoleonic era.

13. Armor - The tank game. Fought with
miniatures rules which make a battle royal over
each vehicle. Such things as penetration, slope of
armor, angle of trajectory, etc. influence every
shot.

14. Squad Leader - A WWII man-to·man game
wherein each counter represents a single fighting
man.

15. Star Conquest - Strategic game of inter·
planetary conquest set in the year 2200.

16. Star Trooper - Tactical game of ship-to
ship combat in outer space.

17_Legion - Ancients game wh ich sets the
Roman Legion against a variety of opponents in
many scenarios.

18. Fantasia - Do battle with dragons,
dwarves, wizards and magic swords.

19. Das Afrika Korps - The Panzer Leader
treatment of Panzerblitz appl ied to the African
theatre.

20. Streets of Moscow - An expansion of
Panzerblitz; special rules for street fighting.

21. Napoleonic Europe - The 1776 style treat·
ment of Napoleon's Campaigns.

Continued on Page 30
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Country

highestlowestactual

USA

1549
FRA

191117

BRI

22819
RUS

19511

GER
151212

SC
Country

highestlowestactual

USA

11211
FRA

171417

BRI

251725

RUS

251019

GER

1599

The Gyp Factor
The term "luck factor" has been used in Series

Replays to signify the degree to which combat results
have diverged from the expected averages in favor of one
player or the other, or both. Such a mathematically·
based concept is not really valid in ORIGINS for two
reasons. First, the concept is based on an average, which
is less valid as there are fewer attacks. In ORIGINSsome
countries seldom if ever attack, as France in the present

games, and perhaps only Germany attacks often enough
to make the mathematical average useful. Second, in
ORIGINS much more than in the common type of
Avalon Hill game, a single attack can make or break a
player. No average can adequately reflect this.

This leads to the concept of the "Gyp Facto,," Given

competent play by his opponents, Le., experienced, not
too imaginative play without many mistakes and no
serious errors of judgement, how often wil! luck cost an
"expert" player a win? (NOTE: considerably less than
half of all players can be considered competent by this
definition.) Given the absence of luck, the expert will
win every time in a two4player game against a competent
opponent. As the degree of luck intruding into the game
increases, the more often the expert will lose because his
luck is bad, or his opponent's is good. In the latter part
of the range of possibilities, the expert doesn't win much
more often than the competent player. The expert, then,
is gypped by the game. Multi'player games are not
inherently greater "gyps" than two-player games if yOU
allow for the difference in number of players. That is, an

expert playing with four competent players would win
more than one·fifth of the time if no luck were involved,
and he would seldom lose outright (i.e., there would be
many draws). ORIGINS, however, has a very high gyp
factor because single attacks are so pivotal in the latter
stages of the game.

The most obvious effects of luck are seen in the
German attacks on Britain in Germany in 1939. In MM
the attack succeeded, and Germany scored higher and
placed better than in SC, where the attack failed. Britain
scored much better in SC, where his understanding held
up. The following table shows the theoretically po>sible
range of scores before the final attacks, and helps
indicate how much luck can affect the outcome.

••
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The Sonatltnerm Gambit b~-.Gy- 

AN ANALYSIS OF A RUSSIAN 
DEPLOYMENT IN !WALINGRAD 

A gambit is by definition an opening move 
which offers a sacrifice to gain some advantage in 
position, thus inviting discussion What is not said 
is the correlation to the advantage of position; 
that is, the advantage in position is desirable for 
it should eventually allow the gambit-user to regain 
his loss with appropriate interest. Most gambits 
have an element of risk involved, and thus they 
are always open to argument pro and con. They 
are particularly interesting because the more wild 
among them offer a possibility of gain com- 
mensurate with the chance of loss first hazarded. 
The Russian ploy herein called 'The Southern 
Gambit" has appeal for several reasons. 

First, it is coupled with a basically sound 
defensive set-up which allows a strong attack in 
Finland and a firm defense elsewhere. The posi- 
tions, reading from north to south, for the 
Russian units are: 
F~nland : 
B36(2)46-6; D36 ( 2 )  4-64; G34 46-6, 5-76; 
531 (2) 5-7-4. 
North and Central Fronts: 
R18 4 4 4 ,  5-7-4; S18 7-10-4; U18 2-34; XI5 
2 - 3 4 ;  Y16 (2) 46-4; 2 1 6  ( 2 )  4 6 4 ;  AA15 
7 - I M ;  BB15 (3) 5-74; CC14 (3) 5-7-4; EEl2 
6-96;  A423 2-34  
Southern Front: 
JJ 12 5-7-4; KK14 4-64: NN13 4-6-4; NN14 (2) 
5-7-4 ; NNl 5 4-64, 5-7-4 

An analysis of the German attack possibilities 
on each hex along the front line will reveal that 
the defense is a reasonably sound one which 
offers but one seeming flaw, the italicized posi- 
tion and unit in the south which will be dealt 
with after the other positions have been 
examined. (Units in Finland are disregarded here 
after.) 

ever, the gain is doubtful, for the first turn 
defense often grants this hex anyway. 

A 7 - 1 M  on AAlS  is a must for any initial 
Russian deployment, for a unit of not less than 
nine defense factors is required on this hex, and 
because the 7-10-4 will be necessarily positioned 
at V19 eventually (Russian second turn usually), 
it is the choice unit to place at AA15. A 5-7-4 
(regardles of what else goes on the city) wiU 
allow a 3-1 and impingement on Hex BB15. 

Hex BB15 is a key poition, for if the Germans 
place it in their ZOC the front is effectively cut 
in half, and units king switched from north to 
south and vice versa must pass around the eastern 
end of the marshes. While this will become an 
eventual necessity, this initial deployment (like 

Nons 

worry the Russian defense often. This bring u 
There are some attack possibilities, but they to the gambit. 

are positional, and the cost in soak-off units will L Other than the obvious throw-aways (U1I 
probably be high. Hex XI5  offers a positional I XI 5 and NN13, and there is a word or two t 
advantage if the attack comes from Y15 also, for add about the latter momentarily), the utn 
the units which remain at Y 15 after combat 

VL 2 67-4 
defending on KK14 seems to be the only 0th 

resolution will impinge upon hex Y16, thus 
& ~ 1 1  "safe" one to attack. It is a gambited unit, and I 

negating it for any future defensive role, ex- is not safe to attack. An astute opponent wi 
cluding the possibility of a counterattack from 

1.4 I (K IS ~44.41 quickly recognize this and 'decline the offer, bu this hex - a highly unlikely probability. How- -1 most assuredly there will be those who wi 

1 
most others) does not contemplate the detou 
But while an attack on AAI 5 or BB15 does nc 
leave the Germans much hope of contmllir 
BB15, and this includes an attack all down tt 
line (XI5 at 7-1 with a soak w. Y16, a soak v 
216 and BBl 5 ,  and two units each from Y15 an 
BB14 and three units from AA14 attacking tt 
7-10-4 at 2-1 ) for there is a good possibility th 
an "A BACK or "A ELM" will come up, whi 
an exchange leaves the Russians in a fair counte 
attack position. There is though, a slight1 
superior chance with another combination, and 
is usually less costly in either success or failurn 
Some form of attack is usually staged again 

the units on CC14, and for this reason man 
players opt for a sacrifice on EE12, but th 
offers the Germans too easy a gain, I believe. Th 
standard method of attack against these units is 
series of three 1-2's versus the 3 5-74's made i 
hopes of an exchange (imagine two!). The pm 
bilifies inherent in throwing one attack with 
4-44 and another with a 4 4 4  and a 3-3- 
against the two remaining 5-74's are quite inte 
=tin& The real threat, however, is a 4-1 vem 
one 574, with two of the attacking unit, 
probably two 8-86's being placed on BBlr 
While soaks will have to be made against th 
7-10-4 in Brest', the 42 defense factors behin 
the river (BB15), and the two remaining 5-7-4 
on CC14, there is absolutely no possibility tht 
the units on BB14 will be elsewhere aftt 
combat The front will be cut and a counte 
attack required. No matter; there is usually n 
difficulty in using the 7-1@4, three 5-7-4's, an 
two 464's to aounter with a 3-1 against one c 
the 84-6'6 and throw a good old 1-2 versus tR 
other. If the Russians get Iucky there, it is abw 
time for Jerry to toss in the sponge. In any even 
this series is a threat to the Soviets even if it i 
hazardous to the Nazis. Most German players ar 
hesitant to throw away the necessary units (I& 
the 7-7-6 Panzer Corps which must soak again! 
the three 5-7-4's at BB15) so it won't arise t 
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accept the gambit, and here is where the Russians 
can have a bit of fun early in the game. (What 
Soviet player doesn't grow a little weary of 
endlessly retreating and sacrificing while enough 
replacements are hoarded for the s t a h  of a 
counterattack iate in the game?) The gambit is a 
two-part one, and the second part is the hoped 
for. 

ShouM the German decline to advance after 
accepting the first part of the gambit, you have 
at least attained the goal of having him deploy 
too much of his strength in the south. If he 
advances with infantry units, the counterattack 
a n  be made from behind the river at good odds 
with nothing lost rtnyway as far as positions on 
the first Russian move are concerned, and there is 
no necessity for a costly ma k'against 24 defense 
factors of armor doubled because of rivers! Any 
counterattack will require slightly greater com- 
mitment to the southern front than usual, but 
there is never a need for so many units as to 
jeopardize the defense in the nwth or center. The 
heavy concentration of Panzers in the south 
reduces German attack potential sharply, and the 
entire affair is over quickly if a counterattack is 
made. If none is staged, then there is no 
requirement for more than the usual number of 
units to the south, for three &&-6's are still not 
sufficient to get 3-1 against a doubled 5-7-4 from 
but two hexes. 

The deployment of three elght factor units in 
the south decreases German attack potential s b  
where, while even assuming the aid of three 
5-54's, the attack potential of these units, piven 
two hexes to attack from is either 39 (six units 
attacking) or 34 (five attacking, one soaking'). 
Note that a 5-74 doubled or two little 46-4's 
doubled become 3-1 proof in the south, because 
three 8 W s  are too much and too little all at 
the same time. 

As a final note there is a way for the Germans 
to accept the "Southern Gambit" and perhaps 
make some gains. The German sets up on MMI 1 
in order to reinforce the KK14 area on the July 
move, or better still (for him) attacks the unit at 
NNI 3 despite the necessity of a rather costly 
soak. Coupled with strong cornmittments along 
the northern Hungarian border (MM) and the 
inclusion of yet another &86 in the southern 

DlAORAM a: Rusrisn countamtuck on KK14. One 8 8 4  is 
attack& M 31 to 8 13.11 surrcundnd, a 4-b4 1JJ141 smkt ai 14, 
end the 4 4 4  at  MM13 soak6 m 1-3. Units nm indicated bv arrow 
erriw t r m  the centre1 front (hexes Y16* AA15, 8816 or CC14). 

DIAGRAM 2: Typicsl attack on hex 8815, with two S W s  
remaining after aombat rsmlutlon. A straw munteranack can be 

Panzer force, it seemingly gives the Russians 
serious problems. That, however is a topic better 
discussed in another article. As a final word of 
advice, don't try the gambit on your toughest 
opponent, for he'll spot it in a minute (unless 
he's used to you blundering and will think it 
nothing more than yet another mistake). Hook 
the unsuspecting, and have some fun. 

First, in order to attack KK14 the German has 
to move from hexes LL and MM12. Of course, in 
order to get that 3-1 he will Rave to commit a 
gwd portion of his armor to the South (generauy 
a mistake in any event, and that also will be 
covered a bit later). The most "economical" force 
for such an attack is t h e  8-8-6's and three 
444'8 (two of the Iatter to give if an exchange is 
rolled). So at least the nasty stack totalling 24 
combat factors will be confined to the southern 
front for quite a number of turns where it will be 
relatively harmless. In addition, the attack on 
KK14 from MM12 will preclude the possibility of 
any units attacking NN13 from LL13, thus 
undoubling that position (unless the German 
commits still more armor to the south!); so any 
attack on NN13 would have t o  come from river 
hexes, with a 3-1 requiring an extensive soak-off 
cost. With the seeming gift of the unit on KK14, 
there is a good possibility that any attack on 
NN13 will be shelved, figuring that the result of 
the KK14 attack will negate the usefuIlness of 
that hex anyway, and the position will be gained 
without loss to the Germans 

The second part of the gambit is the invitation 
inherent in a 3-1 attack on a doubled position: 
advance after combat. If the unwary German 
advances his powerful stack of 8 - 8 4 9 ,  he will 
have neatly thrust his proverbial neck into your 
nous. The unit at NN13 will preclude any likely 
aid reaching the units which attacked KK14. 
Note the diagram which illustrates the positions 
typically held in such a case: 

The Russian counterattack against the Panzers 
is a >I  surrounded versus one of the &&6's, 
while a 1 4  soak' takes care of the other two. 
Some soak-off is also necessary against the other 
units involved in the original battle, and the 
result of the original attack (whether or not an 
Exchnge resulted) will modify the resulting 

mounted from AA15 end 8815 nsgaing the threat. 

soak-off. The surviving armor will have to attack 
at unfavorable oddq probabfy from a surrounded 
position, and in all likelihood all three of the 
&86's  will wind up in the eliminated pile! That 
is a neat trick for August, 1941, and it will have 
cost the Russians but little in comparison. 
can be made from behind the river at good odds 
with nothing lost anyway as far as positions on 
the first Russian move are concerned, and there is 
no necessity for a costly soak' against 24 defense 
factors of armor doubled because of rivers! Any 
counterattack will require slightly greater com- 
mitment to the southern front thm usual, but 
there is never a need for so many units as to 
jeopardize the defense in the north or center. The 
heavy concentration of Pmzers in the south 
reduces German attack potential sharply, and the 
entire affair is over quickly if a counterattack is 
made. If none is staged, then there is no 
requiremerrt for more than the ,usual number of 
units to the south, for three &&6's are still not 
sufficient to get 3-1 against a doubled 5-7-4 from 
but two hexes. 

The deployment of three eight factor units in 
the south decrease German attack potential else- 
where, while even assuming the aid of three 
55-4's, the attack potential of these units, given 
two hexes to attack from is either 39 (six units 
attacking) or 34 (five attacking, one soaking'). 
Note that a 5-74 doubled or two little 4-6-4's 
doubled become 3-1 proof in the south, because 
three 8-8-4's are too much and too little all at 
the same time. 

As a final note there is a way for the Germans 
to accept the "Southern Gambit" and perhaps 
make some gains. The German sets up on NNl 1 
in order to reinforce the KK14 area on the July 
move, or better still (for him) attacks the unit at 
NN13 despite the necessity of a rather costly 
soak. Coupled with strong committments along 
the northern Hungarian border (MM) and the 
inclusion of yet another 88-6 in the southern 
Panzer force, it seemingly gives the Russians 
serious problems. That, however is a topic better 
discussed in another article. As a final word of 
advice, don't try the gambit on your toughest 
opponent, for he'll spot it in a minute (unless 

Should the German decline to advance after he's used to you blundering and will think it 
accepting the first part of the gambit, you have nothing more than yet another mistake). Hook 
at least attained the goal of having him deploy the unsuspecting, and have some fun. 
too much of his strength in the south. If he 
advances with infantry units, the counterattack a 
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Sophisticated Jutland 
by Kurt Nordquest 

NORTH SEA VIGIL 

I have been playing Jrttland for more than five 
years now and I have developed a series of 
changes which are designed to make the game 
more historically accurate. I can hear the cries of 
the playability people ringing in my ears but 
please read on. The changes I propose add to the 
accuracy of the game without decreasing play- 
ability. In fact, I believe the game is just as 
playable as ever, just more interesting and chal- 
lenging 

It seems to me that the most glaring fault in 
the standard Jutland game is the fact that the 
fleets hundreds of miles apart know the general 
locations of each other. Even regardless of the 
weather conditions! If Jellicoe could have per- 
formed such a remarkable job of spotting, the 
war at sea would have come to a rapid con- 
clusion. Since this is the major fault of the 
Jutland game it is also my most important area 
of change. 

One of the ways to circumvent thls problem, 
also the cheapest way, is to use a third person 
when you play the game. This third person would 
record both players' moves and let them know 
when and where they had contact. If any of you 
have tried this method you know that it is 
difficult to find a third person that is willing to 
help you out and once he is found the method 
itseif is cumbersome and slow. 

My solution to the problem involves no third 
party and it is faster than the standard Jutland. It 
does involve, however, a certain expense which 
places the game beyond the scope of a low cost 
war game such as those released by Avalon Hill. 
For those accuracy buffs among the readership, 
please read on as I describe my solution. 

To solve the problem I have constructed an 
electronic mapboard which duplicates the map of 
the North Sea that is given in the standard 
Jutland game. (See Photos) It consists of a simple 
wooden box with an electronic mapboard on 
opposing sides of the box. In the center of each 
sea square is a metal rod which is connected, by 
wire, to another rod in the same sea square on 
the other side of the board. So what we have is 
an electric map grid which takes the place of the 
map given in the standard game. All searching is 
done on the electronic board or "Jutland Box". 
The positions of ships are marked by alligator 
clips which are placed on the rod of the sea 
square in which that ship or group of ships are 
supposed to  be in. Movement takes place just as 
it does in the standard Jutland game. The players 
move their c l ip  from sea square to sea square 
and when both players have ships in the same sea 
square a Iighl flashes which signifies contact. 
Through the process of elimination the players 
determine which square has the contact and then 
they proceed with battle as in the standard 
Jucland 

Building the Jutland Box 
The fint step is to copy the North Sea map, 

complete with hexagons, on a %" piece of 
plywood or masonite. Next, pound small nails or 
brads into the center of each sea square that will 
be used by ships. You don't have to do the 
partial sea squares. Repeat this procedure with 
the board that will be the other side of the 
Jurlnnd Box. (See diagram A. for general box 
layout.) 
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Now for the time consuming part. You must 
connect each of the rods to its corresponding rod 
on the other board. For example, the rod that 
signifies sea square K-18 on the German board 
must be connected, by wire, with the rod that 
signifies sea square K-18 on the British board. Be 
careful and do an accurate job. It is a lot of 
soldering I'll rrdmit but it holds up well if you do 
a good job. 

The best procedure i s  to lay the two boards 
side by side while soldering and then attach them 
to the interior box. If need be, the interior box 
can even be built around the connected wires. 
The interior box must be hinged so that you can 
make repairs if needed and install the rest of the 
circuit and its components. A similar effect can 
be achieved by building a simplified version of 
the Jutland Box. Rather than trying t o  preserve 
the shapz of the map, just install rods aU the way 
through to the opponent's side of the board. 
You'll save yourself a lot of soldering. 

The rest of this article is devoted to optional 
rules that I have added to incorporate factors not 
induded in the standard Jutland game but which 
were, in my opinion, important enough histo* 
cdly t o  be inciuded in the advance version of 
Jutland that I present here. With the inclusion of 
these rules the game begins to take on some of 
the aspects of WWI naval combat and leaves the 
scope of a single baffle such as Jutland behind. 
As such, a complete game usually takes longer to  
play but the game can be left and come back to  
@n and again if needed. The game becomes 
more of a challenge for both players as they 
struggle to achieve decisive results. . . 

Optional Rules 
As mentioned eariier, and as provided for in 

the schematic, I have made provisions for mine 
warfare. During the fint World War the Germans 
laid some 43,000 mines which accounted for 46 
British warships (including 5 battleships and 3 
nuisen), 2 14 minesweepers, 225 auxiliaries, 259 
merchant ships, and several ships of other t y p a  

After you have completed the sea square grid SU"~Y a weapon of such as this 
and the interior box vou have to install the basic be 

circuit (See ~iagram. B.) The diagram includes 
equipment for mine warfare which you may or 
may not wish to include in your own Jutland 
Box. The exact positioning of lights, batteries, 
switches, e tc ,  is left up to your own desires but I 
suggest that the main contact light be located at 
the top of the box so that both players may 
quickly see when they have contact. Make sure 
that you provide each player with enough alli- 
gator clips so that his strategy or deployment is 
not limited beyond reason. 

In the case of mine lights, if you choose this 
option, make sure that your opponent cannot see 
when your mine light is on because it will help to 
give away your position. The sides of the box can 
be made out of whatever wood you choose and I 

the dimensions of the box will depend on the 
size of the map grid and amount of wire you use. 
The dimensions of my Jutland Box are 12" x 
10" x 5", but I think that is about as small as 
you can get it. 
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ln the years just prior to the war the British 

Admiralty felt mines to be unimportant and 
wmewhat "underhanded." They considered mines 
to be against the traditions of naval warfare and 
therefore their use illegal. Due to this backward 
attitude they failed to  maintain a suitable mine 
development program and they suffered ac- 
cordingly. The Britiah mines which were laid in 
response to German mine warfare were notori- 
ously ineffective. In fact, many German warshipa 
carried a British mine on a stand as a souvenir! 
The British were unable to produce a reliable 
mine until they copied a captured German mine 

The threat of mines had a profound effect on 
Admiralty thinking and acoordingly, had an effect 

. "When engaging the 
ust be borne in mind that 
carry mines, and it is 

cross a locality that has 
vessels." Such orden as 

t place in the minds of 
in many cases, including 

, they failed to pursue a 
t for few of hitting mines. 

Rub: Any pouping of 5 ships may lay mines 
in two sea squares. They must travel through 

th squares in which the mines are laid. Once 
aced the mines may not move and they effect 

sides equally. There are no safe paths 
gh mined areas. As ships move through a 

ed area they are hit as follows (See Diagram 

munter is a capital, ship it is sunk, if a 
squadron, 1/3rd of it sinks. Make note 
losses but you need not tell your 
about them as it may reveal your 

If the German player is searching with 
dins he must turn off his mine llght as it 

ove mines, minesweepers must be used. 
have to make your own counters to 

these. They have a movement factor of 
defense factor of 1. Give h t h  sides 

enty or so. To sweep mines the mine 
Iing at % speed to pass 

rough a mined area. If other ship are 
minesweepers they must be behind the 
pen and in a line ahead formation. 

ey too must be traveling at the same speed as 
the minesweepers. If a fleet with minesweepen 
travels through a mined square while traveling at 
normal speed the minesweepers d l  not protect 
the fleet nor will they remove the mines. The 
mines in squares AA-16, A.417, BB15, 3B16, 
and BE17 may not be removed as in standard 

Die Dwnchsn Krk7mch,Yb VOL I, 11. 
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GAME DESIGN 
EQUIPMENT 

Like to make your own variants for Avalon 
Hill games? Or perhaps you'd just like to try 
your hand a t  designing a game on your favorite 
period? We have all the materials you'll need to 
turn that budding idea into a workable proto- 
type. All orders should be addressed to the Parts 
Department and include $1.00 extra for postage 
and handling charges. 

22" x 28" Plain Whits Hex Sheet . . . . . .  .$1.00 
Unmounted; specify size: 
518" hex or 1311 6 hex 

Blank Mapboards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$1.50 
Specify size: 8" x 16", 
8" x 22", or 14" x 2 Y  

Blank Troop Counter Sheets . . . . . . . . .  .$1.00 
Die-cut white onlv. Specify size: 
X" units or 5/8" units 

Dice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ea. $ .25 

Q 
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Robert M. Duncan

Chicago, Illinois
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*****

Sir:

Re: Dean Miller's otherwise competent article
on the Battle of Prochorouka scenario in Panzer-,
blitz: there is no such thing as a "professional
German" as he defines the term. To label those

who consistently take the Nazi side in Panzerblitz
(or Stalingrad, Afrika Korps or any of a cloud of
other European/North African Theatre World War
II games) as "attackers most in their element
moving against their opponent at poor odds" is
to make a gross and undeserved exaggeration. The
best players I know take the two sides inter
changeably, reveling by turns in the technical
superiority of the Germans and the numerical
superiority of the Russians, and those who take
the Germans most or all of the time do so not
from some obscure sense of exhilaration in

fighting impossible odds, but because of an
apparent love, fascination, admiration, something
for the Third Reich. This overblown affection for

Naziism is fairly widespread throughout war~
gaming and is probably the most distressing
aspect of the hobby. For all the romance associ~
ated with Rommel the Desert Fox or Hitler's

"Lost Cause" invasion of the U.S.S.R. (though
personally I find very little that is romantic in
the slaughter of upwards of 25 million people,
most of whom were Russian civilians) National
Socialism as practiced by Adolf and associates is
rivalled only by Soviet and Chinese communism
as the most monstrous and murderous political
cause in human history. It seems to me that any
glorification of it denies not only the basic
principles of the United States but also whatever
lessons the human race has learned through
bloodshed and suffering over the last three or
four thousand years. Mr. Miller's guidelines on
how to play situation 10 against the standard
Russian defense are probably the best available,
but it seems to me his' blanket categorization of
"professional Germans" 51s ,I game-fighters-battling
tough-odds provides one A more rationalization for
perpetuating a myth better laid to rest.
Carl Hoffman

Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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*****

*****

The second point that I would like to contest
is that the Roberts defense is better than the

Sinigaglio defense. I disagree. The Sinigaglio
defense gives the Germans a 50% or better chance

of repulsing the invasion and in all probability
winning the game. The Roberts defense has the
aforementioned weakness. Although the Sinigaglio
defense is an imposing one, I think the best
All ied chances are not at Pas de Calais but at

Normandy or Bay of Biscay. I would invade

Normandy with 1-1 's against Bayeux and Caen
and landings at Q-33 and Q-34. I would invade
Bay of Biscay with a '-1 against LaRochelle using

(2) 4-4-4 and (1) 3-3-3 to take the city in case of
an exchange. SAC hexes EE-42 and 11-42.

As a final word, I would add that the Roberts
defense is a more conservative one and should be

used against all but the best players. The

Sinigagtio defense should be used against 1st rate

players because a more conservative defense will
probably lose anyway.

Robert Beyma
Alexandria, Virginia

Dear Sir:

This letter is to explain about another college
wargame club. Our club was started in

February. Our activities include lectures from
ROTC officers and history professors, films
World At War (taped), intra- and inter-club

tournaments (Air Force Academy), and just

plain old talk, about military history.
In April we had the undaunted Joel Davis,

infamous editor (assistant) of the General
present his slides on the Pacific islands complete
with a description of the battles. His words
included such infamous sayings as: "the boot,"

they were "ceased" and so on. We also gained a

sneak preview of Spirit of 76, and played the
basic game; most interesting.

We are officially recognized by the university
and student body government.

If you could mention us in a few words
somewhere in Ir!f"iltrator's Report, it would be

greatly appreciated. Wargaming on college

campuses, should and must expand. There is no
reason now why it should not, especially with
the Vietnam war over.

Our mailing address is:

Colorado State University

cj 0 Military Historians
Student Center No. 514
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

We will accept a pbm tournament with some
other college club that is fully recognized.

*****

Gentlemen:

I'm neither an expert nor a veteran wargamer,
just a run of the mill hack. I have eight of your
games but have played only solitaire plus a few
times against my 13 year old son, but I thought
I'd write to give you some feedback on my
recently purchased 1776.

- The map: good and bad. I know that Anzio
(my favorite) had horrendous terrain problems.
1776 eliminates these, but the mountains look
like waffles. Given the choice between a totally
realistic mapboard on one hand and one with no
terrain ambiguities on the other, I reluctantly
concede that the latter is preferable. But I still
think that Anzio map is beautiful. 1776 could
have been better in this respect.

- I don't own France 1940, but from reading
about it in the GENERAL I was certain that its

new idea of numbering each hex was great. It has
to be so much more convenient when storing an
uncompleted game to be resumed later, or when
playing by mail (wllich I've never tried yet). I
was disappointed that you reverted to the
clumsier grid identification system for 1776.

- The Tactical cards - obviously I didn't try
them against a live opponent, but I would think
that at best they resemble a guessing game more
than a wargame. Still the game is incomplete
without them, it's near-impossible to get a die
roIt at the -3 or J 0 extremes without them. And

in solitaire gaming it's totally impractical to wear
first one "hat" and then the other in selecting a
card. The unsatisfactory compromise I arrived at
was to choose a random card for each side 

which resulted in some pretty unrealistic
"choices".

I don't have a solution to offer for this, but it
leads me to some further comment on your
games in general, rather than 1776 in particular. I

'think you should pay more attention to garners
who play, by choice or coincidence, mainly
solitaire. Jutland is the only game I own that
even mentions solitaire play - and the guidance
there is mostly so obvious that anyone could
figure it out for himself.

Blitzkrieg is great solitaire. So is Anzio except
for the second and later invasion card draws. Any
time you introduce inverted counters and/or
decoy counters into a game, solitaire play suffers.
Solitaire players (well, me, at least) like to play
the "full tournament version with all optionals".
1914 and 1776, at least, suffer in this respect.

Maybe I exaggerate the problem. But I think it
would be instructive if you surveyed the extent
of solitaire play in a future "Reader's Response".

Larry Bucher
Charleston, SC

*****

Editor:

The "Compendium of Playing Aids" contained

some helpful information. However, I must take
exception to the electronic "information" that is

no more than cryptic gobbledygook to the great
majority of wargamers. We are neither electricians
nor carpenters. And if the staff had done a

modicum of research they would have known
that Radio Shack's Comput-a-Dice is available
only at Christmas time.

The article, mostly useless as it is, was
interesting and even frustrating. [t is disconcert

ing to read, however, about the fascinating
playing aids most of us will never have.

Thomas Hilton

Brooklyn, New York

Dear Editor:

I have been playing and analyzing D-Day since
1961. I feel qualified to offer some critical

commentary on the recent "Beach by Beach"

article. Both Mr. Roberts and Mr. Sinigaglio have
very fine German defenses. Undoubtedly, both of

them will win over half .of their games against a
cross section of Allied opponents.

There are two points that I would like to take

exception to. First, the Roberts defense allows a

virtually uncontested landing in Brittany. Against
a 1st rate Allied player this means that he will

probably lose the game. The Allies usually will
come out on top in a war of attrition in Brittany.
A premature withdrawal to the Seine also leaves

the Allies in good strategic position. ,J would
make the fOllowing opening move against this
defense. Laod (2) 4-4-4 on V-40, (1) 4-4-4 00
U-40, (1) 4-4-4 on U-42, (1) 3-3-3 on U-41, and
Airdrop (1) 3-3-3 onto Y-41. SAC hexes V-38
and X-42 .

*****

Gentlemen:

This note is to congratulate you on the

continuing excellence and improvements in the
GENERAL. Altho my latest issue was a few

weeks late, it was worth the wait. D-Day was the
game I teethed on 10 years ago, and is still one
of my favorites. Your games to be re-done and
your new releases all sound very enticing; I might

even buy one! That's not cynical, but rather,
from me it's a great compliment. I've gotten
quite a few game-in-every-issue games, but except
for "CA," I've thrown them all out after one

glance. The only games I keep and use are the
same stalwart AH classics that are known to all,
always available, and - wonder of wonders 

playable. Primarily I play an East front variant

now, but the classics are the best for general

public play. I'm looking forward to Third Reich
especially. I think AH is doing a great service to

all wargaming in the way in which it is now
providin~l sound leadership in the field.
John Michalski

Moore, Oklahoma

Dear Sirs:

First off, congratulations on your new

expanded issue. It is much better than the last
issue of The General. Also your article about

playing aids is marvelous. I would like to see
more of these in the future.

Now, down to what I really would like to say.

On the topic of Kriegspiel (my lastest acquisition)

I tend to agree with Craig Ashby's point of view
(Vol. 7, No.3). I also think that Kriegspiel is too
easy for the hardcore but the Matrix system is

fantastic. Also the air-power rule is idiotic. I

think if you want to include air-power you
should add fighter and bomber units as in

Blitzkrieg.
Even with Game II rules it is still too simple.

If you could come out with an add-on kit with
new rules (possibly), and new pieces as you had

wanted to do with Panzerblitz, I think Kriegspiel
would appeal to more hard-core wargamers.

Dana Brussel

Plainview, New York

Ed. Note: If you liked the matrix system in Krieg

spiel you'll simply love 1776's combat system.

*****

I Letters to the Editor

Dear Sir;

The following errors occurred in the prepara
tion of the article on random number generators
in Vol. 11, No. 1. First, in Tables No.2 and No.
3, the capacitors should be 0.01 u F (microfarad)
instead of 0.01 F. Second, in Figure No. 8
(Wiring diagram for digital randomizer) one con
nection was omitted. Pin No. 4 of the MAN-4

display should have a connection to B (negative
battery terminal). I wish to apologize for the
errors and any difficulty they may have caused.
R. J. Plock

Redlands, CA

I have already made up new CRTs as well as
matrix-CRT's for many of my games. For most
WWII games I use the "Standard-four" defenses,
that is, Hold-at-all-costs, Stand fast, Fighting
Retreat, and Abandon Position. I often use my
own "Standard-four" attacks, which are Engage,
Assault, Escalating Assault, and Blitzkrieg. These
choices I then abbreviate on counters instead of

cards. I find them easier and quicker to play
with, and make a defense and offense set. I was
surprised how much my small revision did for my
games. I thought that the offense would get the
edge in my new system, but strangely it did not.
So much the better!

I would like to say 3 million more things
about tllis just~awakening form of combat, but
luckily for you I won't. If you would like to
have my revised CRT for D-DA Y, STALIN
GRAD, AFRIKA KORPS, WATERLOO, BLITZ
KRIEG, FRANCE '40, 1914 or ANZIO just send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope requesting the
CRT(s) you want on a plain sheet of paper
enclosed to the address below. If you request
more than 3 CRTs, please send on your stamped
envelope an additional 10c postage, for the
weight.
Adam Gruen
470 North Str.
Harrison, NY 10528

*****

THE NEW SYSTEM

I-I
-I De
o DE
I Db2
2 Db2
3 EX
4 Ab2
5 Ab2
6 AE
7 Ae
8 Ae

For those of you who flunked Math, the odds do
not vary much between the Old CRT outcomes
and the New CRT outcomes:
IN THE OLD SYSTEM AT I-I:
D Elim = 16.66% probability
D Back 2 = 16.66%
EX = 16.66%
A Back 2 = 16.66%
A Elim = 33.34%

Total Probability = 99.98% (No one's perfect!)
IN THE NEW SYSTEM AT I-I:

D Elim = 20% probability
D Back = 20%
EX = 10%
A Back 2 = 20%
A Elim = 30%

Total Probability = 100%

All this means is that there is roughly 3%

higher chance of getting DE, DB2 and AB2 in the
New system than in the old one, and a 3% lower
chance of getting AE, and 7% less chance of
getting an exchange. These percentages are mean
ingful, but in the long run they are negligible. I
really would not want to change the play of the
game, as play-balance in the classics often treads
a thin line.

Dear Sir:

I have been an avid wargamer since I was eight
years old, and have bought almost everyone of
your games (save for Tactics l/, V-Boat, and
Guadalcanal). Every time a new game comes out, I
feel that IT is the BEST game you ever produced.
Then, in the next release, you shock me by
bringing out a better game than the one before.
Ironically, I recently purchased J 776, and I think
that is the BEST game that you ever produced. (I
can't wait for THIRD REICH.)

J 776 has a combat system which is ideal for

both the game and the players. The matrix
system of pre-combat attack or defense plans
gives one the "You-arc-there" feeling, and the
ability for a player to out-guess the other gives
him a rare satisfaction not gained by rolling a die.
I am tempted to call it unique (the combat
system), but other games have a matrix CRT.
However, those games often go overboard in
trying to present the players with the guessing
game technique of pre-battle maneuvers. One of
Avalon Hill's earlier releases, KRIEGSPIEL, had a
matrix-CRT, but that game suffered not only
from the super-simple and illogical CRT, but also
from various other factors. I dislike games that
have combat depend TOT ALLY on the matrix
form of combat, for no matter how brilliant a
maneuver this General or that Field-Marshal

pulled off, the luck factor still weighs heavily
upon the outcome of the battle. This, I feel, is
the main reason why 1776's CRT is successful.

Now for the main point of this letter. Why not
have a matrix-CRT for ALL AH games? (That is

to say, all games which can use it: games like
LUFTWAFFE and BULGE can't.) D-DA Y and
STALINGRAD could use the same tables, just as
WATERLOO would need one all its own. I know

that AFRIKA KORPS would be enhanced by
one, and ANZrO could likewise be helped. In
fact, most division-and-up level games could use a
matrix-CRT. Unlike KRIEGSPIEL, or similar to
1776, a revised die-rolling CRT could be used in
addition to a matrix-CRT.

For example:
THE OLD SYSTEM:

I-I
De
EX
Db2
Ab2
Ae
Ae

Dear Sir:

I really enjoyed the Luftwaffe article by Tom
Hazlett in the July-August '74 volume of the
GENERAL. I thought the plan that he submitted
was very good too. I play tested the plan in two
ways with excellent results; first in a solo game 
the American bombers destroyed 14 aircraft
factories, and second in a face-ta-face game with

a neighbor friend in which the American bombers
destroyed 15 aircraft factories.

I was really surprised and pleased with these
results, because the plan looked too simple to be
so effective. I thought that the Luftwaffe would
have a field day on that mapboard.

All I can say now is that I think Luftwaffe is a
bang-up good game and I am very happy that I
purchased it.

>

1

••
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final campaign 
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find wide- in this very RBG which mnt- malts can ba mnsidered like thls: Anything 
the arppooed death knell of tho cIesi~& For under 2.W Is prett~ darn fantastic. Scores rawing 
Waterloo's 2.01 rating in tha  Ease of Under- from 2-3 are exmllent while 3s must bs con. 
stancling catqory set a new mark for that, sM&4 good. 4 thmush 4.5 would be mnslderd 
particular ckification. It 14 this great Intrcdue- fair, with the uppsr half of the 4.5 armbination 
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cur marketing picture. 

played by mail. In thir day of nxrltiple phases 2. N b 0  
and defensive options new pms6 capabl'i of being 3. ~l l lPO 
WSII~' played by mail are nre and m e n  
"stmulatlon" ir r a m  over the "asme" aspects 4. EM If UO 

~ a t e p w  while being one d the mast w u l s r  Pb 
pbm gameg It is t k a  sam characteristics which 

1976: 
Q. If the French must withdrew their land Corceg 
due lo French fleets being sunk, what happns to 
supply units and artillery units used to build forts 
and magazines? 
k Forts, sup& units, and magazines remain, but 
all F ~ n c h  strength polnts and artillery units must 
be withdrawn. 

Q. The BrlMVC strte that in  1777 control of all 
Skateic Towna In an Area i s  a possible MVC 
and, in 1779, a necaBry one. In New England 
and the Middle States, control of aH Strategic 
Towns in  the area doesn't necegnarily imply 
mn'aol of the arca (beaus 01 Montreal and 
Quebec). puestion: ii con'aol of these two 
Canadian towns a nemssw condition for the 
MVC? Alm, by  the =ma token, is control of 
these tw towns cowidered for CA W~nter Re 
duction purpanes? 
h In regards to Minimum Victory Conditions, 
the British pluytr still controb Strategic Towns, 
but could NOT claim credit for con'aol of an 
area. For example, in  1777 New England and 
Middle States Strategic Towns could k used to 
fulfill the ten Strategic Town requirement wen i f  
Montreal wns unzontmlled, but the Middle States 
Area could not be u s d  to fulfill the requirement. 
In re&s to Winter Reduction, Continental 
Army strcngth points would only be reduced by 
50% (instead of 75%) i f  all Strategic Towns were 
contrdlod, but MonVeal or Quebac was not (as 
in case 'C or 'E' on thc Arta Status Chart. 

Q. Can TR onits servt as ferries, as hinted in  the 
Winter Restriction Rules (p. 17)? 
A. Yeq as undtr the Batenu rules For ferrying. 

Q. Boston and Montreal are entrenchcd at the 
start of the CSG. Assuming that the wmerge of 
the Entrenchment rules are true and no Fort can 
ba Wit on top of Entrenchments (Yes), how do 
I construct the fort, as long as I have the 
necessary unin? 
k Build the Fort, removing I W B R ,  Ilk 113, 
and the entrenchment minter. 

Q. I f  "change" cannot be made due to lack of 
appropriate smaller denomination counters not in  
ptny, is the entire force (or at least e larger part 

of It thtn mUed for by 1-s) eliminated. 
k Yes 

Q. Is artiliery mrsidered a "camht unit" such- 
that i t  cun force march? 
A. NO 

Q. What is the movement point con fm Cmp&& 
Ferry (RR33-RR34) across the class 3 river? 
A. I t  would cwt two additlonal movement 
points,-same as class 2 river. 

Q. Situation: British units move Into a hex and 
attack CA units both wtslde and inside the fort 
in  a dmultuneous dtack. I n  thc ntxt combat 
(during the same combat phaw) the CA units 
counterattack On the third combat, the British 
units attack @n QUESTION: May the British 
units attack only the CA units outside the fort in  
a separate attack, or does their fint IsimuL 
fanem) attack wmmit them to attack the CA 
units insidt the f a t  as well? 
k The CA units outside the fort may bc 
attacked separately. NOTE: attacking gimuC 
laneou?& m sparatcly in M o  combat dots no: 
commit the attacker to that method of attack is, 
subsequent mmbats. Merely, when attacking, tht 
units outside of the fort must be daalt with fmt 
eithsr in terms of dlrect combat w inflicting 
casualties. 

Q. I f  there are no British strtngth points in 
Halifax, may British reinforcements and replace- 
ments appear there? 
A NO 

PANZERBLI'IZ: 
Q. The rules state that ford hexes are treated as 
plain terrain for ALL purrno. Therefore does a 
unit mwing along a gully h v t  to pay 3 MF to 
Itave the gully in addition to moving onto the 
Ford hex? 
k No. The rules stale that fords allow a unit to 
leave a guUy at no extra cost. 
Q. Wllat is the stacking limit for Fortifi~ations? 
A. 3 for Germans: 2 for Russians - i.~, the =me 
as normal. 
Q. The rules state that stacking limits do not 
apply during movement - only before md after 
movement. Therefore, may units pass through n 
hex already occupied to its maximum atadtin4 
ability by wrecks? 
k NO 
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23 CICIvlI war Tectleel - A Chancellorsvile 
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2% Elecflon - Based on the upcoming 1976- Pmples 'Ooked like this: 

presidemtial election. 
27. Racing Statagy - A reflned imp-em 

,wer our old Lemuns prne. 
28. Norm Atlantic - Strawellie level naval game 

bawd on submarine warfare in WWII. 
29. W8oat - A much more sophlstleated ver- 

don of our earller tactleal game of t te  mme title. 
30. T ~ B  Yighw Pacific - The arutqic gigtar 

game to Third #em. 

BULGE - The H l ~ r i c a l  Penpective . . . . . . ,294 
SERIES REPLAY: MIDWAY . . .. . . .. . ... ,257 
Tournament Play . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f 77 
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32 Marrstulnk B a t t h  - Strstegk game of the 

E m n  Front in WWll by John Prados - the 
depimer of Third Reich. 
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Unmounted PANZER LEADER mapsheets are 
available for half price t o  GENERAL subscribers. 
You can order a set of all 4 mapsheets for $3.00; 
rather than ordering them individually mounted 
on cardboard for $6.00. This trial offer is k i n g  
made due m the wide popularity o f  the un- 
mounted PANZERBLITZ sheets offered earlier 
through the GENERAL and because one of the 
sheets has a small imperfection on one of the 
woods hexer A d d r m  your order to  the attention 
of the Parts Dept. and make it clear that you 
want the set of 4 unmounted mapsheets. 

Christmas shoppers will be seeing the first 
teeveless Avalon Hill bnokcase games appearing 

$ 1  soon. Our backlog of sleeves for the old bookcase 

1 titles has just about run out and many retail 
shipments are now receiving the sleevelass 7776 
style package. In m o s  cases the CRT's or TEC's 
printed on the inner box l id are now merely 
included separately on a piece of paper. Gamers 
cquiring thew games should take the time to  

  re fully mount these separate sheets on the 
inside of the current game box t o  protect i f  from 

, wear as well as providing it with an effective 
platform for display. 

j Contest No. 62 was one o f  our more successful 
8 competitions Less than 1556 of all entrants 
1 submitted a defense capable of holding the 
I Germans at bay for a full turn. However, this still 
; ,left us with dozens of correct answers. Thess 
i were pared down by eliminating those which gave 
1 up more territory than necessary - especially 
1 when the escarpments o f  Alam Halfa wre con- 
': cerned. The flaw in  the British defense was in  the 

I placement of the southernmost three unia. 
I Bologna, 21/1W, and 15/33 can move to  0-60 

i and get an automatic victory against 50169. 1518 
moving to Q61 can get the same against 70/23. 

1 ,Then 2115 to  0-61 wipes out 2SA/4 (with Pavia 
I making-off against 9A118), while 2113 whips 

through to  J-62 to  pick up the supply unit and 
, the Home h s e .  
I The flaw could very simply have k e n  cor- 

rected by moving the tRree wuthemmost units 
aach one hex t o  the east That would have put 

I 2 S N 4  out of reach of any attack, because 
although automatic victory attacks are possible i against all of the initial 1-1-6's. advance through 

1 their hexes is not possible due to  the ZOC of the 
backup units. It is not legal to actually occupy I the hex of an automatically s l iminatd unit 

I except as a r m l t  o f  advance after combat 

The winning tacticians who survived the luck 
of the draw included: Lanny Johnson, Belfair, 
WA; D. Stearns Tampa, FL: V. Borries, L o u i ~  
ville, KY; R. Finke, S t  Peters, MO; J. Sato, 
Austin, TX; J. Brown, Santa Monica, CA; J. 
Trembley, Webster Groves, MO; R. Halsey, 
Corpus Christi, TX; A. Whimker, San Jose, CA; 
and T. Kuhn, Phoenix, AZ. 

Congratulations are in order for Paul Oldaker 
whoss Pittsburgh Pirates edged Don Grenwood's 
New York Yankees with a run in the 9th inning 
of the final game of the Avalon Hill baseball 
league World Series. The Baseball Strategy League 
is just one of many regularly xheduled events 
which occur at the garneroom at 1501 Guilford 
Ave. in  Baltimore every Saturday of the year. 
Oldaker won $50 for his first place finish. 

Other IGB events for the coming year include 
the 2nd Annual AHFL Super Bowl on January 
I l t h  (closed competition); a PANZERBLITZ 
tournament Februaw 1 st; AFRIKA KORPS tour- 
nament on May 3rd and a RICHTHOFEN'S WAR 
tournament on August 2nd. Entry fees for all 
tournaments are $1.00 - the public is invited. 

The ROTC Department at Arkadslphia, AR is 
just the Iatsst in a long list of such organizations 
which report outstanding resulfs in the use o f  
Avalon Hill games in their activities. The *me 
they utilized sa succ&ully was GETTYSBURG. 

Speaking of the Army, Avalon Hill has given 
permission to yet another Army organization to 
utilize its gamm in  the classroom. This time it's 
Renssetaer Polytechnic Institute where plans are 
underway to utilize the g a m s  to instruct the 
ROTC cadets in  tactics. 

European wbscribers are urged to  renew their 
subscriptions and order games ditectly from our 
English agent Michael Hodw at his 646 High Rd., 
N. Finchley, London, Great Britain address Mr. 
Hodge also handles our Mait Order Division line 
for direct sale ta overseas customers. 

Foreign subscribers are remind4 that the 
poaage coupons are g o d  for only $1.00 - not 
ths entire amount of postage necessary to  ship 
games to  other countries. Thsrafore, Canadians 
must send an extra dollar with h e i r  postage 
coupon for each game ordered, and overseas 
customers must add $2.00 t o  their postage 
coupon in order to  meet shipping costs. 

Winter Cons seem to be catching on. The MOW 
organization will be having a mnvention on 
Sunday, the 8th of December in  the St. Clair 
Shores Civic Arena near Detroit. Among the 
tournaments to  be held will be cumpetitions in 
Lemans and 1776. For further info call Len 
Scensny, 317 Linwood, Rochmer, M I  48M3 
(313-773-5918). 

Now in its third year is the WINTER CON 11 I 
gathering sponsored by the MlTSGS to  be held 
on the second floor of the Student Center at 
MIT, Cambridge, MA on January 18th and 19th. 
Among ths scheduled events is a 3 round 
STALINGRAD tournament and competition in 
TACTICS PI - BLITZKRIEG mrried to  an 
extreme. Address any questions to  Robert Sacks; 
1 5 F  Tang Hall, 550 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, 
MA 02139. 

Unofficial results o f  the summer wnventions 
ars now in. The biggest winner was Tom Hazlett 
of Wheeling, W. VA who walked off with the 
P.W.A. trophy and $100 after winning the Avalon 
Hill tournanient at the Cincinnati Convention. 
Repom have i t  that,the final game of Afrika 
Korps went down to  the very last turn. Ray 
Clark o f  East Hartford, CT took the honors at  
two summer conventions; winning both the 
Noreaster Ill and the prestigious Lake Geneva, WI 
7th Annual Avalon Hill Competition. Paul 
Siragusa, also of Connecticut, rounded out the 
summer champs with a victory at the 2nd Annual 
Dewcon in  Maine. 

DATE: July ?$ - 27,l 

TIME: of your Jib! 

om -the fftt m e w  of the 

gamln~  hifP-gkW babies, 
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AlTENTION! Wargume and sports game fans in

Tuscaloosa and B'ham areas. We have a dub JUS!

for you! Write me at P.O. Box 4338 U. of AL
or: Dennis Cook, 1406 Linda Vista Dr., Birming

ham, Al35226, (205) 822-0059.
Average player of high school age desires ftr

opponents in tuft, BB, PAN, JUT, Gnad and
]914. Karl Wil1, 133 BelAire Dr., Dothan, AL

36301,794-2517.
1974 S.B.A. Cup Champion, Shamrocks (34-20).

The 86'er5 will come back in '75. Gary Graber,

8718 N. 4211d Ave., Phoenix, AZ 8502J.

Ftr opponents wanted [0 play RW. J aha have a

AK game and want to learn how to play it; I will
teach others to. Joe Irwin, 27S0 Stonybrook

Drive, Anaheim, CA 92804, 827-4352.

A peThon of 10th grade level to play PAN

Situation 7; you pick the forces. Johll L. Meyu,
1722 W. Cris Ave., Allaheim, CA 92804, (714)

774-1854.

Mature, adult club members wallted on East S.F.

VaHey area. Ftf an AH games also Variants alld

Boardgame Diagrams. Ftf tournamellts in near
future. Sian Modmk, 45]1 Chark Ave., Durballk,

CA 9]505.

Pbm PAN, 1914, Wat or AK. Ftf a\l AH games.

Kip Milam, 2191! Hardesty, CanYOIl COUlltry,
CA 9]351, (805) 251-3721.

Wallted: ftf BD, 'Grad, FR '40, 1116, RW; pbm

DB and 'Grad. Are there any clubs or SICL

chapters ill Northerll CA area? Drop a lille. David

A. Reed, !2]] South St., Corning, CA 96021.

Wanted: opponents for pbm DD, 'Grad, FR '40

and ]9]4. All letters answered will play either

side. Mark Hargus, 11 Weston Dr., Da]y City, CA
940]5,756-0999.

Pbm PAN, Luft, FR '40 alld ]9]4. Wayne

Persich, 8551 Parrot A,·e., Downey, CA 90240,
869-6865.

Avemge adult player wants pbm opponents in

Luft, PAN, ]116 if possible. Ftf if anyone plays

in Edwards Area. David Goodwin, ]] 50 Boyd

No. 10, Edwards AFB. CA 93523, (805)
258-6889,

Wish 10 contact minitures opponelltsin area also

pbm PAN. Mike Beavers, 17 Coffee Lane, Free
dom, CA 950]9, 714-45]5.

Two experienccd playcrs need ftf opponents.

Have 50 games. Available anytime; beginners
wekome. Dave Galvin, 23313 Lockness Ave"

Harbor City, CA 901]0, 316·4531.

Average player wants ftf opponents for PAN,

]116, AK, BB and DO. Jeff Zorn, 42366 Misty

Way, Hemet. CA 92343, 927-2043,

Above average wargamer of adult agc wi!! ftf AH

games of my choice. No bcginners please. Randy

Heller, 1468 Ri<:hardson, Los Altos, CA 94022,
961-1]93.

I gamemaster pbm origins for 52.50 a game. Will

be familiar with any Var. in VoL !O No.3. Ralph

A. Ragan, 4285 DonJulio Blvd., N. Highlands, CA

95660,331-]208.

Wallted: Lemans and or U-Boal in good con

dition, WiU take best offcr. A]so desire novice

average pbm opponcnts for AK, Gett, PAN and

FR '40, AI! letters allswered. Tom Woodbury.

10450 Creston Dr., Los Altos, CA 94012, (408)

245-6672.

Novice player (2!) wants pbm opponents for AK
or 'Guard. AI$o interested in clubs in L.A. area.

Louis Boish, 426 N. Alta Vim, L.A., CA 90036.

Ftf Grad, AK, Blitz and PAN; beginn~r. Craig

Ma]in, ]]] 4 So. Hi Point, Los Angeles, CA

90035,936-9759.

Help! Opponents ne~ded, going crazy, will play

DD, Mid, OR]G, Kricg pbm or ftf. Want to learn

PAN, BUtz and BB. David Schrager, Banyan

Drive, L.A., CA 90069. (113) 472-1790.

Want ftf opponents for Wat, 'Grad, DD, Mid, FR

'40, BB, PAN and 1176. Have AK; Blitz

have. Wi!] learn others; are there any

George A. SZeszycki, 2502 OCeJn~ide B!<id.,
9!. Oceanside, CA.

;';eed pbm opponent to teach me how. Am

average player at PAN, Krieg and DD. A]so will

sell or trade RW, Gett, Mid and ORIG. Send for

info 011 g3me condition. Wayne Hynes, ]323

Rosita Rd., Pacifica, CA 94044, 359·3]22.
Adult would be interested in game mastcring

blind PAN using own situations and rules. Would

like games of BB and AK, pbrn or ftf. Steve

Spou]os, 107 E~p]anade No. 71, Pacifica, CA
94044.

Opponents wanted for good player 10 yrs old.

thve variation for Mid including the Aleotians

and DD's PT's. Only ftf please. Have most AH

games. Jerry Ingersoll, 34! S. Holliston, Pasadena,

CA 9]106, 196-4745.

Pbm blind PAN from Genera] Vo!. ]0, 1'>:0. 4.

Pbm ad"anced Luft and side. Ftf Blitz, Mid and

RW; age ]9. Javier Solis, Jr. 814 Q St., Rio

Linda, CA 95673, 99J.1211.

Attention Masochists! I need pbm victims for

PAN, Wat. RW, FR '40, Blitz, Luft, Mid and
]176. Need \I, kit for all but first two. Chris

Lanning, 3160 Marvi~w Ct., River~ide, CA 92505,
689-9315.

27 year old novice player desires ftf AK, 'Grad,

] 116. DO (Original Rules), Blitz, Wat and

Chancellorsvilk George Jurand, 8374 Calle

More]os, San Diego, CA 92!26, 566-4478.

Ftf college or older opponents who like to loose

on OAHU. Achtung USMA! I challenge Cadet

Manka to a gaming duel! Will answer all ]dtels. J.

Allen laWhon, USS De]iver (ARS 23), FPO San
Francisco CA 96601.

Wanted: pbm opponent for PAN, DD and 'Grad.
Wi!! sell 1914 fifteen (15) days after I get my

General. Mike Shields, 18 Ametbyst Way, San

Francisco. CA 94]3], 281-7837.

Stalingrad pbm opponents wanted. Ra]ph Carlson,

3438 Jennifer Way, San Jose, CA 95114,
317-5808.

Ftf opponents wanted in DD, 1914, 'Grad, 1176,

PAN, BB and AK. Kevin Rose, !474 Montelegre.

San Jose, CA 95120, 268-2137.

Average junior high age p]ayer wants someone for

American in 1176. AU for campaign game. Every

thing except for inverted counters. Away Ju]y

1st-15th. Ftf only. David Reardon, 1589 Lietz

Ave., San Jose, CA 95118, 144-4518.

Ftf combat wanted in Bay area most AH games.

Mike Peterson, 317 Laurie Mdws No. 530, San

Mateo. CA 94403,(4]5) 474-5998.

OOPS! Southern California ftf gaming. ]915

tournies announced soon. Wi!! include strategy

olympics, AH Wargames, FT, Grand Prix and

more. Paul Mankiewicz ]974 Grand Prix Champ.

Jim Reilly, 2609 W. La Verne, Santa Ana. CA

92704,(7]4)979-4871.

Average high school player seeks,pbUJ, ftfBB, FR

'40, PAN, 'Grad and AK. Have BB pbm kit no

others. Any dubs here? Jim Keefauver, ]616

Bryden Lane, Santa Rosa, CA 95404, 542-3711.

Opponents wanted: ftt DD, PAN, Krieg, ]914

and FR '40. High school age - farily experi-
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enced. Jonathan E. Bate, 1360 Greendale Dr., So.

San Francisco, CA 94080, 878-8980.

Is tbere any wargamer clubs in the area? If not,

willing to make one. Brad Ransom, R]24 E.

Celito Dr., S. San Gabriel, CA 9]770, (113)
573-1372.

Above average player (24) desires ftf opponents

for 'Grad, PAN, RW and Luft. I'll play any age;
1l0vice or expert. Dave Syndergaard, 5852 Hazel

tine, Van Nuys, CA 91401, 782-0697.

Wish to contact miniaturesp]ayers in ]00 mile

radius. I play midevi] Nap\eonic American Revo

lution, Civil War, ""'WII, Naval Air or yours.

Please write. Mike Beavers, ]]13 Lincoln St.,

Watsonville, CA 95076, 724-45]5.

Tough pbm opposition for FR '40, Luft wanted.

Ftf RW, Mid, 'Grad and DB. Prefer Axis. Want

club info (am ]5). Anyone want FR '40 tourney?

John Fernandez, 1111 Culver Ct., Walnut Creek,

CA 94598, 939-1151.

De~perate wargamer in ex-pres. Nixon's home

town need~ ftf. Have ]] AH games. Chris

Fromm, 7915 Bright, Apt. C, Whittier, CA
90601,693·1538.

Help! need help in Mid, PAN and Luft. Easy

access to Santa Monica. CaU after six (6) please.

Very desperal~1 Bill Miles, Jr. 5076 Campo Rd ..

Woodland, CA91364, 347-1897.

Beginn~rs want to g~t going pbm AK, Luft; can

get Blit~ and Mid. David P. Stimack, 6060 Dover,

Arvada, CO 80004, (303) 424-1367.

University of Colorado Strategic Games aUf'

desires ftf and pbm oppon~nts for AH. We ar,'
real ellthusiastsl Chris Weiser Stearns 25860

30tb St" Boulder, CO 80302. ~-<\.
Teenage warrior age ]6 needs opponents fot R·".

AK, ]914 and Luft. Will learn others. Fif onl

Will like to join any dub in area. Step]\<

Albright, ]1790 Herring Rd., Colo. Springs, (
80908,495·4223. I

Wanted adult opponents for PAN, AK, Wat, Bt

'Grad play by Ava]on Hill rules only.! Rieha,
Foos, 3911 Weld. Co. Rd. 16, Erie, CO 80516.

Two good players of ]4 wi,h to statt a dub <;

join existing one. Please contact alillette:

answered.llave good equipment and many game

David Ingram, 114 Merhne Rd., Vernon,' C'
06066,812-9424. {r-'-.:
Average player seeks opponents for ftf PAN, FI;

'40, ]776. Also many other popular wargamc",
Also pbm PAN if you have kit. Jim Dickey" J2

Hillcroft Rd., Windy Hills, Newark, DE 19711.
737-5677.

Would like ftf for DD, BB, Wat in Winter Park,

North Orlando area. Mark Owens, 503 Gumwood

Ct., Altamonte SprinRs, FL 32701 862-9933.
High school age novice wants pbm 'Grad victim;
4-5-6 rates. You choose side to lose with. Jim

Berg, 1550 Jasmine Way, Clearwater, FL 335]6,
441-6043.

Novice player age ]3 wHl play ftf Blitz, PAN,

Luft. Wat and Gett. Would like 10 try pbm 
have no kit. Jeff Matchen, 13 )'Iadrid Lane,

Davie. FL 33314, 192-3767.

Wanted: pbm for RW. Have no kit but willing to

go v... Average player ftf for Blitz in Broward

County and RW. Dennis Demory, ! 125 N.E. 16th

PI., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304, 764-3197.

Wanted pbm Blitz or PAN. Ftf S. FL area. Write

will answer all letters - no phones p!ease. John
Strain, Rt. 6 109 L Jean Rd., N. Ft. Myers, FL

33903,995-0730.

Experienced adult player looking for flf op

ponent in the Fort Lauderdale area. )'Iember of

AHiKS. Gera]d Schott, 720 Pine Ridge Dr.,
Plantation, FL 33311, 581-2296.

Need PAA opponents for pbm Wat. Also pblll

BB. I'm Germans. Any ftf in At]anta mea? Will

answer all replies. Tom Lenzer, ]121 Houghton

Ct., Atlanta, GA 30338.

High schoo] age player seeks ftfopponents. Have

PAN, Blitz. Lu.ft, {176 and others. Will play

anyone! A]so interested in joining Marietta Area

Club. Bruce Hooke, 1]15 Wynbrook Dr.,

Marietta, GA 30060, 436-7105.

Have AK soon, DD for ftf in this area. Would

like to start or joill club. Keith Chancey, 80 Pine

Ridg~ Rd., /lliIledg~ville, GA 31061,452-2247.

Average player of adult age desiresftt opponents

in the Rome ar~a. Want to buy back issues of

Th~ General. James M. Loren, N. Kenora Dr.,

Rome, GA 30101, 231-4R20.

Ftf anything. You nane it; III play it. High

school junior. Bill Reed, 112 Devonshire Rd.,

Savannah, GA 314]0, (911) 897-1788.

Wanted ftf opponent for AH games; inexperi

enced - but am willing to learn any AH game.

~Ia"e FR '40, RW, BB, PAN and Mid. Greg

Baugler, 116 S. 3rd, Apt. ], Canni, IL 62821.

StilI need adversary for pbm or ftf PAN, FR '40,

or JUT. Am looking for person who seeks

experience by playing more as I do. Bob Simons,
10436 S. Avers, Chicago,]L 60655, 445-]897.

Seeking strongs opponellts for ftf All games

Write or phone 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. and leave

numbn. James H. Zeidel, 4057 Southport,

Chicago, JL60613, 630-4762.

Pbm FR '40, PAN, TAC; am average player, 16

yrs. Greg Buswell, Box 895, Ipaya, IL 61441,
(309)153-8330.

Wanted pbm opponent in FR '40. Also any ftf

All garners in Jacksonville area? Will play Blitz,

AK or DO. Bill Downer, Box 643 Illinois College,

Jack50nville, IL 62650, N/A.

Players wanted for referred pbm games TAC, RW

and others in ANSCHLUSS, a bimonthly journal

of games and history. 101'1'. dittoed, ]0 cents

stamp for sample copy. Joseph Antosiak, 412

East AYe., laGrange, IL 60525, 482-7187.

Pbm opponents for Grad or PAN wanted. Each

put up 55.00 - winner take a]1. Paul S. De Volpi,
603 Columbine, Lisle, IL 60531, (312) 964-]291.

WWII miniatures players wanted. Pbm Luft, PAN,

Blitz you supply kit or will split. DeVolpi are

you chicken to play Luft??? Bill Mueller, 4739

Winchester, Lisle, IL 60532, (3!2) 969-7666.

Pbm AK; I'm the British. Dernard P. BeyerJey,

]109 Henninger ~lall - Western IL Uni.,

Macomb, IL 61455, (309) 195-68]4.

Wanted opponents for Wat, BB, PAN, Blitz either

pbm or ftf. Rob~r Frugdi, 12] S. 7st., Mon
mouth, IL 61462.

WiI! play any AH games ftf. David Haase, 18]5

McDonald, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056, 827-7453.

Wish to pbm, Blitz, DB, Krieg, Gett. I have no

pbm kits. Lowell Berman, 11]8 Kar]ov, Skokie,
IL60016,OR-6-3318.

Wanted ftf opponcnt average player (14 yrs.).

Have PAN, ]9]4, TAC, Gett will learn others,

contact after 4:30 p.m. weekdays all day week

ends. John Longshore, 928 Payton Rd., Indi·
anapolis, IN 46219, 359-9316.

Seek average player lorpbm Wat, PAN, Blitz, DB.

Gary C. Mosier, 610 S. Mulberry, Martinsville, IN

4615],(3]7)341-4674.

Need ftf or pbm opponent for PAN, Luft or RW .

•
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Also would like to know if there arc any clubs in

my area. Jeff Bird, 3225 Garfield, Des Moines, IA
50317,266-3219.

Wanted! A willing Allied battle plan for FR '40.

Ftf any AH games. Rick Lubben, RR No. ],

laPorte City, IA 50651, (319) 342-2]11.

Wanted ftf ill most AH games. Paul Knight, 315

South B., Arkansas City, KS 67005, 442-2885.

Average player wi\! pbm or ftf Luft, PAN, FR

'40, 'Grad, BB, Mid, Guad, Wat and AK. Timothy

Whitcomb, 510 Rural, Emporia, KS 6680],
343-3338.

Good high school player wants ftf Luft, ]116,

FR '40, RW, Anzio, PAN. A]so pbm PAN. Bob
. Fletcher, 1508 W. 64 St., Mission Hills, KS

66208,361-3114.

Averag~ playn wants ftf opponents in Wichita

area. Will play most games but like East FrOllt
th~ best. Lt. Richard M. Kehrer, 8406 E. Harry 

Apt. 305,Wichita, KS67207,685-8509.

Ftf all AH games. Joe Harrison, 920 Fredrica,

Owensboro, KS 41301, 683-1336.

Pbm or ftf Lut, PAN, FR '40. Krieg or Chavi!.

Paducah C.A.'s against any group. Am interest in

miniatures. Gary Ross, Lutes Rd., Paducah, KS

41001,(502)554-3151.

Anyone interested in starting club in Monroe

area, or playing ftf wargames contact me. Have 3

members already. lIave 8 years All experience,

13 games. Dayid Massart, ]]02 Cole Ave.,

).Ionroe, LA 7120], 343-5]05.

I'l1m 'Grad opponents wanted. lIey Lebouef,

2] 27 Audubon, Thibodaux, LA 70301.

lVanted ftf opponents for AK, Krieg, T AC, Blitz,

.\1id, BB, Luft, FR '40, RW, PAN and 1776. Wi!!

:e.irn others. Need ride to 1GB. Art Jensen, 1

Chancery Sq" Ba!timore, MD 112]8. 366-1331.

f..\cellent PAN player 5eeks ftf opponents in

Ibltimore area. Also play most other AH games

Kosyjana, 7207 Shadow]awn Ave., Baltimore,

"1021234,(301)444-4835.

Want to buy Guad, U-Boat 55.00 each (you pay

Will al,o buy old Generals - e,pecially

o. 5 and Vol. 3 No.3. Steven )'leckel,

Harview Av'e., Baltimore, MD 1]234,

144-2613.

\{"J!TUNG! Flf opponents for RW, PAN, Krieg,

Luft, Mid, ]716, AK and FR '40. Will learn other.

'H games. Also Pan Ld and Alex. Bob Weiss,

i ;~4 Lynne Haven Dr" Baltimore, MD 2]207,
,'-;'-;-8650.

Would like pbm and ftr opponents for all All,

lhnle of Britain games. Medium to good player

w(m]d like to get any out of print games. David

Simmons, 5511, Bethesda, MD 10034,365-0283.

Opponellts wanted to ftf DD, Blitz others if you

supply games. Pbm if you supply kits. Any clubs

in the area? Joe Gel'k]e, 42] Sudbury Rd.,

Linthicum, MD 11090, 789-0824.

Will trade complet Verdict for Guad or Anzio.

Pbm DD, PAN, BB, Lufl; ftf aJI AH games.

Above average high ~choo] age. Max W. Under

wood, 1617 Tay]or Ave., Oxon Hill, MD 20021,

(301) 292-2]91.

Average player high schoo] age wants ftf in

almost anything. Pbm in AK, Blitz, BB, DD,
Guad, Luft, 1914 alld PAN. I will pay half for

kits. Larry LeBowitz, 4 Monadllock Rd., Ch~st

nut HiII,MA 02167 332-0969.

Average BB player looking for ftf or pbm

opponellts. Will ftf any of your games or one ]

desighed. Any clubs in Boston area? Jon Sund

quisl, 37 Riverview St., Dedham, )'IA 02026,
319-0068.

Wanted ftf opponent~ for AH wargam~s. Seeking

mature player nearby. James II. Weathers, Jr.,
141 BuUard St., New Bedford, MA 02146.

Ftf PAN, RW, FT St, 'Grad, Luft and ]716.

Familiar with others; wiIllcarn any. Seek op

ponent for college age or older. George L. Brown,

Rocky Hi!! Rd., Plymouth, MA 02360, (6]1)
224-6610.

Pbm or ftf AK, Gett (hex), Gett (square), 'Grad

and PAN. Any dubs? Just moved in. High school
junior, average player of all abo\"e will learn new.

Pete Hanley, Lot No. 18 Farnham Rd., Rowley,
MAO]969.

Are there any wargamers on Cape Cod? Need ftf

for near horn,,! WiI! play any game: have most

AH game,. Dennis Parker, 1 Rei Street, Sand

wich,MA02563,888-13]8.

Experienced and reliable colleg~ age or adult

players wanted for ftf or pbm. I have kit~ for

PAN, Blitz, AK, 'Grad, BB and Wat. Clint

/llatthews, 493 Morton St., Stoughton, MA

020n344-9560.

Wallted wargamers ages 13-16 in Ann Arbor area

for ftf. Have RW, FR '40, 19]4, AK, Blitz,
Lemans and ORIG. WiU learn others. Brian

DeWitt, 3!10 Lexington, Ann Arbor, M] 48]05,
66).6150:

Average player (18) wants pbm opponents in

Wal, 'Grad, BB, Blitz, Strategic, JUT, AK, DD,

PAN and 19]4. Any side. All letters answered.

Scott Peth, Room 04]1, Rumsey, 541 Thomp~on

St., Ann Arbor,).n 48]04, 764-5791.
Average ]5 year old player wi~hes flfon]y. Have

FR '40, BB, Luft and DO. Can also play PAN,

]716 and AK. John Van A]sten, 9]9] Sarasota

Ct .. Detroit, MI 48139, 535-9034.

Want pbm opponent for BB, DO, Luft, PAN and

'Grad. Ftf for players in my area, wish to join

club. Jeff Hatfield, 35932 Old Homestead, Farm

ington,/I1148024.

Good high schoo! player needs pbm opponents

for RW - you choose ~ide. Scott S. Allen, ] 71] 0

LO"eland, Livonia, /11148152.

~lell1bers needed for West-siders gaming club. If

interested, caU me, also needed BaU]e Hanua1 for

Anzio, or copy of one. Tom Lacey, 16696 Beech

Rd., Redford Twsp., MI 48140, KE 3-6830.

Intere~ted in playing PAN pbm. Richard Ranson,

9241 Grandview Rd., Traverse, MI 49684, (616)
941-9535.

Will pbm AK, Mid, ]914, Krieg, PAN, RW, FR

'40 have no pbm kits. Want to buy Guad must be

complete; will pay 513.00 or less. Rick Ruble,
111 Fredrick Dr., Albert Lea, ).IN 56001,

313-7211.

Beginlling player (19) needs ftfopposition for 17

AH wargames. Desire info on area clubs. Steven

Napolitano, 30!6 Boon~ Ave., North, New Hope,

MN 53427, 544-0436. Pbm PAN. I am Gennan
situalions No. I and No.6. Russian in ail other.

WiJ] play first six responders and answer all

replies. Bob Baruth, 6713 Yucca Ln., Osseo, MN

55369,535-2910.
J want to start club in Rosville area. Also would

like ftf in all games. Tim Kozen, 2525 Lydia, St.

Paul, MN 55!!3, 633-57]5.

Wanted average player for pbm Krieg, AK and/or

PAN. David R. Barber, 640 Second SI., Gulfport,

MS3950],(601)863-7924.

Want ftf opponents in any AH games. I own 13

and am wil!ing to learn others. Would like to buy

Guad - send price. Mike Garland, 815 N. 13th
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Ave., Laurel,MS39440,416-3328.

Opponenls wanted for S-peare and Kreig. BiU

Barrett, P.O. Box 8, Lexington, MS 39095, (60])
834-]618.

Wanted in person player for any AHorVariation

on games. Allen Miller, 19]4 N.E. 68 St., K.C.,

M064118,453-1195.

Need ftf players for 'Grad, DD, AK, Blitz, BB,

]9]4, PAN, TAC, Gett, and Luft. Any wargamers

in Manchester, NH area? Roland Leblanc, R No.

5 Liberty Hill Rd" Bedford, NH 03101,
411-3275.

Average player wants ftf opponents for AK,

'Grad, Luft and Mid. Keith Vine, 523 Austin

Ave., Barrington, NJ 08007, 547-1979.

Good player needs opponents for DO, Mid and

other AH games. Can pbm or pbp. All letters
answered. Tom Vilardo, 18 E 49th St., Bayonn~,

NJ 07002, 437-4235.

Average ]4 year old wants pbm opponents for

Luft. Will learn others; also pbm chess.. Prefer

Allies in Luft. Paul Price, 610 Isbam Circle,

Brielle, NJ08730, 518-6195.

Average adult player seeks ftf opponents for AH

games. Jeff Brown, 109 N. Glenwood, Fanwood,

NJ 07013, 889-]815.

For sale: Excellent 19]4, ChancellorsvilIe, Guad

Hex-Gett; best offers accepted. Write immedi·

ately! Doug Bonforte, 62 Falcon Rd., Livingston.
NJ 07039, (20]) 992-]553.

Average wargamer of high school age wishes to

pbm Bll, !9]4, Blitz or RW. Will take any side;

novice pbm'er. Joey Studholme, 41 Harshorne
Rd., Locust, NJ 01760, (20]) 191-3318.

Novice 8th grader would like to pbm PAN, FR

'40, DD, Blitz. Have no kilS, but wi!! improvise

or buy half. Any clubs in area? Marc Pin~on

neault, 20 Ardsleigh Dr., ~ladison, "J 07940,

(212)821-2765.

Good junior higher wants ftf AK, Wat, PAN and

Mid-me Japs; also any games you have. Wish to

start or join club in Maplewood, South Orange

area. Chris Kane, 75 Hudson Ave., Maplewood,
NJ 01040, 763-3962.

High schoo] age opponent wanted in Mahwab

area. Will ftf ]6 games. Pbm AK, Wat and 'Grad;

I have kits. Interested in joining or forming club.

Bruce Wandclmaier, 123 Airmount Rd., Mahwah.
NJ01430 529-2]98.

Ftf for any AH games. Provide own transport

ation. Want to form club in Bergen County. Chris

Fa,ulo, 90 Glenn Ave., Norwood, NJ 07648,
768-1051.

Wanted player of junior high age ftf or pbm

PAN, Mid, RW, FR '40 and Luft. Frank Ka]isz,

Jr., 12 )'lanor Sired, South Amboy, NJ 08879,
721-5169.

Ftf PAN, Mid. DD and 'Grad. Jim Han]ey, 118

Bee Meadow Pkwy, Whippany, NJ 07981,
887-1676.

Novice player (]4) seeking pbm opponents for

BB, DD, AK and Gett. lla.ve no pbm kil,. All

leWers answered. David Downing. 5100 4th S.W.,

Albguergue, NM 87]02,811-5511.

Novice, wants ftf. Want to join or start club.

Have Guad and Luft. Will get more games to suit

opponent. )'Ie]vin S. Oka, 4005 C Alabrama, Los

Alamos,NM 87544, 661-5417.

Novice college adult age player seeks ftfmost All

and others of your choic~, any side. HopefuHy in

nearby Queens or ;';aSSE,u areaS. Richard Albert,
86-]1 254th St., Bellerose, NY !1426.

Good player of college adult age wanls ftf for

any of the dozens of games I have. Prefer newer

litles, but will play AI-! oldies. Thomas E. Hilton,

25274 St., Brooklyn, NY 11109, TE-6-0830.

Average junior high player wants pbm opponents

for BB, TAC and DD. Wil! buy half of yours. All

letters answered. Dona]d Cook, 65 E. Main SI.,

Chateaugay, NY ]2920,497-6333.

Ftf gamers in East Northport area? Have FR '40

and BB. Am alwJ.Ys Gennan. Above aV'eJage

player, junior high age. John D. Bray, ]4 Brian

Lane, East Northeast, NY 11131, (5]6)
266-2671.

Expereienced player in desperate need of ftf

opponents, wiU play anything once. Tim

Carleton, Valentine Donn No. 0303, Ithaca

College, Ithaca, NY ]4850, 272-9632.

I'bm Blitz anyone! Have kit bUI no opponent.

Wil! play and go half on most pbm games. Bryan

MundeU, 59 Sapsucker Wd., Ithaca, NY ]4850,

(607)257-0610.

NOvice gamer will pbm 'Grad and Wat. Don

Voyer, 1539 Casade Ave., Lowville, NY ]3367,
367-7110.

Looking for ftf or pbm in PAN, 1716 and soon

Blitz. Have no kit but willing 10 buy ha]f of one.
Age ]3; please r~spond. Glen Coffield, 14

Kennedy Rd., Port Jeff Sta., NY 1]716.
928-0685.

Average player, any age, I destroy all takers in

RW, Luft, PAN, 'Grad, DD, BB, ]914 and Gett.

Ftf me German. David Lederer, 1052 Ruie Rd.,
N. Tonawanda, NY 14120, 691-0589.

Pbm opponents PAN and 'Grad. Gary Hellellga,

26 TRW, APO, NY 09860.

Wanted f{f for ORIG, C&O/B&O, Kreig, Anzio,

JUT and ]9]4. I am 1] and an above average

player. SP/5 JamesT. Smith, 016-46-4842, Co. B,

FSB, APO, NY 09741 8]3-6941.

A"erage player, age ]6, wants flf opponents for

most AH games. Michael J. Lemke, ]67 Crosman

Terrace, Rochester, NY 14610, 244-0815.

Average gamer age 13 will pbm anyone in Krieg,

DD and Wat, Have no pbm sheets. Will playa!l

games. All letters answered. Joseph Lunievicz, 4

Lucille Dr., Syosset, NY 1179!, 911-1336.

Will play anywargame o.r anyone. I am average

wargamer; have se"en games myself. Boyd Fasick,

645 Wellington Dr., Chapel Hill, NC 21514.

Want ftf opponents in AH games. Ron Mo!;es,

6]51 Spring Garden Ln., Charlotte, NC 28213,
596-7815.

Wanted opponents in Charlotte, NC area for

PAN. Will ftf for PAN. Bill Peschel, 1629

Shannonhouse Dr., Charlott", NC 282]5,

5351811.

Intere~ted ill contacting wargamers in Ft. Brag

area. Luft and PAN. ICW chapter may be forming

if enough are interested. SP4 Rick Pavek, Eutaw

Box 5114, Fayettevi!le, NC 18303.

Interm player, coHege age, seeks pbm oppollents

for Blitz, DD, 'Grad, BB, Gett, Anzio, TAC

willing to play either side. Negotate rules in first

letter. Robert McCredie, 1328 MiUbank St.,

Ra]eigb, I'>:C 27610, 828-3188.

Co!!ege student will pbm AK, PAN, ftr AK, PAN,

Mid, 'Grad and others. Have smaIl dub; club can
travel short distances on weekends. Ron Dietz,

!335 Concord Ave., S.W., Canton, Ohio 44110,

(1l6)455-9667.

Want to pbm AK. Conrad Moeller, ]25 ]7th St.

N.W., Canlon, OH 44703, (216) 456-0136.

Need opponents in Blitz. pbm. Have kits, will
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answer. Red or Blue. Jim Cooper, 6113 Robison,

Cincinnati, OJ! 45213, 351-1650.

Intermediate player wants to pbm 'Grad, 1776,

PAN and Mid. Craig Gleason, 830 Heatherstone,
Cincinnati OH 45240 825-0907.

Want ftf opponents for PAN, Luft, AK, BB,

'Grad, RW, Mid, BB St and FT St. Richard

Tome, ]5933 Woodbury, (le"e]and, 011 44]35,
94]-2804.

Novice player wishing pbm PAN and ]116; also

ftf PAN, !776, RW and others I know, but don't

own. Will ansWer all letters. Eric arts, Box 548,

Coleran, OH 439]6.

]6 year old novice de!;ire~ ftf ill Columbiana

County area. May try pbm; have no kits. Have

1116, 'Grad. DD, Blitz, Krieg, TAC and others.

Eric Durr, N. Elm, Columbiana, OH 44408,
482-4820.

"General" Jones challenges all in pbm Blitz! I

prefer the basic game. Interested? Selld a S.A.S.E.

for inquiry. All letters wiIl be answered promptly.

Steve Jones, 341 N. Washington, Delaware, all

430]5, (6]4) 363-!098.

Very young gamer wants to pbm Krieg. Old dad

wants to try pbm 1914. Jack & Tim Goodhand,

3]6 High St., Fremont, OH 43420, (419)
332-9]13.

I gamemaster pbm ORIG. College adult age

please! Serious players make best games so

510.00 per player. I will consider your prefer
ences. Write me. John Shute!ock, 6486 State Rd.

No.1, Parma, OH 44]34, 886-2275.

Good high school age player wants good to

excellent opponent in pbm AK. Jeff Hughes,
]870 )'Ierle Rd., Salem OH 44460 332-54]5.

Adult, average German player seeks opponents.

Flf DD, 1940, 1914, PAN, 'Grad, Luft, AK, JUT,

Mid, OR]G and etc. Pbm !940. Stephen Rich,

461V. Park PI., Springfie]d,OH45504 315-6311.

Wanted ftf opponenl~ for all AH and other'

wargames. Expert adult; also pbm. James M. Day,

2540 Schroeder Ct., Toledo, OH 436!3, (4]9)
471-7114.

Want ftf opponents for AK, BB and RW. Are

there any clubs in Cleveland's Eastern Suburbs?

Bill Baratuci, 19! 16 W. Willowick, Willowick, OH

44094,943-4510.

Badly wanted ftf opponenls for RW Or ]776. I

have both plus 5 others. Am abo,'e average

player, age 11. Anyone in Austintown'!? Jim

Kalmer, ]20 N. Edgehill. Youngstown, OH
44515,191-2038.

Want to buy B&O/C&O in good condition at

reasonable price. Average college player wants
opponents in Northeastern OK, for BB, and Gett.

Warren Duncan, Wilson Hall, Room 126,

Tahlequah, OK 74464. 456-3430.

Want ftf opponents in Tulsa. Hav'e 50% of AH

game<;. Wish to learn anything you have. Nick
Benlon, 4949 S. 94 E. P]., Tulsa, OK 74145,
617-4]96.

Opponents wanted for 'Grad and Blitz. All letters

answered promtly. Jim Croley, 122 N. Duck No.

113, Stillwater, OK 74074, 377-9886.

Ftf in any AH games. Good to expert depending

on game. Mike Stone, 227! Augusta, Eugene, OR

97403,484-]830.

Wanted ftf PAN. B]itz and BB. Interested in pbm.

I don.t have any kits. Any clubs, players, S1CL

Chapters, etc. in Rogue Valley ar~a? James Barta,

]524 Whitman St., Medford, OR 97501.

Play Krieg and FR '40. Average high school

player. Brian Gre~n, 3609 West 4th Ave., Beaver

Falls, PA ]5010, (4]1) 846-0191.

]975 Fie]d )'Iarsha] Open Tournament. First prize

out of print AH game. Free games to willners of

2nd round. Write or call: Attack Wargamillg

Assoc .. 314 Edgley Ave., Glen~ide, PA 19038.
TU-1-38760rOR-3-!256.

Looking for wargamers in and around Indiana

University of PA. Have 56 games ftf or pbm with

anyone out there. Average to good player. David

Rudakewich, Box 5 Wahr lIall, Indiana Uni of

PA, Indiana, FA 15701, (412) 357-3105.

Interested in starting \\'argame dub in KUlztown

Reading area. wm ftf Lemans. Mark Gangcwere,
50 S. White Oak St., Kut~town, PA 19530,

68).33n
Looking for ftf in Centra] PA. Al50 clubs in this

area; play AK, Luft, BB, DD, Get! or my best

'Grad. Pbone first! Age 23. Jim Co<:hran, 140

Dover Bldg., :-!echanil'sburg, PA 17005,

607-8305.

Anyone alive in the Harrisburg area? Doug]a~

Wentz, 909 App]e Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA
17055,166-5686.

Challenge ftf (Paoli Local train?), PAN, Blitz,

RW, 1914, others or yours. Pbm PAN, Blitz,

1914, ORIG. Jim Prall, 231 Hamilton Rd.,

Merion,PA 19066,(115)W)"4-4703.

Adult player of average skill desires ftfopponents

for Mid, Gen, TAC. Scrabble and other games.

Bruce Allan Brinser, Gerloff Road, Schw~nksville,

R.D.2 PA !9473.

Pbm OD as in Vol. I! No. I with rules additions

and deletions. Sorry only one person. I have FR

'40, Mid, ]776, Wat, PAN, Krieg. No more pbm

except] DO. Mark Matuschak, !5 Connor St,

Uniontown, PA 1540], (412) 437-1901.

Opponents wanted for BB, RW, AK, FR '40 and

B!itz. Martin Favorite, 74 Peacedale Rd., Chum

ber]andRl01864 (40!1118-0936.

Charleston's resident wargamer her~ cballenging

all to combat. Stephen P. Herchak, Canty Lan~,

Charleston, SC 29407, 766-3909.

New player will play alld game ftf or pbm. Have

no pbm kits but will obtain. Dan Murray, 130

Broad St., Charleston, SC 19401, 713-0184.

Columbia gamers, will ftf collection of 24 g.lmes.

Will ]earn yours. Dale Smoak, 41]3 Havana Ct.,

Columbia. SC 19206, 187-777!.

New to pbm, but will try. Ftf many AH games

esp. Mid. Have gamed ror approx. ]5 years

Charles DeYoung, 128] Marydale Ln., Rock Hill,

SC 29730, (803) 327-4210.

Grad student desires ftf and pbm opponents for

'Grad, DD, PAN, Wat, Luft and most other AH

games. Shayne Gad, 747 E. O!torf, Austin. TX
78704.

Looking for opponents in Central Texas are'a

only. Waco, Temple, Killeen, Belton, and

Austin!!! No pbm please. Thomas M. Jones, Rt.

5, Box 5695, Belton, TX 765]3, 939-5663.

Ftf RW, AK, ).Iid, Pan Ld, Luft. Enjoy using

miniatures, armors and ancients. Wallt to enjoy

games, not argue. Adult novice. W. L. Baum·

gartner, Jr., Long Valley Rd., Brentwood, TN
31027.

Need pbm kits, send list. Intere~ted in hard 10

find wargames. Any gamer~ in £1 Paso area?

Larr]y L. Bost, 1005 Catalina, Apt. 1', EI Paso.

TX 79925.

Average player seeks ftf opponents for all AH

wargames in EI Pa~o area. Also interested in

joining or helping to form local dub. Bill Gray.
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P.O. Box 6320, Ft. HIiss, TX 79906, 568-3846.

Wanted list of an AH wargames past and present.

Desire to complete my coHection. Help! Also

want info on wargame dubs in Houston area.

Sm~ue] W. Hunter, Jr., 640 E lOth, Houston, TX

71008(713)861-6190.

Pbm or ftf on DD, TAC or possibly another

game. I'm 26 and new at wargaming; but I'm no

push over. Also want ftf opponents. Pau! Smith,

Route ], Box 20BX, Linda]e, TX 75771,
882-4805.

High schoo] student seeking ftf opponents in

Lubbock; 15 years old.l'ma fairly good player
and own ]3 games. Richard James, 4622 27th

Street, Lubbock, TX 79410, 792-6771.

Anybody in Dallas area want to ftf, ]940, rA~,

Blitz, DD, JUT, Mid and others? Jonathan Reed,

2011 Custer Richardson TX 75080 23]-5000.

Quick leamer, plays to win. Any AH game ftf.

Have l' AC. Wi]] obtain games for any serious
pbm. Juri Blanch, 241 N. Main. Sa]t Lake, UT

84103,532-7005.
Average adult wants pbm or ftropponent in D.C.

area for almost any game. Guido Mark, No. 10!,

6621 Wakefield Dr., Alexandria, VA 22307.
765-2330.

Ftf opponents for AK. Blit~, DD and l' AC. Greg

Matthews, 861] Jackson AV'e" Manassas, VA

221]0,(703)362-3364.

Average or betteradu]t de,ires ftf opponents in

mOSI AI-I games. Prefer BB, Blitz, PAN and 'Grad.

W. D. Ashe, 5401 Greenbrook, Portsmouth, VA

23703,484-9]]1.

Deutschland uber allesl Phone or pbm PAN, FR

'40, AK, 'Grad, RW. Wish to start multipla}'er

RW. Answer soon to get ball rolling. David

Heinze, 6 Emerson St., Ric'hmond, VA 23123.
131-8115.

Attention Northern V A high school wargame

clubs. Bishop Ireton of Alex., VA desires op
ponents, for further info contact: Michael

Esposito, 6218 Kent]and St., Springfield. VA
11!50,451-!935.

I'm another nOvice 14 year old who is desperate

for ftf, Blitz; play ages up 21. Call after 4 p.m.
Play weekends only. )'lichael Begley, 5605 Miami

Ct., VA Beach VA 23461 497-5877.

Win pbm Blitz (Blue), Wat (French), BB (either),

Guad (U.S.), RW (German). Have all kits. Average
player but will give good fight. David Emerick,

ROUle 2, Warenton, VA 22]86, 347-3099.

Novice wants pbm for PAN, Blitz or BB. AI!

letters answered. Tim Waddell, Allen Jct., WV

25810, (30!) 294-4073.

]4 year old beginner atlemptillg his first pbm.

Luft advanced game only! Write: Clayton Lesage.
5255 S. Skylin~. New Berlin, WI 53151,

425-6396.

Parkside Assc';iation of Wargamers is here! We

play cverythin~ therc is! Sunday afternoons,

Tuesday nights ;.nd most Thursdays. Lance

Frickensmith, ]233 King$ton Ave., Racine, WI

53402,639-4390.

Opponents wanted for AH games, esp. PAN, FR

'40 and DD. Paul Trandel, 25]4 Oregon St.,
Racine, WI 53405,631-]591.

Good col1~ge playa d~sires ftf opponents in most

wargames. Also interested in starting an AW A
Affiliated Game n"b in the Whilewater area. Wi!!

answer letters. Thoma, M. SoBoUke, 411 Lee

Hall, Whitewater, WI 53190, (4]4) 411-3!38.

I am average adult age desiring: pbm opponent~

for 'Grad, AK. DB and DD. Lau! Evans, Rt. 8

Box 839L, BainbridJ<~, WA 98] 10, VI-1-2745.
Wanted pbm opponents for PAN and otber

games. Mark TOT!1f.S, 50S David Dr., Bremerton,
WA 983!0 479";'591.

Blind PAN opponents wanted rules and informa

tion for stamp~d self addressed envelope. Mike

Prime, 1507 S 142, Kent, WA 9803], (602)

824-3509.

Average player desire opponents for PAN, RW,

Luft or any games you might have. Wil! pbm too

or in person will an~wer letters. Mike Chriest,

]4020 26th N.E., Seattle, WA 98125, 364-7071.

Any clubs in Seattle area? Preferftfbut will pbm

PAN, AK and Blitz. I am an improving novice

adult. Dave Russell, 7926 220th S.W., Seattle,

WA98]06, R0-2-5427.

Play wargames against Top Internationa! Com·

petition! 26 games started after frist six months

- deposit system kills dropout problem! AI~o

news, views, reviews in "Battleground" monthly.

Nicholas Palmer, Lehwaldsvej 3, 8g. DK-2800

Lyngby, Denmark.

Novice wants pbm opponents for Krieg wishes to

!earn how to play. Also purchase good - ex

cellent condition AH wargames any kind es!",cial

Iy AK. Jonathan Penner, R.R.1. Box 18, Gnd

mark, Manitoba, Canada, 355-44]7.

Any opponents for Luft or PAN in the North of

Eng]and both ftf? Both adults and children

re'luired. Fawlett, 21 Cecil Road, Dronfield,

Sbeffield, England S]8GGW.

Pbm opponents wanted in Blitz, FR '40 and Wat.

All !ellers answered. David Schapiro, POB 103,

Sa,'ei-Zion, Israel.

European Wargamers (Continent & UK): please,

send m~ your addresses and capsule biographies; I

am collecting and publishing addresses and bio

graphies of the European players. Walter Luc
Haas, Achj!Jes Bi"hoff·Str. 6, CH-4053 Basel.

Swit~erJand.

Average player for ftf Anzio, Mid, BB, DD, Wat.

'Grad, Guad, Luft, 19!4 and PAN. Willing to

teach new players;wiH travel up to 60mi. Tyrone

Newby, 226 Grand Ave. East, Chatham, Ontario,
CanadaN7L-tW5.

Average player for ftf any AH games willing to

travel up to 10mile radius. Robert Lowes, RR3

Chatham, Kent County, 0lltario, Canada.

354-2573.

Wanted contestants for pbm 'Grad league. 4-5-6

rep!. rate, exch. at attack factors. No entry f~e

and no prize money. Jame~ Hymas, 250 G]en
Manor W Toronto Ontario M4£-241 699-17]9.

15 year old player seeks mature wargam~r for
Guad, AK, Wat, TAC, PAN, and RW. All letters

answered. All games fought to the end. J~an

Jodoin, CFB Moose Jaw, Bushel! Park, Sask.

Canada SOHONO.

Wanted ftf for Luft, RW, Blitz and Gett. Thert

must be someone else. J will take side you dis1ik~

and learn new game~. David Buness, Box 112,

Callwood, Saskatchewan SOTOKO, 468-2060.

Pbm or ftf Luft, RW, PAN, AK, DD, Guad, Blit~,

TAC', 'Grad and Mid. Kits for AK, DD, PAN.

Larry Wo!oshyn, 149]-99, N. BatUerord,

Saskatchewan, Canada S9A2Z3, 665-8582.

Adult wargamcr seeks I!! opponents tor any

boardgames. Also would like to contact any loca]

wargaming clubs; caU 228-2095 or 813-3061.

Sonny Kwok, Room 408, Dept. of Physics,

U.B.C.. Vancouver. B.C. Canada.




